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What is unique to the Japanese banking system is high specializa-
tion. In Japan, the banking industry is divided into many segments,
including short-term banking, long-term banking, trust banking, retail
banking, wholesale banking, small business banking, and international
trade banking. In addition, Japan has many types of banking organi-
zations, such as regular banks (Futsa Ginkd), long-term credit banks
(Chdki Shin'y6 Gink6)', trust banks (Shintaku Gink6), a foreign ex-
change bank (Gaikoku Kawase Ginkd)2, and credit unions (Shin'y6
Kinko). Each type of the banking organizations has been expected to
specialize in some of the segments.
Regular banks, a foreign exchange bank and credit unions have
been expected to specialize in short-term banking. They have tradi-
tionally taken short-term deposits and provided short-term credits.
There is no legal restriction on terms of deposits and loans. However,
the Ministry of Finance (Okurash6), which is the regulatory authority
* Manager, Tokyo Branch Corporate Finance Division I, The Long-Term Credit Bank of
Japan, Ltd. (LTCB); Master of Laws with Honor 1993, Northwestern University School of Law;
Bachelor of Laws 1988, Hitotsubashi University Department of Law. The author is grateful to
Hiroshi Yamada and Sachiko Moi, both LTCB's clerks, for their kind assistance of providing
him with many of the materials cited herein. Finally, the author would like to thank his wife
Noyuri for her patience and understanding.
1 Three long-term credit banks currently exist: The Industrial Bank of Japan, Ltd., The
Long-Term Credit Bank of Japan, Ltd., and Nippon Bond Credit Bank, Ltd
2 The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd. is currently the only foreign exchange bank in existence; how-
ever, the bank decided to merge with Mitsubishi Bank Ltd., which is a large regular bank. This
merger would eliminate the foreign exchange bank.
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of the banking and securities industries, has customarily limited the
terms of deposits on a non-statutory basis; thus, regular banks have
made short-term loans on a matching basis.
Long-term credit banks and trust banks have been expected to
specialize in long-term banking. Long-term credit banks have tradi-
tionally collected long-term funds by issuing special debentures
(Kin'yasai) and managed such funds by long-term loans. There are
some legal restrictions on their taking deposit and making short-term
loans. On the other hand, trust banks have been expected to take
long-term funds, and manage such funds, through trusts. Legally,
trust banks are licensed regular banks, which have concurrent ap-
proval for trust business and have the same corporate power as regu-
lar banks, as well as trust power; however, the Ministry of Finance has
expected trust business to function as a form of long-term fund inter-
mediation and trust banks to specialize in such business. At the same
time, the Ministry of Finance has taken a position of not granting a
trust business approval to other banking organizations and thus
strictly segregating this segment from other banking segments3 and
other industries.
Long-term credit banks, a foreign exchange bank and credit un-
ions are required by law to some extent to provide their services to
certain segments of customers. Long-term credit banks have been ex-
pected to provide funds to businesses, rather than consumption and
have thus played an important role in wholesale banking. A foreign
exchange bank is expected to engage principally in foreign exchange
transactions, activities related to letters of credit, and other financing
of international trades. Credit unions have been expected to special-
ize in small business banking and retail banking. There is no legal
limitation of this kind on regular banks; however, it is true that regular
banks have played an important role in retail banking.
The specialization, which is unique to the Japanese banking in-
dustry, can be found not only in the fact that each type of banking
organization has specialized in some segments of the banking indus-
try, but also in the fact that the banking industry itself has been segre-
gated from other financial industries. That is, entries of banking
3 For historical reasons, prior to 1993, only three regular banks, Daiwa Bank Ltd., Okinawa
Bank Ltd., and Ryakyz2 Bank, Ltd., were permitted to have limited trust power (excluding loan-
trust). Otherwise, only trust banks were given trust power. But see supra note 9. While non-
bank trust companies may theoretically exist under Japanese law, no such companies exist at
least in presence due to the Ministry of Fimance's recent policy of disallowing any nonbank from
participating in the trust business.
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organizations into the securities and insurance industries have been
strictly restricted.4
The system separating the banking industry from the securities
industry was established in 1948, by enacting the so-called Japan's
Glass-Steagall Act, or Article 65 of Securities and Exchange Law,5
which is modeled after America's Glass-Steagall Act.6 It has been
said that this system purported to protect depositors against banks'
losses arising from risky securities activities and to reduce banking or-
ganizations' power of control over economics, which relied too much
on bank loans at that time.7 This separation was gradually mitigated,
permitting banking organizations to engage in underwriting and deal-
ing in government bonds, derivative activities (e.g., futures and op-
tions) related to domestic and foreign government bonds, and
activities related to some money market instruments, such as commer-
cial paper and certificates of deposit. Nevertheless, the separation
system had basically been maintained for more than forty years after
the enactment of the Securities and Exchange Law.
The traditional specialization system of the banking industry has
significantly changed during the last decade. Many segments of the
banking industry have virtually broken down, so that each type of
banking organization has invaded segments other than its own. The
segmentation between the long and short-term fund intermediaries
are terminating, due to innovations of financial technologies, such as
interest rate swaps, gradual deregulations on deposit terms, and access
to foreign money markets; for instance, regular banks can make long-
term loans even at fixed interest rates by using interest rate swaps.
All types of banking organizations have been providing more or less
retail and small business banking services, because large companies
have been shifting at least a part of their fund raising from bank loans
to securities markets (e.g., debentures, commercial paper, etc.).
4 In the same respect, the securities industry has been prohibited from entering into the
banking and insurance industries, while the insurance industry has been segregated from the
banking and securities industries.
5 Shdken Torihiki H6 [Securities and Exchange Law], Law No. 25 of 1948.
6 Before the enactment, there was no legal limitation on banks' securities activities. Banks
actively participated in underwriting as lead underwriter, and dealing in, government bonds and
debentures, while securities firms usually acted as mezzanine underwriters there. On the other
hand, banks were customarily passive participants in stock-related activities, major players of
which were securities firms.
7 The system expected securities market to develop and function as an alternative funding
source of economics to bank loans and free from banks' control. For this purpose, banks were
excluded from the securities industry. Also, it has been said that one of the purposes of the
exclusion was to protect securities firms against competition with banks so that they could un-
dertake to bring up securities market to be such an alternative and independent funding source.
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In addition, as the financial industry went through deregulation,
internationalization (globalization) and securitization of finance on a
world-wide basis, significant reforms were implemented in 1993 to
substantially deregulate the restrictions on trust and securities busi-
ness. Banking organizations are now permitted to own trust bank'
and securities firm subsidiaries.9
These recent changes, nevertheless, did not extinguish the legal
framework characterized by the specialization. Deposit terms are still
limited. Legal restrictions remain on long-term credit banks' deposit
taking and making short-term loans and as to which customers bank-
ing organizations, other than regular banks should provide their serv-
ices. Banking organizations are still basically prohibited from directly
entering into the trust and securities business. However, such speciali-
zation systems are no more what they previously were, and the bank-
ing industry, rather the financial industry, is getting segmentless in
substance.
Standing upon these recent developments in Japan's banking sys-
tem, this article describes the Japan's current specialization system, fo-
cusing on securities activities of Japanese banking organizations. In
the concrete, this article describes what kinds of securities activities
Japanese banking organizations may directly, or indirectly through
their affiliates, engage in under Japanese laws, and to which restric-
tions under Japanese laws such securities activities are subjected. 10
This article focuses on securities activities because under the above
circumstances, securities activities recently have most significantly
changed among all kinds of activities of banking organizations. In ad-
dition, compared with other activities, securities activities of banking
organizations are getting more important for banking organizations,
as companies are shifting their fund raising from loans to securities
financing and securitization of assets is progressing. It should be
noted that the article has the following assumptions: This article coy-
8 Recently, the Ministry of Finance has permitted relatively small regular banks operating
on a regional basis, or the so-called regional bank (ChihO GinkO), to engage directly in limited
kinds of trust business. Thus, the Ministry of Finance has become less rigid with respect to its
policy of not granting trust business licenses to banking organizations other than trust banks. See
supra note 3.
9 At the same time, the reforms have permitted securities firms to own trust bank subsidiar-
ies. Securities and Exchange Law art. 43-2.
10 However, this article does not cover restrictions under Gaikoku Kawase Oyobi BOeki
Kanri HO [Foreign Exchange and International Trade Control Law], Law No. 228 of 1949. See
infra note 14.
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ers only securities activities of city banks (Toshi Gink)" (including
their affiliates), which can be defined as regular banks operating busi-
ness on a nation-wide basis, because a majority of large Japanese
banking organizations are included in this classification.' 2 On the
other hand, this article covers all kinds of activities related to "securi-
ties" in the broadest sense; thus, the analyses herein are not limited to
securities being traded on existing exchange or over-the-counter mar-
kets, but also cover all kinds of instruments, certificates, interests,
claims, or rights, that are unmarketable at present.
II. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
For preliminary purposes, this chapter overviews which laws (in-
cluding related non-statutory administrative rules), and what kinds of
restrictions involved in the laws, could affect securities activities of
city banks or their affiliates.' 3
11 The term "city bank" is used by the Ministry of Finance to describe those large regular
banks operating on a nation-wide basis. In contrast, the term "regional bank" (Chih6 GinkO) is
used to describe those relatively small regular banks operating on a regional basis. While there
is technically no legal distinction between a "city bank" and a "regional bank," the Ministry of
Finance has been known to treat the two differently under its administrative rules. See supra
note 9.
12 For example, Sumitomo Bank Ltd., Mitsubishi Bank Ltd., Dai-ich Kangy6 Bank Ltd., and
Sanwa Bank Ltd, are all city banks.
13 In addition to the laws listed below in text, Gaikoku Kawase Oyobi Bdeki Kanri H6 [For-
eign Exchange and International Trade Control Law], Law No. 228 of 1949, also affects securities
activities of a city bank and its affiliates.
This law first restricts foreign exchange business of a bank, requiring prior approval of the
Minister of Finance of any bank that regularly engages in such business, including certain kinds
of securities transactions that involve any non-resident and/or foreign currency.
Also, this law regulates individual transactions of many kinds which involve either any non-
resident or a payment in any foreign currency. These regulated transactions also include certain
kinds of securities transactions. While this law requires approval of, or notice to, the Minister of
Finance in advance of such individual transactions, it exempts from such restrictions many kinds
of transactions involving a bank which has obtained the above prior approval for foreign ex-
change business.
This law imposes important restrictions on securities activities of a bank and its affiliates;
however, these restrictions were established from a perspective of how currencies should be
controlled, rather than who should engage in securities activities subject to what kinds of restric-
tions. On this point, this law significantly differs from other laws listed in text. Discussing re-
strictions in different natures together makes this article out of focus. In addition, the Foreign
Exchange Control Law generally sets restrictions, standing upon and respecting the financial
system established by other laws, as listed in text, and does not materially change the system.
For these reasons, this article omits discussions of restrictions under the law.
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Banking Law14
This law restricts banking business in various ways, such as, per-
mitting only licensed banks to engage in banking business, and limit-
ing corporate power of city banks. It also regulates affiliations and
relationships between city banks and other companies.
Securities and Exchange Law
This law restricts certain types of activities related to securities as
defined therein, permitting only licensed securities firms to engage in
such securities business, limiting corporate power of securities firms,
and subjecting securities business to various restrictions. Also, while
the law generally prohibits securities activities of financial institutions
other than securities firms, approved financial institutions may engage
in certain exempted securities activities subject to some restrictions. 15
It also limits relationships between a securities firm and other
companies.
Trust Business Law16 and Banks' Trust Business Law'7
These laws restrict trust activities, permitting only licensed non-
bank trust companies 18 and approved banks to engage in trust
business.
Anti-Monopoly Law 9
This law limits financial institutions' acquisition and retention of
stock in domestic companies. It also prohibits any holding company,
including a bank holding company, and any merchant from employing
unfair transaction methods.
14 Gink6 H6 [Banking Law], Law No. 59 of 1981. The Banking Law applies only to regular
banks, including city banks, regional banks and trust banks. Other types of banking
organizations have their governing laws, such as Chdki Shin'y6 Gink6 HO [Long-Term Credit
Bank Law], Law No. 187 of 1952, Gaikoku Kawase GinkO H6 [Foreign Exchange Bank Law],
Law No. 67 of 1954, and Shin'y6 Kinko H6 [Credit Union Law], Law No. 238 of 1951.
15 In addition to the approval, license for securities business is not required of a financial
institution which engages in such exempted securities activities.
16 Shintakugy6 H6 [Trust Business Law], Law No. 65 of 1922.
17 Futsa2 GinkO No Shintaku GyOmu No Ken'ei TO Ni Kansuru HOritsu [Law Regarding
Regular Banks' Concurrent Engagement in Trust Business], Law No. 43 of 1943.
18 But see supra note 3.
19 Shiteki Dokusen No Kinshi Oyobi KOsei Torihiki No Kakuho Ni Kansuru HOritsu [Law
Regarding Prohibition against Private Monopoly and Insurance of Fair Transactions], Law No.
54 of 1947.
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Securities Advisory Business Law2 °
This law restricts business of providing advisory and discretionary
management services on securities investment, permitting only regis-
tered investment advisors to engage in investment advisory business
and to act as discretionary investment managers with prior additional
approval. It also regulates relationships between such advisors (or
managers) and other companies.
Securities Investment Trust Law21
This law restricts activities related to securities investment trusts
(mutual funds), permitting only licensed companies to originate and
create such trusts and to provide trustees with instructions on trust
asset management, limiting such originators' other businesses, and al-
lowing only trust banks to administer such trusts as trustees in accord-
ance with the instructions of such originators (trusters). It also
regulates relationships between such originators (trusters) and other
companies.
Asset Securitization Law22
This law restricts activities relating to securitization of lease and
credit receivables of nonbanks, permitting only financial institutions
and other licensed companies to acquire, pool, and securitize such
nonbank assets and/or distribute such asset-backed certificates. This
limits such packagers' other businesses, and allows only trust banks to
package and securitize such nonbank assets through trusts and to dis-
tribute beneficial interests in such trusts.
Commodity Fund Law23
This law restricts activities related to commodity investment
funds, permitting only financial institutions and other licensed compa-
nies to originate such funds and/or to distribute interests in such
funds. Under this law, only trust banks can administer as trustees the
funds taking the form of trust and distribute certain kinds of beneficial
20 YakashOken Ni Kansuru TOshikomongyO No Kisei TO Ni Kansuru HOritsu [Law
Regarding Restrictions, etc. on Investment Advisory Business on Securities], Law No. 74 of
1986.
21 ShOken TOshi Shintaku HO [Securities Investment Trust Law], Law No. 198 of 1951.
22 Tokutei Saiken TO Ni Kakaru JigyO No Kisei Ni Kansuru HOritsu [Law Regarding
Restrictions on Business Relating to Certain Monetary Claims, etc.], Law No. 77 of 1992.
23 ShOhin TOshi Ni Kakaru JigyO No Kisei Ni Kansuru HOritsu [Law Regarding Restrictions
on Business Relating to Commodity Investment], Law No. 66 of 1991.
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interests in such trusts. Only approved companies can provide discre-
tionary management services on commodity investment.
III. DOMESTIC SECURITIES Acrivrms
A. Domestic Securities Activities of City Banks
(Domestic Offices)
This part discusses what kinds of domestic securities activities city
banks may engage in directly through their domestic offices and what
kinds of restrictions such domestic securities activities are subjected to
under Japanese laws.
1. In General
As seen in the last part, various laws affect securities activities of
city banks. However, the Banking Law and the Securities and Ex-
change Law provide basic restrictions, because both laws cover large
areas of securities activities, whereas other laws cover only small
parts. Thus, for a preliminary purpose, this part analyzes what kinds
of restrictions both laws impose on city banks' securities activities.
a. Banking Law
As a matter of corporate power,24 the law provides for permissi-
ble activities of city banks, classifying them into the three categories:
the so-called, core banking business (Hon'gy6),z5 incidental banking
business (Fuzui Gy6mu),26 and other banking business (Ta'gy6).27
24 As a matter of theory, it is possible to construe that the Banking Law does not limit
corporate power of a bank but merely restricts activities of banks outside of corporate power.
Under this view, when a bank conducts activities impermissible under the Banking Law,
problems of ultra vires do not arise, but violations of the Banking Law followed by some punish.
ments result. However, in reality, descriptions of corporate purpose in banks' articles of incor-
poration are such as "banking business and such other business as incidental thereto," the scope
of which depends upon what kinds of activities the Banking Law permits. Accordingly, as a
practical matter, the Banking Law limits corporate power of banks through the description of
corporate purposes.
25 Banking Law art. 10(1).
26 Id. art. 10(2).
27 Id. art. 11. With respect to the incidental banking business, it is construed from its nature
that it may be conducted only to the extent incidental to the core banking business. In addition,
Article 11 of the Banking Law provides that the other banking business may be conducted except
to the extent it interferes with the core banking business. These limitations purport to restrict
incidental banking business relative to core banking business and to restrict other banking busi-
ness even more than the incidental banking business. The classification of city banks' activities is
established principally to implement these limitations. However, as a practical matter, such limi-
tations are not so significant, because they will become problematic only in an extreme case
where city banks are viewed as engaging principally in either the incidental banking business or
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The law exclusively lists certain kinds of activities as the core banking
business and the other banking business. On the other hand, it only
illustratively lists certain kinds of activities as the incidental banking
business and thus permits city banks to engage in other non-listed ac-
tivities as incidental to the core banking business. Such non-listed in-
cidental activities are called non-listed incidental banking business
(Sonota Fuzui Gy6mu). In sum, under the Banking Law city banks
may engage in the listed activities and the non-listed incidental bank-
ing business. City banks may not engage in other activities. 2
The listed activities include many kinds of securities activities:
(a) trading (investment), underwriting, distribution, dealing, private
placement activities and brokerage activities29 in connection with (i)
"monetary claims (Kinsen Saiken)' '30 and (ii) government bonds, re-
gional government bonds and government-guaranteed bonds; (b)
trading (investment), purchases or sales upon the written order, and
for the account, of customers, and private placement activities, in con-
nection with other "securities". 3' The Banking Law does not define
the term "securities" as used therein; rather, it is generally construed
that the term has the same meaning as that defined in the Securities
other banking business rather than the core banking business. Thus, this article disregards such
classification of activities, eg., into which category a certain kind of securities activity is
classified.
28 Id. art. 12.
29 The term "brokerage activities" as used herein includes purchases or sales upon the writ-
ten order, and for the account of, customers.
30 As discussed below in text, some kinds of monetary claims are securities as defined in the
Securities and Exchange Law, while others are not. With respect to monetary claims which are
concurrently securities as defined in the Securities and Exchange Law, the Banking Law ex-
pressly permits all of the types of activities listed in the text. On the other hand, with respect to
other monetary claims, the Banking Law does not list all of the listed types of activities, but
merely permits city banks to engage in "[a]cquiring and assigning monetary claims." Banking
Law art. 10(2)(v). The Banking Law does not define the phrase "[a]cquiring and assigning";
however, it is generally construed that this term includes all of the types of activities listed in the
text. See UniAm HntoYu AND NAKA Hmosm, GINKO Ho No KAmSETsu [EXPLANATION OF
BANKwNo LAW] 57 (1994).
Notwithstanding this interpretation of the Banking Law, it should be noted that the Minis-
try of Finance has imposed substantial non-statutory restrictions on these activities. In general,
the Ministry of Finance often imposes such non-statutory restrictions on banks' activities, which
are usually published but are sometimes oral. These non-statutory restrictions are called admin-
istrative instructions (Gy6sei Shidd). It is true that such restrictions make Japan's banking regu-
lations difficult to understand. In considering whether or not, or to what extent, a type of
activity is permissible, it is indispensable to look into not only the Banking Law but also the
related Ministry of Finance non-statutory administrative rules.
31 Some kinds of securities derivative activities are also permitted under the Banking Law;
e.g., trading, dealing in, and brokerage activities of futures and options of domestic and foreign
government bonds or indices thereof on domestic and foreign markets. Banking Law arts.
10(2)(ii), 11. This article omits these derivative activities of a bank.
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and Exchange Law.32 Also, the Banking Law does not define the
term "monetary claims" as used therein (hereinafter "Monetary
Claims"); however, the Banking Law has a list of covered financial
instruments, which includes certificates of deposit, commercial paper,
certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residential
mortgages or other loans, other residential-mortgage-backed certifi-
cates and asset-backed certificates covered by the Asset Securitization
Law, and commodity-fund certificates covered by the Commodity
Fund Law.33 The list is not exclusive but merely illustrative, and the
term "monetary claims" generally means rights to request a certain
other person to pay money to himself or herself. Thus, even what is
not listed now can be included in Monetary Claims so long as it has
such nature. Monetary Claims basically do not include securities as
defined in the Securities and Exchange Law (hereinafter "Securities
and Exchange Law Securities"), unless the Banking Law adds them to
the above lists. Indeed, some of the Monetary Claims, or foreign cer-
tificate of deposits,34 commercial paper,35 and some kinds of trust ben-
eficial certificates backed by residential mortgages 6 and other loans,37
are concurrently Securities and Exchange Law Securities.3 8
On the other hand, other kinds of securities activities, although
not listed in the Banking Law, are permissible for city banks under the
Banking Law if they constitute the so-called non-listed incidental
banking business2.3 Generally, the scope of such non-listed incidental
banking business is determined by interpretations.40 For an activity to
32 For the definition of the term "securities" under the Securities and Exchange Law, see
infra text accompanying note 45.
33 Gink6 H6 Shik6 Kisoku [Banking Law Administrative Ordinance], Okura Shdrei [Ordi-
nance of MOF], art. 12, No. 10, Mar. 3, 1982, as amended [hereinafter BL Administrative
Ordinance].
34 See infra note 84.
35 See infra note 85.
36 See infra note 86.
37 See infra note 87.
38 For purposes of the scope of permissible activities, there is no distinction under the Bank-
ing Law between Monetary Claims which are concurrently Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties and Monetary Claims which are not. In other words, banks are permitted under the
Banking Law to engage in trading, underwriting, distribution, dealing, private placement activi-
ties, and brokerage activities, in connection with both types of Monetary Claims. Banking Law
art. 10(5); see also supra note 31.
39 Other laws, of course, can regulate activities included in the non-listed incidental banking
business.
40 An administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance has an illustrative list of the non-listed
incidental banking business. The list includes (a) credit card financing, (b) guaranteeing resi-
dence or other consumer financing, (c) factoring, (d) selling asset-backed certificates covered by
the Asset Securitization Law, and (e) selling commodity-fund certificates covered by the Con-
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constitute such non-listed incidental banking business, all of the fol-
lowing conditions must be satisfied: (a) the activity is not risky; (b) the
activity is profitable; (c) the activity does not adversely affect other
industries; (d) the activity has some proximity with the core banking
business;41 and (e) it does not exceed the core banking business in
scale.42 The scope of the non-listed incidental banking business is de-
termined flexibly on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the func-
tions expected of a bank by society and economics.43
b. Securities and Exchange Law
The Securities and Exchange Law only applies to certain types of
activities related to Securities and Exchange Law Securities.
Types of Activities
Types of activities covered by the Securities and Exchange Law
consist basically of (a) underwriting, (b) distribution, (c) dealing, (d)
private placement activities, and (e) brokerage activities." Trading
(investment) is not included in Securities and Exchange Law
Activities.4 5
modity Fund Law. Kin'ya Kikan To Sono Kanrenigaisya No Kankei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Rela-
tionships Between Financial Institutions and Their Affiliates], Jimu Renraku [Administrative
Notice], (Jul. 3, 1975), as amended (hereinafter "MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice"). In addition,
the Ministry of Finance has not formally made any opinion on it, but it is generally accepted that
currency and interest rate swap transactions, and advisory activities on corporate mergers and
acquisitions are also included in such non-listed incidental banking business. See infra note 198.
41 The core banking business consists of. (a) accepting deposits and installment savings; (b)
lending money or discounting bills and notes; and (c) conducting exchange transactions. Bank-
ing Law art. 10(1).
42 Got6 Norio, GinkO No Betsugaisya Ni Yoru Kei'ei Senryaku [Management Strategies
through Subsidiaries of Banks], KmN'yO ZAISEI JuO [FINANCIAL AND FISCAL AFFAiRS], Sept. 1,
1969, at 23-24. See also UJIKANE & NAKA, supra note 31, at 52-53; OkurashO Kin'ya HOrel
Kenky2 Kai [MOF Financial Law Study Group], SHiN GiNKO H6 SEIoI [NEw BANKING LAW
COMMENTARY], 143-144 (1982), both of which point out only the two (2) conditions (d) and (e)
as mentioned in text.
43 (kurasho Kin'yz2 HOrei Kenkyi2 Kai [MOF Financial Law Study Group], supra note 43, at
143-144.
44 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8). Some kinds of securities derivative activities are
also included in Securities and Exchange Law Activities; eg., trading and dealing in, and broker-
age activities of, futures and options of Securities and Exchange Law Securities or indices
thereof on domestic and foreign markets. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8)(i)-(iii). This
article omits these derivative activities.
45 KANZAKI KATSURO, SHOKEN ToiRma HO [SECulunms AND EXCHANGE LAW ] 330 (new
ed. 1987).
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Definition of Securities
The Securities and Exchange Law lists as securities certain kinds
of instruments, certificates, interests, claims, or rights.46 They basi-
cally are (a) government bonds, regional government bonds and
government-guaranteed bonds, (b) stock certificates and warrant cer-
tificates, (c) debenture certificates, (d) commercial paper, (e) benefi-
cial certificates of securities investment trusts (mutual funds) and loan
trusts, (f) foreign instruments with the same nature as the above,47
(g) certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residential
mortgages or other loans, and (h) foreign certificate of deposits. This
list is exclusive, not illustrative. In addition, the list focuses mainly on
legal forms and presence of physical documents rather than sub-
stances of underlying interests, claims or rights. Furthermore, the Se-
curities and Exchange Law does not have any catch-all provision
which automatically includes in the Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities instruments, etc., that meet certain conditions.48 These make
the definition of securities under the Securities and Exchange Law
much less flexible than that under United States securities laws, which
have a catch-all term, such as "investment contract" 49 backed by the
Howey test."° The Securities and Exchange Law, nevertheless,
reserves some flexibility by allowing a cabinet order or ministry ordi-
nance thereunder to add other non-listed instruments, etc., to the
above Securities and Exchange Law Security list without amending
46 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1), (2).
47 The Securities and Exchange Law Securities include "Securities or certificates issued by
... a foreign judicial person and having the same nature as the securities or certificates listed in
each preceding item." Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(ix). The coverage of this involves
some uncertainties. For example, it is unclear whether or not foreign partnership interests and
beneficial interests in foreign trusts are viewed as securities issued by "a foreign judicial person."
But see infra notes 252, 325.
48 Once a type of instrument, etc. constitutes Securities and Exchange Law Securities, the
Securities and Exchange Law subjects Securities and Exchange Law Activities of such instru-
ment to the prior license requirement or other restrictions. See supra text accompanying note
16. A violation of such requirement or restrictions results in some criminal sanction. In general,
a principle of Japan's criminal law requires that restrictions any violation of which results in
some criminal sanction be clearly set forth. It is said that for this reason, the Securities and
Exchange Law by this list intended to clearly define "securities" and does not have any catch-all
provision. Uchida Taruki, Sh6ken Torihiki Seido No Kaikau No Tame No Kankei H6ritsu No
Seibi T5 Ni Kansuru H~ritsu'an Ni Tsuite [Regarding Proposed Law Improving, etc. Related
Law Which Reform the Securities Transaction System], SHIMON SsaUcO [Capital Market], May
1992 at 8.
49 15 U.S.C. §§ 77b, 78c(a) (1988).
50 See SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946).
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the Security and Exchange Law, if such instruments, etc. satisfy cer-
tain conditions.5 '
The Securities and Exchange Law prohibits city banks from en-
gaging in Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and
Exchange Law Securities 2 with exceptions, 3 where city banks are ex-
empted from this prohibition to the extent that city banks are ex-
pressly authorized by the Banking Law to engage in such activities.5 4
This law, nevertheless, subjects such exempted activities to some re-
strictions, including the prior approval requirement.5 That is, once
the prohibition applies to a line of activity, even though such activity is
exempted by the Securities and Exchange Law from the prohibition, a
city bank may engage in such activity only with prior approval of the
Minister of Finance under the Securities and Exchange Law56 and
subject to other restrictions thereunder.5 7 However, the Securities
and Exchange Law does not impose these restrictions on trading (in-
vestment), and purchases and sales for the written order, and for the
account, of customers in connection with all kinds of Securities and
Exchange Law Securities.5 This represents that trading is not in-
cluded in Securities and Exchange Law Activities. Such passive bro-
kerage activities are assumed by the Securities and Exchange Law to
raise few problems; thus the Securities and Exchange Law does not
apply to these activities.
c. Relationships Between the Banking Law and the
Securities and Exchange Law
In considering the relationship between the Banking Law and the
Securities and Exchange Law, it is useful to classify securities activities
into the following two categories:
51 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(viii), (x), (xi), (2).
52 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1).
53 Id. at art. 65-(1)(proviso), (2).
54 It is more exact to say that all of the securities activities exempted from the prohibition by
the Securities and Exchange Law are authorized by the Banking Law. Banking Law art.
10(2)(ii), (2)(v), (5); art. 11; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65.
55 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
56 Id.
57 Id. art. 65-2(2)-(8).
58 Id. art. 65-2(1)(proviso).
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Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities
and Exchange Law Securities
The Securities and Exchange Law prohibits these activities of city
banks,5 9 but exempts some of them.6" Such exempted activities other
than trading (investment), and purchases and sales upon the written
orders, and for the account, of customers, are subjected by the Securi-
ties and Exchange Law to restrictions,61 including the prior approval
requirement. 62 On the other hand, the Banking Law authorizes city
banks to engage in all of such exempted activities.63
It can be pointed out that the Banking Law and the Securities
and Exchange Law draw the same line between the permissible and
impermissible securities activities of city banks. Thus, the Securities
and Exchange Law here does not function independently of the Bank-
ing Law as a limitation on the scope of city banks' permissible securi-
ties activities. It merely dictates the Banking Law's limitations on
corporate power of city banks in a different way. The Securities and
Exchange Law has its own significance only in subjecting banks' se-
curities activities permissible under the Banking Law to the prior ap-
proval requirement and other restrictions.64 On this point, the
Securities and Exchange Law differs from Section 16 of the U.S.




The Securities and Exchange Law does not apply to these activi-
ties. On the other hand, whether or not such activities are permissible
for city banks under the Banking Law depends upon whether or not
such activities come under activities related to Monetary Claims,67 the
59 Id. art. 65(1).
60 Id. arts. 65(1)(2).
61 id. art. 65-2(2)-(8).
62 Id art. 65-2(1).
63 Banking Law art. 10(2)(ii), (v), (5); art. 11.
64 In other words, there is no reason why Article 65 of the Securities and Exchange Law
exists in the Securities and Exchange Law, and only Article 65-2 thereof need be in the Securi-
ties and Exchange Law.
65 If this point is emphasized, what should be presently called the Japan's Glass-Steagall Act
are Articles 10 through 12 of the Banking Law rather than Article 65 of the Securities and
Exchange Law.
66 These activities consist of (a) Securities and Exchange Law Activities of non-Securities
and Exchange Law Securities, (b) non-Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and
Exchange Law Securities, and (c) non-Securities and Exchange Law Activities of non-Securities
and Exchange Law Securities.
67 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v).
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so-called non-listed incidental banking business,68 or activities other-
wise permitted by the Banking Law (Le., listed permissible activi-
ties).69 If such activities are permissible under the Banking Law, city
banks may engage in them, at least not subject to any restriction under
the Securities and Exchange Law.70 Thus, city banks, for example,
may engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities of
Monetary Claims which are not Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties,71 free from any Securities and Exchange Law restriction72 .
2. Trading (Portfolio Investment)
This section describes city bank's restrictions on investment in se-
curities, or securities activities to be booked for trading account.
However, only passive investment for the purpose of portfolio man-
agement is focused on here. Investment for the purpose of controlling
another company or participating in the management is excluded.73
Thus, this section does not cover, for example, the case where a city
bank acquires more than fifty percent of the outstanding stock in an-
other company or less than fifty percent but otherwise controls such
other company.
a. In General
The Banking Law permits a city bank to purchase and sell any
kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities for the* purpose of
investment.74 The Securities and Exchange Law exempts such invest-
ment from the prohibition against securities activities, without subject-
ing such investment to any restrictions, including the prior approval
requirement.7' This represents that trading does not constitute Secur-
68 Id. art. 10(2).
69 Id. arts. 10-12.
70 But other laws than the Banking Law and the Securities and Exchange Law, of course, can
regulate such activities.
71 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v).
72 In reality, to what extent these activities are permissible depends upon non-statutory re-
strictions imposed by the Ministry of Finance administrative rules. See supra note 31. In addi-
tion, some kinds of Monetary Claims could be designated in the future as Securities and
Exchange Law Securities by a cabinet order or ministry ordinance under Article 2(1)(viii), (x) or
(xi), or Article 2(2), of the Securities and Exchange Law. See supra text accompanying note 52.
If so designated, the activities of the Monetary Claims are fully subject to the Securities and
Exchange Law regulatory framework.
73 Restrictions on investment for the purpose of control will be discussed in the context of
limitations on affiliations between a bank and other companies. See infra note 346 and surroud-
ing text.
74 Banking Law art. 10(2)(ii).
75 Securities and Exchange Law arts. 65(1)(proviso), 65-2(1).
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ities and Exchange Law Activities and the Securities and Exchange
Law does not apply to trading. A city bank may also purchase and sell
Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties, for the purpose of investment, not subject to any Securities and
Exchange Law regulatory framework. 76
Stock
Neither the Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law
limits stock holding of a bank; on this point, the Japanese system out-
standingly differs from the United States' Glass-Steagall System,
which prohibits a bank from investing in stock with limited excep-
tions.77 However, Japan's Anti-Monopoly Law prohibits a city bank
from, without prior approval of Fair Trade Commission (K6sei
Torihiki Iinkai), acquiring or retaining more than five percent of the
outstanding stock in a domestic company, with small exceptions.78
Thus, a city bank can invest in stock of any domestic company only
within this five percent limitation.
Other Securities and Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims
Neither the Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law
sets any standard for investment quality or marketability of Securities
and Exchange Law Securities, other than stock, or non-Securities-and-
76 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "[a]cquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims. But it is generally construed that, this covers purchases and sales thereof for the pur-
pose of investment. See supra note 31.
77 12 U.S.C. § 24 (1994).
78 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1). It should be noted that if a bank owns a securities firm
subsidiary and/or a trust bank subsidiary, the bank is subject to the five percent limitation as
amended. See infra text accompanying notes 380, 433.
On the other hand, this five percent limitation does not apply to stock holding arising from
(a) dealing of a securities firm, (b) foreclosures of collateral, and (c) acquisitions for trust
accounts.
In addition, this five percent limitation does not apply to stock in any foreign company;
thus, a city bank should be able to invest in such foreign stock without any limitation. However,
a city bank is instructed by the Ministry of Finance to limit its holding of stock in any foreign
company to ten percent or less of the outstanding stock therein, if such foreign company is
engaged in activities impermissible for any domestic affiliates of a bank. Such impermissible
activities basically are activities unrelated to banking, including real estate retail business, travel
agency business, product sales, hotel business, warehouse business, marine courier business, and
mining business. On the other hand, there is almost no express limitation under the Banking
Law or the Securities and Exchange Law on passive investment in less than fifty percent of the
outstanding stock in any foreign company that is engaged in activities permissible for domestic
affiliates of a bank. See infra text accompanying note 517. Kin'ya Kikan To Sono Shussisaki
Gaikoku Hdjin Tono Kankei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Relationships between Financial Institutions
and Their Invested Foreign Companies] Jimu Renraku [Administrative Notice] (Apr. 23, 1976)
as amended (hereinafter "MOF Foreign Affiliate Notice").
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Exchange Law-Securities Monetary Claims, which can be invested in
by a bank, unlike the United States' Glass-Steagall Act.7 9 The five
percent limitation under the Anti-Monopoly Law, 0 of course, is irrel-
evant here. Thus, a city bank may invest in non-stock Securities and
Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims, without regard to the
investment quality, marketability or the investment amount.
b. Concept of Trading (Portfolio Investment)
A city bank may trade in Securities and Exchange Law Securities
and Monetary Claims within the above limitations; on the other hand,
dealing in Securities and Exchange Law Securities is more restrictively
permitted, as mentioned below. Thus, a standard for distinguishing
trading from dealing is important. On this point, there are some dis-
putes.81 A commentator says that the standard is whether or not se-
curities are so frequently sold and purchased as to be viewed as
dealing. This view maybe requires that securities booked for trading
account be held during a long period. On the other hand, other com-
mentators state that if securities are sold and purchased targeting the
general public, dealing exists. This view appears to permit a bank to
trade in securities on a regular basis for trading account, regardless of
the holding period, if a bank does not intend to transact with the gen-
eral public (many unspecified people), for example, by trading solely
through brokers (i.e., securities firms).
3. Underwriting, Distribution and Dealing
This section describes restrictions on city bank's underwriting,
distributing, and dealing in, securities. Securities purchased in these
activities are to be booked for dealing account.
a. In General
The Banking Law permits a city bank to underwrite, distribute,
and deal in, (a) government bonds, regional bonds and government-
guaranteed bonds 2, (b) foreign certificates of deposit, 3 (c) commer-
79 12 U.S.C. § 24 (1994).
80 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
81 KANzAgi, supra note 46, at 403, 404-405 n. 8.
82 Banking Law arts. 10(2)(ii), (iv), 11; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(i).
83 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(i). The Banking Law
Administrative Ordinance includes any certificates of deposits in Monetary Claims, whereas
only foreign certificates of deposit constitute Securities and Exchange Law Securities. Securities
and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(vxi); Sh6ken Torihiki H6 Shik6rei [SEL Administrative Ordinance]
Seirei [Cabinet Order] as amended, art. 1, No. 321 (Sept. 30, 1965) (hereinafter "SEL Adminis-
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cial paper,84 and (d) certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates
backed by residential mortgages85 or other loans.8 6 The Securities and
Exchange Law exempts such activities from the prohibition against
securities activities, 87 but subjects them to the prior approval require-
ment88 and some other restrictions covering unfair transactions 89 and
trative Order"). This is because there is some limitation on transferability of domestic certifi-
cates of deposit. That is, a transfer of a domestic certificate of deposit is perfected only by a
notice to, or consent of, the issuer bank in writing with a notarized date.
84 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(ii). The Banking
Law Administrative Ordinance includes domestic and foreign commercial paper in Monetary
Claims, whereas both constitute Securities and Exchange Securities. Securities and Exchange
Law art. 2(1)(viii), (ix); ShOken Torihiki H6 Dainij6 Ni Kiteisuru Teigi Ni Kansuru Shdrei [Minis-
try Ordinance Regarding Definitions Prescribed in Article 2 of Securities and Exchange Law],
art. 1 Okura Shdrei [Ordinance of MOP] No. 14 (Mar. 3, 1993) as amended (hereinafter "SEL
Definition Ordinance").
85 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(iv). Monetary
Claims include "beneficial certificates of a trust for residential mortgages," the term of which is
not defined in the Banking Law.
On the other hand, Securities and Exchange Law Securities include "beneficial interests in a
trust (which is limited to a trust whose initial beneficiary is the truster thereof) for loans under
contracts where a bank, a trust company," a certain financial institution, or a licensed commer-
cial lending company, "lends funds necessary for acquisitions of residences (including land to be
used for such residences and interests in such land)," regardless of whether or not such beneficial
interests are represented by any securities or certificates. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(2);
SEL Administrative Order art. 1-3. (This Securities and Exchange Law Security does not look
to the presence of physical document, unlike the others. See supra note 47 and accompanying
text. This is an exception.) Also, such beneficial interests constitute Securities and Exchange
Law Securities, regardless of whether they are issued by domestic or foreign judicial persons.
Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(2)(ii).
In sum, although there is some uncertainty regarding the relationship between the beneficial
interests included in Monetary Claims and those included in Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities, beneficial interests in a trust for residential mortgages, roughly described, constitute
both Monetary Claims and Securities and Exchange Law Securities, if the initial beneficiary is
the truster, otherwise, such interests are Monetary Claims, but not Securities and Exchange Law
Securities.
86 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vi), (vii), (ix). The
BL Administrative Ordinance includes in Monetary Claims "beneficial certificates of a trust for
general loans." BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vi). Also, Monetary Claims involve "ben-
eficial certificates of a trust for loans to regional governments, etc. BL Administrative Ordi-
nance art. 12(ix). Both kinds of trust beneficial certificates do not constitute Securities and
Exchange Law Securites.
Furthermore, Monetary Claims include "certificates or securities issued by a foreign judicial
person and representing beneficial interests in a trust for loans of a person engaged in banking
business or other persons engaged in money lending as a business." BL Administrative Ordi-
nance art. 12(vii). Such foreign certificates or securities concurrently constitute Securities and
Exchange Law Securities. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(x); SEL Definition Ordinance
art. 2.
87 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(i)-(iii).
88 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
89 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(3), (4). A bank is prohibited from soliciting cus-
tomers to sell or purchase Securities and Exchange Law Securities by: (a) rendering unsubstanti-
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personnel qualification.90 Both the Banking Law and the Securities
and Exchange Law prohibit a city bank from underwriting, distribut-
ing, or dealing in, other Securities and Exchange Securities, such as
stock, warrants, debentures, debentures with rights of conversion into
stock or with warrants, and beneficial interests in securities invest-
ment trusts and loan trusts.91
A city bank may also underwrite, distribute, and deal in, Mone-
tary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securities,92 not
subject to any Securities and Exchange Law regulatory framework.
Such Monetary Claims include domestic certificates of deposit,93 cer-
tain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residential mort-
gages94  or other loans,95  other residential-mortgage-backed
certificates, 96 asset-backed certificates covered by the Asset Securi-
ated advice on security prices, Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(i); (b) employing high
pressure sale tactics which could interfere with fair price making, Securities and Exchange Law
art. 50(1)(v); Gink8 Tb No Shdkengy6 Ni Kansuru Sh6rei [Ministry Ordinance Regarding
Banks' Securities Business, etc.] Ckura Shdrei [Ordinance of MOF], art. 8(v), No.62 (Dec. 15,
1981) [hereinafter "SEL Bank Ordinance"]; (c) making materially mistaken or misleading repre-
sentations, Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(i); and (d)
offering loss indemnification or other special compensations, Securities and Exchange Law arts.
50-3, 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(ii). A bank also may not condition its credits to
customers on the customers' entry into transactions with the bank. Securities and Exchange Law
art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(vi). No officer or employee of a bank may sell or
purchase Securities and Exchange Law Securities by using information gained in the course of
their jobs. Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(iv). In addi-
tion to these prohibitions, a bank must timely disclose to customers in which status, as principal,
intermediary, agent or broker, the bank will act and send transaction confirmations to them.
Securities and Exchange Law arts. 46, 48.
90 Each employee, or any other person, who engages in underwriting or distribution of, or
dealing in, Securities and Exchange Law Securities on behalf of a bank must be registered with
the Ministry of Finance. Securities and Exchange Law arts. 62, 65-2(3).
91 Banking Law art. 12; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1).
92 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "Acquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims. But it is generally construed that includes all of underwriting, distribution, and dealing.
See supra note 31.
93 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(i). See supra note 84.
94 Banking Law art. 12(iv). Beneficial certificates of a trust for residential mortgages do not
constitute Securities and Exchange Law Securities, unless the initial beneficiary is the truster
thereof. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(2); SEL Administrative Order art. 1-3. See supra
note 86.
95 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vi), (vii), (ix). Beneficial certificates of a trust for
other loans of a financial institution do not constitute Securities and Exchange Law Securities,
unless such certificates are issued by a foreign judicial person. Securities and Exchange Law art.
2(1)(x); SEL Definition Ordinance art. 2. See supra note 87.
96 BL Administrative Ordinace art. 12(iii). See infra text following note 300.
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tization Law,97 and commodity-fund certificates covered by the Com-
modity Fund Law.98
Government Bonds
A city bank may underwrite, distribute, and deal in, government
bonds, regional government bonds99 and government-guaranteed
bonds within the above limitations. There is no other restriction
under the Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law; how-
ever, a bank is instructed by the Ministry of Finance to limit the out-
standing balance of these bonds booked for dealing account so as not
to exceed the amount of owned capital of the bank.100
Other Securities and Exchange Law Securities & Monetary Claims
As mentioned above, a city bank may underwrite, distribute, and
deal in, some other kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities,
within some limitations under the Securities and Exchange Law.
Neither the Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law sets
any other restrictions on such activities. Also, there is no restriction
under the Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law on bank's
underwriting, distributing, or dealing in, Monetary Claims that are not
97 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(viii). See infra text accompanying and following
note 252.
98 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(v). See infra text accompanying and following note
324.
99 The term "government bonds" as used in the Banking Law and the Securities and Ex-
change Law literally does not include bonds issued by any foreign government. Neither the
Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law defines the term; however, the Securities and
Exchange Law defines Securities and Exchange Law Securities to include "Securities or certifi-
cates issued by a foreign country .. .and having the same nature as the securities or certificates
prescribed in each preceding item," and "the securities and certificates" as used therein include
"government bonds." Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(ix). In addition, Article
65(2)(v)(c) of the Securities and Exchange Law uses the term "foreign government bonds" and
defines the term to mean securities or certificates issued by a foreign country and having the
same nature as "government bonds." These indicate that the term "government bonds" as used
in the Securities and Exchange Law does not include foreign government bonds. In addition, it
is generally construed that the same term as used in both the Banking Law and the Securities
and Exchange Law has the same meaning, unless otherwise defined.
Thus, a city bank is prohibited from underwriting, distributing, or dealing in, foreign govern-
ment bonds. Banking Law art. 12; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1). Only trading (invest-
ment), sales and purchases upon a written order, and for the account, of customers, and private
placement activities, are permissible in connection with foreign government bonds. Banking
Law art. 10(2)(ii), (vi); Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1), (2)(iv).
100 Futsa Ginkd No Gydmu Un'ei Ni Kansuru Kihon JikO TO Ni Tsuite [Regarding Basic
Matters, etc. Relating to Business Operations of Regular Banks], (kurashd Gink6 Kyoku [MOF
Bank Bureau], No. 901, (Apr. 1, 1982), as amended (hereinafter "MOF Business Operation
Rule").
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Securities and Exchange Law Securities. Nevertheless, a bank is in-
structed by the Ministry of Finance to comply with substantial non-
statutory limitations in connection with investment qualities, purchas-
ers, sale amounts, disclosures, maturity dates, resales, and so on.10 1
Such limitations are discussed below.'02
b. Concepts of Underwriting, Distribution and Dealing
i. Underwriting and Distribution
Within the above limitations, a city bank may participate in pub-
lic distributions of Securities and Exchange Law Securities and Mone-
tary Claims in various ways.
Public Issues
In connection with a public issue of Securities and Exchange Law
Securities and Monetary Claims, which roughly means an initial offer-
ing of them to fifty or more people including at least one unsophistica-
ted investor,10 3 a bank may, as principal, purchase them with a view of
101 Commercial Paper TO No Toriatsukai Ni Tsuite [Regarding Handling of Commercial Pa-
per, etc.] OkurashO Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 610 (Apr. 1, 1993) as amended
(hereinafter "MOF CP Rule"); Shin Yz2kash6ken Ni Kakaru ShOken Gydmu Oyobi Shibo No
Toriatsukai Gy6mu No Suik6 Ni Tsuite [Regarding Performance of Securities Business Relating
to New Securities and Business of Handling Private Placement] Ckurashd Sh6ken Kyoku [MOF
Security Bureau] No. 437 (Mar. 24, 1993) (hereinafter "MOF New Securities & Private Place-
ment Rule"); Yokin, Unokin Oyobi Teiki Tsumikin No Shfhinsei Oy obi Sono Toriatsukai Ni
Tsuite [Regarding Conditions and Handling of Deposits, Savings and Installment Savings]
OkurashO Gink8 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 521 (Apr. 1, 1992) as amended (hereinafter
"MOF Deposit Rule"); Koguchi Saiken Hanbai Ni Kakaru Gyrmu No Toriatsukai Ni Tsuite
[Regarding Handling of Business Relating to Sales of Divided Monetary Claims] (kurash
Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 1075 (Jun. 1,1993) (hereinafter "MOF Asset Securitiza-
tion Rule"); KinyO Kikan No Kashitsuke Saiken No Ryld~ka '" Jiko Shihon Hiritsu K~josaku
Ni Tsuite [Regarding Measures for improving Owned Capital Ratio including liquidation of
Loans of Financial Institutions] Okurash6 Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 800 (Apr. 30,
1992) as amended (hereinafter "MOF Loan Liquidation Rule") Teitdken Tsuki Jataku Kashit-
suke Saiken No Jrto No Tame No Jzltaku Teit6 Shdsho Ni Tsuite [Regarding Residential Mort-
gage-Backed Certificates for Assignments of Loans Secured by Residential Mortgages]
Okurash6 Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 3095 (Sept. 6, 1974) as amended (hereinafter
"MOF Mortgage Certificate Rule"); Shdhin T6shi Ni Kakaru Gydmu No Toriatsukai Ni Tsuite
[Regarding Handling of Business Relating to Commodity Fund Investment] 6kurash6 Gink6
Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 1246 (Jun. 25, 1992) (hereinafter "MOF Commodity Fund
Rule").
102 See infra text accompanying and following note 203.
103 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(3). Exactly stated, a public issue in which a bank may
participate within the limitations as described in text above is an issue which does not qualify for
"private placements" do not qualify [Shibo]. Such a public issue is described as "public offer-
ings" [Bosha] in the Securities and Exchange Law. The meaning of "private placements" is very
complicated. See infra text accompanying and following note 137.
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resale," 4 solicit the general public to purchase them from the bank 0 5
and then resell them to the general public. These activities are the so-
called firm commitment underwriting. Also, bank may, as agent of
the issuer, both solicit the general public to purchase securities to be
publicly offered 10 6 and sell them to the general public. These activities
are the so-called best efforts underwriting. Thus, both firm commit-
ment and best efforts underwritings are subject to the same limita-
tions. 107 On this point, the Japanese system is clearer than the United
States' Glass-Steagall system, where there are some disputes on
whether or not a bank may conduct best efforts underwriting in bank-
ineligible securities not in violation of Section 16 of the Glass-Steagall
Act.108
Secondary Public Offering
In connection with a secondary offering to the general public of
Securities and Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims already
issued (e.g., those privately placed or issued exclusively outside Ja-
pan), which basically means a secondary offering of them to fifty or
104 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(6). The activities are included in "Underwriting"
[Hiki'uke], which is listed in Article 2(8)(iv) of the Securities and Exchange Law as one type of
Securities and Exchange Law Activities. The Securities and Exchange Law does not define the
term "underwriting," but the term "underwriter" [Hiki'ukenin] is defined to mean: (a) "a person
who acquires all or part of an issue of securities from the issuer thereof with a view of secondary
distribution thereof"; (b) "a person who undertakes to acquire the unsold portion of an issue of
securities, in case there is no other person who acquires it"; (c) "a person who engages in a
public offering or public distribution of an issue of securities on behalf of the issuer thereof";
and, (d) "other person who directly or indirectly participates in a public offering or public distri-
bution of an issue of securities and who receives a commission, compensation or other considera-
tion in excess of a commission which is ordinarily paid to distributors of securities."
105 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8). The activities constitute "secondary distributions"
[Uridashi], which is listed therein as Securities and Exchange Law Activities. The term "secon-
dary distributions" roughly means to solicit, on its own behalf, fifty or more people under uni-
form terms to purchase securities already issued. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(4); SEL
Administrative Order art. 1-8.
106 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8)(iv), (vi). The activities constitute "Underwriting"
and "Handling public offering" [Bosha No Toriatsukai], both of which are listed therein as Se-
curities and Exchange Law Activities. The term "Handling public offerings" roughly means to
solicit, on behalf of others, fifty or more people, including at least one (1) unsophisticated inves-
tor, under uniform terms to purchase securities to be newly issued. The term "Underwriting"
includes the term "Handling public offerings." For the meaning of the term "Underwriting," see
supra note 105.
107 Kawamura Yfdsuke & Idemura Yasutaka, Shibosai Toriatsukai Wo Meguru Kihon Mondai
[Basic Problems Relating to Handling Private Placement Securities Privately Placed], SimmnoN
Sruso [CAPrrAL MARYEr], Dec. 1985, at 11.
108 12 U.S.C. § 24 (1994). See Securities Industry Association v. Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (Bankers Trust 1), 483 U.S. 1005 (1987), where the Supreme Court left
this issue open.
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more people (regardless of how sophisticated such people are),10 9 a
bank may, as principal, purchase them from the present holders (own-
ers) with a view of resale,110 solicit the general public to purchase
them from the bank,"' and resell then them to the general public.
Also, a bank may, as principal, solicit the general public to purchase
securities previously issued to the bank," 2 and sell then them to the
general public. Furthermore, a bank may, as agent of present holders
(owners), both solicit the general public to purchase securities to be
secondarily distributed 13 and sell them to the general public.
ii. Dealing
Within the above limitations, a city bank may, as principal,
purchase from the general public (many unspecific people) with a
view of resale, and sell to the general public (many unspecific people),
securities already distributed to the general public."'
4. Private Placement Activities
This section describes restrictions on city bank's private place-
ment activities of securities.
a. In General
The Banking Law permits a city bank to engage in private place-
ment activities of all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities,
debt or equity." 5 The Securities and Exchange Law exempts such ac-
109 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(4). Such a secondary public offering is described as
"secondary distributions" [Uridashi] in the Securities and Exchange Law. For the meaning of
the term, see supra note 106. It is worthy of note that the term "secondary distributions" does
not look to the sophistication of offerees, unlike the term "public offerings." See supra text
accompanying note 104.
110 Literally construed, this activity is not included in Securities and Exchange Law Activities;
however, it is generally considered that the activity is included in the term "secondary distribu-
tions" as defined in Article 2(4) of the Securities and Exchange Law. Kanzaki Katsur6, ShOken
Gydmu To Gink6 Gy6mu [Securities Business and Banking Business], SHOKEN Tosuniu HO
TArKEI [SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE LAW TsmsIs COLLEcnON], at 387.
111 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8)(v). These activities constitute "secondary distribu-
tions." For the meaning of the term, see supra note 106.
112 See supra note 106.
113 These activities constitute "Handling... secondary distributions" [Uridashi No Toriat-
sukai], which are listed therein as Securities and Exchange Law Activities. The term "Handling
... secondary distributions" roughly means to solicit, on behalf of others, fifty or more people
under uniform terms to purchase securities already issued.
114 These activities constitute "Purchasing and selling" [Baibai], as listed in Article 2(8)(i) of
the Securities and Exchange Law as one type of Securities and Exchange Law Activities.
115 Banking Law art. 10(2)(vi). The Banking Law was amended in 1993 to adopt this provi-
sion, which expresses for the first time that private placement activities are within corporate
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tivities from the prohibition against securities activities, 116 but subjects
them to the prior approval requirement 17 and other restrictions
mainly covering unfair transactions"' and personnel qualification. 119
Also, a city bank may engage in private placement activities of
any Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities, not subject to any Securities and Exchange Law regulatory
framework. 2 °
Neither the Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law
sets any other restrictions on private placement activities of Securities
and Exchange Law Securities. Also, there is no limitation under the
power of a bank. Prior to the amendment, it was generally construed that the Banking Law
permitted a bank to engage at least in such activities of debt securities, because such activities
were considered to be included in the so-called non-listed incidental banking business, or activi-
ties ancillary to money lending activities. On the other hand, it was quite unclear whether or not
such activities of equity securities were permissible under the law. Possibly for this reason, banks
actively participated in private placements of debt securities but not of equity securities.
116 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(iv). This provision was adopted in 1993 at the
same time the Banking Law was amended to expressly permit a bank to engage in private place-
ment activities. Prior to the amendment, private placement activities, which basically meant
placement activities with less than fifty people, did not constitute Securities and Exchange Law
Activities. Thus, the prohibition against securities activities was not applied at all to such activi-
ties of a bank.
117 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1). Any bank which had been engaged in private
placement activities prior to the 1993 amendment to the Securities and Exchange Law and which
filed with the Minister of Finance a notice reporting such previous engagement within three
months after the amendment is deemed to have obtained the approval for such activities only to
the extent that the bank had been engaged in such activities before the amendment. Shdken
Torihiki H6 ShikO Fusoku [Securities and Exchange Law Supplemental Rule], art. 26, Law No.
87 of 1993. Before the amendment, banks actively conducted private placement activities of
debt securities but not of equity securities. See supra note 116. Thus, it appears that many city
banks have the constructive approval for private placement activities of debt securities but possi-
bly no approval has been obtained yet with respect to equity securities.
118 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(3), (4). A bank is prohibited from soliciting cus-
tomers to enter into private placement transactions of Securities and Exchange Law Securities
by: (a) rendering unsubstantiated advice on security prices, Securities and Exchange Law art.
50(1)(i); (b) making materially mistaken or misleading representations, Securities and Exchange
Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(i); and (c) offering loss indemnification or other
special compensations, Securities and Exchange Law arts. 50-3, 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance
art. 8(ii). A bank also may not condition its credits to customers on the customers entry into
private placement transactions with the bank. Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL
Bank Ordinance art. 8(vi). No officer or employee of a bank may enter into private placement
transactions by using information gained in the course of their jobs. Securities and Exchange
Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(iv).
119 Each employee, or any other person, who engages in private placement activities of Secur-
ities and Exchange Securities on behalf of a bank must be registered with the Ministry of Fi-
nance. Securities and Exchange Law arts. 65-2(3), 62.
120 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "[a]cquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims. But, it is generally construed that this includes private placement activities. See supra
note 31.
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Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law on such activities of
Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties. Nevertheless, a bank is instructed by the Ministry of Finance to
comply with substantial non-statutory restrictions as follows.
Domestic Debentures'21
A bank, in engaging in private placement activities of domestic
debentures, must obtain from each purchaser a written statement that
debentures will not be resold for the following two years, and set the
conditions and terms of private issues that are appropriately balanced
with the those of public issues. Also, a bank must periodically file
with the Ministry of Finance reports on its private placement
activities.
Additional restrictions are imposed on each private placement of
domestic debentures whose total offering price is two billion yen or
more. For such a large private placement to be eligible for private
placement activities of a bank, the total offering price of each may not
exceed twenty billion yen. In addition, there must not be more than
six large private placements of debentures of the same issuer for a
fiscal year.122 Nor may the aggregated total offering price of large
private placements of debentures of the same issuer in the current
fiscal year exceed one hundred and twenty billion yen in any way, but
in certain cases, the smaller amount.123
Placement agent, including banks acting as such, may purchase
debentures in a large private placement thereof only to the extent of
fifty percent or less of the total offering price, and each placement
agent's purchase thereof must be limited to the same or smaller per-
centage. 24 None of financial institutions which are engaged in private
121 MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102. These non-statutory
restrictions are not applied to debentures with rights of conversions into stock or with warrants.
122 The term "fiscal year" as used herein means a year beginning on April 1 and ending on
March 31 in the next year.
123 If the largest aggregated total offering price of public issues of debentures of an issuer in a
fiscal year within the preceding full three fiscal years exceeds twenty billion yen, the aggregated
total offering price of large private placements of debentures of the same issuer in the current
fiscal year may not exceed the less of (a) such largest aggregated total public offering price or (b)
one hundred and twenty billion yen. In other cases, twenty billion yen may not be exceeded.
MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
124 Each placement agent must limit his or her own purchase of debentures in a large private
placement thereof to (a) if the total offering price does not exceed five billion yen, fifty percent
or less of the total offering price, (b) if it does not exceed ten billion yen, ten percent or less, and
(c) if it exceeds ten billion yen, five percent or less. MOF New Securities & Private Placement
Rule, supra note 102.
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placement activities as a business may purchase debentures in any
large private placement in which no placement-agent is involved.
Foreign Government Bonds and Foreign Debentures 5
A placement agent bank must obtain a written statement of each
purchaser concerning the resale limitations, set appropriate conditions
and terms, and file periodical reports with the Ministry of Finance, as
in the case of a large private placement of domestic debentures.
For a private placement of foreign government bonds or foreign
debentures to be eligible for private placement activities of a bank,
the total offering price of each may not exceed thirty billion yen, if
such bonds or debentures have the highest investment grade; other-
wise, twenty billion yen may not be exceeded.
In no case, may the purchase amount of each placement agent
exceed ten percent of the total offering price. None of financial insti-
tutions which are engaged in private placement activities as a business
may purchase such foreign bonds or debentures in any private place-
ment in which no placement agent is involved.
Other Securities and Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims
A bank must file with the Ministry of Finance periodical reports
on its private placement activities of other Securities and Exchange
Law Securities as well." 6 Also, there are substantial non-statutory re-
strictions on private placement activities concerning some other kinds
of Securities and Exchange Law Securities, such as foreign certificates
of deposit,127 commercial paper,"-8 certain kinds of trust beneficial
certificates backed by residential mortgages or other loans."-9 Like-
wise, substantial non-statutory restrictions are imposed by the Minis-
try of Finance on private placement activities of some kinds of
Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties, such as domestic certificates of deposit,130 certain kinds of trust
beneficial certificates backed by residential mortgages or other
125 MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102. These non-statutory
restrictions are not applied to debentures with rights of conversions into stock or with warrants.
126 MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
127 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rules, supra
note 102. See supra note 84.
128 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra
note 102. See supra note 84.
129 MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102; MOF Loan Liquidation
Rule, supra note 102. See also supra notes 86, 87.
130 MOF Deposit Rule, supra note 102. See supra note 84.
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loans,'131  other residential-mortgage-backed certificates, 32  asset-
backed certificates covered by the Asset Securitization Law, 33 and
commodity-fund certificates covered by the Commodity Fund Law."34
These non-statutory restrictions set requirements concerning invest-
ment qualities, purchasers, sale amounts, disclosures, maturity dates,
resales, and so on. Such restrictions are discussed below.135
b. Concept of Private Placement Activities136
k In General
Private placement is an opposing concept to public offering. As
mentioned above, a city bank is prohibited under the Banking Law
and the Securities and Exchange Law from, as underwriter and/or dis-
tributor, participating in a public offering of Securities and Exchange
Law Securities other than government bonds, regional government
bonds, government-guaranteed bonds, foreign certificates of deposit,
commercial paper and certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates
backed by residential mortgages or other loans, whereas it is permit-
ted under both laws, as placement agent, participate in a private place-
ment of all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities. Thus, it
is important to know the distinction between the two terms in connec-
tion with Securities and Exchange Law Securities.137  The Banking
131 MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement
Rule, supra note 102. See also supra text accompanying notes 95-96.
132 MOF Mortgage Certificate Rule, supra note 102. See infra text following note 300.
133 MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102. See infra text accompanying and follow-
ing note 252.
134 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102. See infra text accompanying and following
note 324.
135 See infra text accompanying and following note 203.
136 The disclosure system under the Securities and Exchange Law is briefly described here. In
general, in publicly offering an issue of Securities and Exchange Law Securities, the issuer of
such securities must (a) file a written notice with the Minister of Finance in advance, and (b)
make and distribute prospectuses on or prior to such offering. Securities and Exchange Law
arts. 4(1), 13, 15(1), (2). The requirements are applied to both initial and secondary public
offerings. The notice and prospectus are expected to function as a registration statement and
prospectus as required under the United States' Securities Act of 1933.
On the other hand, in a private placement of an issue of Securities and Exchange Law
Securities, the notice and prospectus requirements are not applied.
137 A city bank is permitted to participate in any public offering and private placement of any
Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securities; thus, the distinction is not
important in connection with such Monetary Claims. See supra note 31. However, it should be
noted that in realty substantial non-statutory restrictions are imposed by the Ministry of Finance
on underwriting, distribution, and private placement activities, of such Monetary Claims. See
infra text accompanying and following note 203.
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Law does not have its own definition of these terms; rather, it refers to
the definitions under the Securities and Exchange Law. 38
Professional Private Placement139
An initial offering of Securities and Exchange Law Securities
constitutes a private placement, if (a) all offerees are qualifying insti-
tutional investors,14° which include banks, securities firms, and insur-
ance companies, (b) such securities to be offered are not equity
securities, 141 and (c) any transfer (resale) of such securities to non-
qualifying institutional investors is restricted in certain ways.142 No
information on the issuer or the securities need be made available to
offerees.143 In addition, it does not matter how many qualifying insti-
tutional investors are offered to; however, if even only one non-quali-
138 Banking Law art. 10(6).
139 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(3)(ii)(a), (8)(vi).
140 SEL Administrative Order art. 1-5; SEL Definition Ordinance art. 4.
141 SEL Administrative Order art. 1-5. Such equity securities include stock, warrants, and
debentures with rights of conversions into stock or with warrants. In general, for an offering to
qualify for a private placement, some restrictions must be effectively imposed on transfers (re-
sales) to non-qualifying institutional investors. See infra note 143. However, such restrictions
cannot be imposed on these equity securities in anyway under applicable Japanese laws. Thus,
equity securities are excluded.
142 SEL Administrative Order art. 1-5. In general, the name of securities must clearly indi-
cate the prohibition against any transfer (resale) to non-qualifying institutional investors. SEL
Definition Ordinance art. 5(2), (3)(iii). Additional restrictions are imposed, depending upon the
type of securities.
For example, in the case of debentures and foreign government bonds, the following two
conditions must be met. First, such debentures or bonds must be registered with the issuer, its
transfer agent, or a registration institution. SEL Definition Ordinance art. 5(2)(i)(a), (3)(i). The
legal background of this restriction is that a transfer of such registered debenture is not effective
against the issuer or other third party under applicable Japanese laws without a transfer registra-
tion. SHHO [Commercial Code], art. 307(1), Law No. 48 of 1899 (hereinafter "Commercial
Code"); Shasai T6 Ttroku H6 [Bond Registration Law], art. 5(1), Law No. 11 of 1942. Second,
each certificate, if issued, must bear a legend clearly indicating the prohibition against any trans-
fer (resale) to non-qualifying institutional investors. SEL Definition Ordinance art. 5(2)(i)(b).
If no certificate is issued, such prohibition must be disclosed to offerees, and conditioned on
sales to offerees. SEL Definition Ordinance art. 5(3)(ii).
In the case of commercial 15aper, the following two conditions must be met. First, any in-
dorsement must be effectively prohibited under applicable law. SEL Definition Ordinance art.
5(2)(ii). Second, each note must bear a legend clearly indicating the prohibition against any
transfer (resale) to non-qualifying institutional investors. Id.
143 Those who engage in private placement activities are required (with some exceptions) to
notify offerees in writing of (a) lack of a notice to the Ministry of Finance as required for public
offering or secondary distribution and (b) limitations on transfers (resales). A failure of this
notice does not make the private placement a public offering. No other information on the
issuer or the securities need be notified. Securities and Exchange Law art. 23-13; KigyO Naiy6
T6 No Kaiji Ni Kansuru Sh6rei [Ministry Ordinance Regarding Disclosures of Corporate Infor-
mation, etc.] 5kura Shtrei [Ordinance of MOF], arts. 14-14(2), 14-15(1), No. 5, (Jan. 30, 1973)
(hereinafter "SEL Disclosure Ordinance").
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fying institutional investor offeree is involved, or otherwise any one of
the above three conditions is dissatisfied, an offering does not consti-
tute a private placement but a public offering, unless such offering
comes within a small number private placement as described below.
Small Number Private Placement144
An initial offering of securities constitutes a private placement, if
(a) the total number of offerees (qualifying and non-qualifying institu-
tional investors) involved in the offering, together with the aggregated
number of offerees involved in other small number private placements
of securities of the same issuer with the same class' 45 that were con-
ducted during the preceding six-month period, is less than fifty,146 (b)
where such offered securities are equity securities, they are unmarket-
able stock 4 7 or other equity securities which such unmarketable stock
underlies, and (c) any transfer (resale) of non-stock securities (includ-
ing equity securities other than stock) and debt securities to fifty or
more people is restricted in certain ways.148 No information on the
issuer or the securities need be made available to offerees. 49 In addi-
144 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(3)(i), (ii)(b), (8)(vi).
145 Article 6 of the SEL Definition Ordinance defines the term "the same class." For exam-
ple, if the interest rate and the maturity date of debentures to be offered are the same as those of
debentures previously offered, the class of both is the same. Id. art. 6(i). In addition, if stock to
be offered and stock previously offered involve the same divided rights to the same issuer, the
class of both is the same. Id. art. 6(iv).
146 SEL Administrative Order arts. 1-4, 1-6.
147 SEL Administrative Order art. 1-7(i). The term "unmarketable stock" as used herein
means stock issued by a person who has never issued the following: (a) stock listed on any stock
exchange, Securities and Exchange Law art. 24(1)(i); (b) stock registered for over-the-counter
market [Tent Baibai Kabushiki], Securities and Exchange Law art. 24(1)(ii); SEL Administra-
tive Order art. 3; (c) stock with the same class as stock with respect to which a notice was previ-
ously filed with the Minister of Finance for any public offering or secondary distribution,
Securities and Exchange Law art. 24(1)(iii); and (d) stock the total number of whose holders is
five hundred or more, Securities and Exchange Law art. 24(1)(iv); SEL Administrative Order
art. 3-6(2).
148 SEL Administrative Order art. 1-7(u), (iii). For instance, in the case of debentures, for-
eign government bonds and commercial paper, the following four conditions must be met. First,
they must be registered with the issuer or its transfer agent. For the legal effect of such registra-
tion, see supra note 143. Second, each certificate must bear a legend that each purchaser may
not resell them unless he or she resells the whole block purchased by him or her in the small
number private placement. Third, the total number of certificates issued in the small number
private placement, together with the aggregated number of certificates issued in other small
number private placements of securities of the same kind and the same issuer and with the same
class that took place during the preceding six-month period, may not be fifty or more. Fourth,
splitting a certificate into smaller units must be prohibited, and a legend of the prohibition
against such splitting must be born by each initial certificate. SEL Definition Ordinance art.
7(3)(i1(b), (ii)n149 See supra note 144.
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tion, it does not matter how sophisticated offerees are. If any one of
the above three conditions is dissatisfied, the offering does not consti-
tute a private placement but a public offering, unless such offering
comes within a professional private placement as described above.
Although the concept of private placement is similar to that
under Rule 506 of the United States' Securities Act of 1933,150 both
differ in many respects, including requirements regarding the number
and sophistication of purchasers (offerees), and the availability of in-
formation on issuers and/or securities.15 1
ii. Permissible Activities Related to Private Placement
Placement Agent Activities
A city bank may as agent of an issuer solicit purchase of Securi-
ties and Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims on a private
basis152.
150 17 C.F.R. § 230.506 (1994).
151 United States banking law does not define the concept of "private placement" for the
Glass-Steagall Act purposes; thus, the concept under United States securities laws is relevant, or
it provides at least guidance. See Securities Industry Association v. Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System (Bankers Trust 11), 807 F.2d 1052 (D.C. Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 483 U.S.
1005 (1987); OCC Interpretive Letter No. 329 Fed. Banking L. Rep. (CCH) 185,449 (Mar. 4,
1985); Bankers Trust New York Corp., 75 Fed. Res. Bull. 829 (1989). Although United States
securities laws also do not define such concept, courts have tried to do it, and Rule 506 of Regu-
lation D under Securities Act of 1933 provides for a safe harbor rule.
In defining the term "private placement," Japanese laws have taken clear-cut approaches as
described in text. On this point, the concept of "private placement" under Japanese laws clearly
differs from that established by courts under United States laws. See, ag., Securities and Ex-
change Commission v. Ralston Purina, 346 U.S. 119 (1953); Doran v. Petroleum Management
Corp., 545 F.2d 893 (5th.Cir. 1977). Rather, it is similar to Rule 506.
However, Rule 506 permits thirty-five or less unaccredited investors, and unlimited number
of accredited investors, to purchase securities, while it requires such unaccredited investors to be
supported by purchaser representatives. See 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.506(b)(2), 230.501(a)(8) (1994).
On the other hand, a professional private placement under the Securities and Exchange Law
requires all offerees (and purchasers) to be qualified institutional investors. A small number
private placement thereunder limits the numbers of offerees (and purchasers) to less than fifty,
whereas it does not requires any sophistication of offerees (or purchasers). In addition, while
Rule 506 requires availability of some information on the issuer and the securities, Japanese laws
do not at all. See 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.506(b)(1), 230.502(b) (1994). On these points, the concepts
under Japanese laws and Rule 506 are clearly different.
152 This activity constitutes "Handling ... private placements" [Shibo No Toriatsukaij, which
is listed in Article 10(2)(vi) of the Banking Law as permissible for a city bank, and is listed in
Article 65(2)(iv) of the Securities and Exchange Law and defined in Article 2(3) and (8)(vi) of
the Securities and Exchange Law. The term "Handling ... private placements" roughly means
soliciting purchase of securities on behalf of others in an issue which qualifies for a private place-
ment. Thus, activities of providing issuers with advice or other assistance in connection with
private placements of securities are not included in "Handling... private placements." For the
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Financial Advisor Activities
A city bank may also as financial advisor of issuers render them
advice or other assistance regarding their private placements of Secur-
ities and Exchange Law Securities and/or Monetary Claims.153 On the
other hand, a city bank cannot as financial advisor of investors (pro-
spective purchasers) render them advice or other assistance regarding
private placements of Securities and Exchange Law Securities, be-
cause such activities constitute investment advisory activities covered
by the Investment Advisory Business Law. 54 Also, there is some un-
certainty on whether or not a bank can provide investors with the
same services on private placements of Monetary Claims.' 55
Firm Commitment Private Placement
For the Securities and Exchange Law disclosure purposes, trans-
fers (resales) of Securities and Exchange Law Securities privately
placed without disclosure are strictly restricted; however, they can still
be made without disclosure within the certain limitations.5 6 In addi-
tion, private agents may purchase securities to be privately placed by
them to the extent of the certain percentage of the total offering
price.' 57 Thus, another prospectively feasible form of private place-
ment activities is that a city bank makes a firm commitment to
purchase from the issuer certain portion of securities to be privately
terms "Handling public offerings" and "Handling... secondary distributions," see supra notes
107, 114.
It should be noted that a city bank may invest in Securities and Exchange Law Securities to
be privately placed as placement agent by the bank, subject to some limitations under the Securi-
ties and Exchange Law. These restrict purchases of securities to be privately placed and resales
thereof. For the limitations on such purchases, see supra text accompanying note 125 and follow-
ing note 126. Also, for the resale limitation, see infra note 157. On the other hand, a city bank
may invest in Monetary Claims, not subject to these limitations. See supra note 31.
153 See infra text accompanying and following note 198.
154 See infra text accompanying notes 193, 202.
155 See infra text accompanying notes 197, 201, 202-2.
156 Transfers (resales) of Securities and Exchange Law Securities privately placed are re-
stricted in three ways. One, securities issued without disclosure in reliance on the professional
private placement system can be resold without disclosure, only if all offerees (and purchasers)
are qualified institutional investors. See Securities and Exchange Law art. 4(2). It does not
matter how many qualified institutional investors are offered. Two, stock issued without disclo-
sure in reliance on the small number private placement system can be resold without disclosure,
only if the number of offerees (and purchasers) is less than fifty. See Securities and Exchange
Law 4(1). Three, other securities issued without disclosure in reliance on the small number
private placement system can be resold without disclosure, only if the number of offerees is less
than fifty and the whole block purchased in the small number private placement is resold. See
Securities and Exchange Law art. 4(1); SEL Administrative Order art. 1-7(ii), (iii).
157 See supra text accompanying note 125 and following note 126.
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placed, with a view of resale and resells them within these limitations.
This activity can be called firm commitment private placement
activities.
Where a bank purchases securities to be privately placed, with a
view of resale to fifty or more people, and solicits fifty or more people
to purchase such securities from the bank, such activities constitute
underwriting158 and distribution.159 It is irrelevant whether or not all
offerees are qualified institutional investors. 160 Thus, banks may en-
gage in such firm commitment private placement activities only within
the limitations under the Banking Law and the Securities and Ex-
change Law on underwriting and distribution as well as the above
purchase and resale limitations under the Banking Law and Securities
and Exchange Law.
161
158 A bank's purchase of securities to be privately placed with a view of resale to fifty or more
people constitute "underwriting." For the meaning of the term "underwriting," see supra note
105.
159 A bank's solicitation of fifty or more people to purchase such securities from the bank
constitutes "secondary distributions." For the meaning of the term "secondary distributions,"
see supra note 106.
160 See supra note 110.
161 With respect to the kinds of Securites and Exchange Law Securities as to which underwrit-
ing and distribution are permissible for banks under the Banking Law and the Securities Ex-
change Law, banks may engage in firm commitment private placement activities targeting fifty
(50) or more investors, subject to the restrictions under the Securities and Exchange Law incud-
ing the purchase and resale limitations. See supra text accompanying note 83. Such Securities
and Exchange Law Securities include government bonds, regional government bonds, govern-
ment-guaranteed bonds, commercial paper, foreign certificates of deposit, and certain kinds of
trust beneficial certificates backed by residential mortgages or other loans. However, it should
be noted that the notice and prospectus requirements do not apply to government bonds, re-
gional government bonds, and government-guaranteed bonds. Securities and Exchange Law art.
3. As a practical matter, private placement of such securities cannot occur.
With respect to the kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities as to which underwrit-
ing and distribution are impennissible for banks under Banking Law and Securities and Ex-
change Law, banks may not engage in firm commitment private placement activities targeting at
fifty or more investors. See supra text accompanying note 92. Such securities include stock,
warrants, debentures with rights of conversion into stock or with warrants, and beneficial inter-
ests in securities investment trusts and loan trusts.
With respect to Monetary Claims other than Securities and Exchange Law Securities, un-
derwriting and distribution are permissible for banks under the Banking Law and are not subject
to the purchase and Securities and Exchange Law regulatory framework; thus, banks can engage
in such kind of activity, not subject to the pruchase and resale limitation under the Securities and
Exchange Law. See supra text accompanying note 93. Such Monetary Claims include domestic
certificates of deposit, certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residential mort-
gages or other loans, other residential-mortgage-backed certificates, asset-backed certificates
covered by the Asset Securitization Law, and commodity-fund certificates covered by the Com-
modity Fund Law. See supra notes 94-99. However, such activities are subject to the Ministry of
Finance's non-statutory restrictions. See infra text accompanying and following note 203.
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On the other hand, where the number of offerees is less than fifty,
such activities do not constitute underwriting or distribution but a lit-
eral interpretation of the Securities and Exchange Law includes such
activities in other Securities and Exchange Law Activities,162 although
MOF's position is completely unclear. Thus, it is uncertain whether or
not banks are authorized to engage in such activities under the Bank-
ing Law and the Securities and Exchange Law.163
Inter-Qualified Institutional Investor Dealing
Securities issued without disclosure in reliance on the profes-
sional private placement system can be resold without disclosure, if all
offerees (and purchasers) are qualified institutional investors. 1' 4 It
does not matter how many qualified institutional investor offerees (or
purchasers) are involved. 165 Thus, another form of prospectively fea-
sible activities relating to securities privately placed is that qualified
institutional investors deal in such professional private placement
securities.
Where a bank purchases securities to be privately placed, with a
view of resale and solicits fifty or more people to purchase such secur-
ities from the bank, such activities constitute underwriting166 and dis-
tribution.167 It is irrelevant whether securities are issued in a
professional private placement, and all offerees are qualified institu-
162 It is clear that firm commitment private placement activities targeting less than fifty inves-
tors do not constitute "underwriting" or "secondary distributions." See Kanzaki, supra note 111,
at 387; 403 at n.8. For the meanings of these terms, see supra notes 105, 106. However, they
might constitute "purchasing and selling," which is listed as one type of Securities Exchange Law
Activities. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8)(i). The phrase "purchasing and selling" is
generally considered to mean "dealing." See supra text accompanying note 115. While there is
no explicit limitation restricting the meaning of the phrase to such meaning, firm commitment
private placement activities really involve "purchasing and selling" securities.
163 If firm commitment private placement activites targeting less than fifty investors consti-
tute, then banks may engage in such activities only within the limitations on dealing which are
the same as those on underwriting and distribution as well as the purchase and resale limitations.
See supra note 161.
On the other hand, if those activities do not fall within the Securities and Exchange Law
Activities, then, such activities are not subject to the Securities and Exchange Law regulatory
framework. However, the Banking Law does not expressly authorize or prohibit such activities.
In addition, it is simply understood that the risks involved in such activities are the same as those
involved in firm commitment private placement activities targeting fifty or more investors. Thus,
while the Ministry of Finances's view seems unclear, it appears that a bank could engage in such
activities, subject to the same limitations as applied to underwriting and distribution. See supra
note 161.
164 See supra note 157.
165 See supra note 157.
166 See supra note 158 and accompanying text.
167 See supra note 159 and accompanying text.
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tional investors." s In addition, where securities are purchased and
sold either on a regular basis or targeting many unspecified people,
such activities constitute dealing.169 It is irrelevant whether securities
are issued in a professional private placement, and purchased and sold
only among qualified institutional investors. Thus, banks may engage
in such inter-qualified institutional investor dealing in professional
private placement securities only within limitations under the Banking
Law and the Securities and Exchange Law on distribution and
dealing.170
5. Brokerage Activities
This section describes restrictions on city bank's brokerage activi-
ties of securities.
a. In General
The Banking Law permits a city bank to engage in brokerage ac-
tivities of (a) government bonds, regional bonds and government-
guaranteed bonds, (b) foreign certificates of deposit, (c) commercial
paper, and (d) certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by
residential mortgages or other loans.171 The Securities and Exchange
Law exempts such activities from the prohibition against securities ac-
tivities,172 but subjects them to the prior approval requirement' 73 and
168 See supra note 110.
169 See supra text accompanying note 82.
170 See supra note 161.
171 See supra text accompanying note 83.
172 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(i)-(iii).
173 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
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some other restrictions covering unfair transactions' 74 and personnel
qualification. 175
Both the Banking Law and the Securities and Exchange Law pro-
hibit a city bank from engaging in brokerage activities of any other
Securities and Exchange Law Securities, such as stock, warrants, de-
bentures, debentures with rights of conversion into stock or with war-
rants, and trust beneficial interests in securities investment trusts and
loan trusts. 7 6 The Banking Law authorizes a city bank to sell and
purchase any kind of Securities and Exchange Law Securities upon
the written orders and for the. accounts, of customers, 77 and the Se-
curities and Exchange Law exempts such activities from the prohibi-
tion against securities activities without subjecting them to the prior
approval requirement or any other restriction.178 However, it is gen-
erally construed that a bank may not solicit the services at all,'179 nor
provide such services to any persons other than existing customers of
the bank.180 A bank may only passively accept written requests of its
existing customers.18 Thus, the limited scope of the activities con-
strued under Japanese laws cannot provide any basis of authorizing a
bank to engage in brokerage activities, unlike the United States'
Glass-Steagall Act.'82
174 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(3), (4). A bank is prohibited from soliciting cus-
tomers to enter into brokerage transactions of Securities and Exchange Law Securities by: (a)
rendering unsubstantiated advice on security prices, Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(i);
(b) employing high pressure sale tactics which could interfere with fair price making, Securities
and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(v); SEL Bank Ordinace art. 8(v); (c) making materially mistaken
or misleading representations, Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance
art. 8(i); and (d) offering loss indemnification or other special compensations, Securities and
Exchange Law arts. 50-3-50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(ii). A bank also may not con-
dition its credits to customers on the customers' entry into brokerage transactions with the bank.
Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. g(vi). No officer or em-
ployee of a bank may enter into brokerage transactions by using information gained in the
course of their jobs. Securities and Exchange Law art. 50(1)(vi); SEL Bank Ordinance art. 8(iv).
In addition to these prohibitions, a bank must timely disclose to customers in which status, as
principal, intermediary, agent or broker, the bank will act and send confirmations to them. Se-
curities and Exchange Law arts. 46, 48.
175 Each employee, or any other person, who engages in brokerage activities of Securities and
Exchange Law Securities on behalf of a bank must be registered with the Ministry of Finance.
Securities and Exchange Law arts. 65-2(3), 62.
176 Banking Law art. 12; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1).
177 Banking Law art. 10(2)(ii).
178 Securities and Exchange Law arts. 65(1)(proviso), 62-2(1).
179 But a bank may be compensated for such services.
180 Kanzaki, supra note 46, at 403. Such written request of a customer must be made each
time the kind of transaction is entered into. A document covering several transactions, such as a
master agreement, cannot qualify for such written request. Kanzaki, supra note 46, at 403.
181 Kanzaki, supra note 46, at 403.
182 12 U.S.C. § 24 (1994).
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On the other hand, a city bank may engage in brokerage activities
of Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securi-
ties, 8 3 not subject to any Securities and Exchange Law regulatory
framework. Such Monetary Claims include domestic certificates of
deposit, certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residen-
tial mortgages or other loans, other residential-mortgage-backed cer-
tificates, asset-backed certificates covered by the Asset Securitization
Law, and commodity-fund certificates covered by the Commodity
Fund Law.18 4
As mentioned above, a city bank may engage in brokerage activi-
ties of Securities and Exchange Law Securities of some kinds, within
some limitations under the Securities and Exchange Law. Neither the
Banking Law nor the Securities and Exchange Law set any other re-
strictions on such activities. Also, there is no restriction under the
Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law on bank's broker-
age activities of Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities. Nevertheless, a bank is instructed by the
Ministry of Finance to comply with substantial non-statutory limita-
tions regarding investment qualities, purchasers, sale amounts, disclo-
sures, maturity dates, resales, and so on. Such limitations are
discussed below."8 5
b. Concept of Brokerage Activities
i. In General
Brokerage activities which a city bank may conduct within the
above limitations include acting as intermediary, agent or broker in
connection with sales and purchases of securities.'86
183 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "[a]cquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims. But it is generally construed that this includes brokerage activities. See supra note 31.
184 See supra text accompanying note 94-99.
185 See infra text accompanying and following note 203.
186 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8)(ii). Brokerage activities include acting as interme-
diary, agent or broker in giving an order to a member of an exchange market on behalf of a
customer to sell or purchase a security on the market. Securities and Exchange Law art.
2(8)(iii).
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ii. Riskless Principal Transactions
It is uncertain whether or not the so-called riskless principal
transactions' 87 constitute brokerage activities on which the above limi-
tations are imposed.188
6. Advisory Activities
This section describes restrictions on various advisory activities of
a city bank on securities.
a. Investment Advice and Discretionary Investment Management
Activities of providing investment advisory services and discre-
tionary investment management services do not constitute Securities
and Exchange Law Activities, 189 and are not subject to the Securities
and Exchange Law regulatory framework, regardless of whether or
not such activities relate to Securities and Exchange Law Securities.
Thus, whether such advisory activities are permissible for a bank de-
pends upon whether such activities are authorized by the Banking
Law as a matter of corporate power and permitted by other applicable
laws.
Securities and Exchange Law Securities
The Investment Advisory Business Law regulates investment ad-
visory activities on Securities and Exchange Law Securities. That is,
the law requires a prior registration with the Minister of Finance of
any person who provides advice' 9° on the values of Securities and Ex-
187 The term "riskless principal transactions" as used herein means transactions in which a
bank, after receiving an order to buy (or sell) a security from a customer, purchases (or sells) the
security for its own account to offset a contemporaneous sale to (or purchase from) the cus-
tomer. 12 C.F.R. § 240.10b-10(a)(8)(i) (1994).
188 It is unclear what position the Ministry of Finance has taken with respect to this issue;
however, riskless principal transactions would be viewed as dealing, rather than brokerage activ-
ities, for the purposes of the Banking Law and the Securities and Exchange Law. The scope of
permissible dealing of a bank is presently the same as that of permissible brokerage activities
under the Banking Law and the Securities and Exchange Law. Thus, it does not matter, at least
today, whether riskless principal transactions constitute dealing or brokerage activities. How-
ever, if the laws are amended in the future to expand the scope of permissible brokerage activi-
ties, without simultaneously expanding that of permissible dealing to the same extent, the
conclusion of this discussion will become crucial.
189 See Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(8).
190 The Investment Advisory Business Law does not regulate activities of providing invest-
ment advice by publishing news paper, magazines, or books, which can be bought anytime by
anyone. Investment Advisory Business Law art. 2(1).
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change Law'Securities, or investment judgment' 91 based upon analy-
ses of the values, and receives compensation from the advisee for that
service. 192 Thus, a city bank may engage in such activities, only if such
activities are within corporate power of a bank under the Banking
Law and the registration requirement is met under the Investment
Advisory Business Law. It is generally construed that the investment
advisory activities are not permissible for a bank under the Banking
Law as a matter of corporate power.193
The Investment Advisory Business Law also requires prior ap-
proval of the Minister of Finance 94 as well as the above registration
of any person who engages in activities of managing investment in
Securities and Exchange Law Securities as agent of customers on a
discretionary basis. 95 Considering that investment advisory activities
are construed to be impermissible for a bank as a matter of corporate
power, the discretionary investment management activities would also
be impermissible.
Other Monetary Claims
The Investment Advisory Business Law only regulates invest-
ment advisory and discretionary investment management activities of
"Securities and Exchange Law Securities." These activities of Mone-
tary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securities 196 are
not subject to the regulatory framework of the Investment Advisory
Business Law; nor any other laws (except the Banking Law) regulate
them. Thus, a bank may engage in these activities of such Monetary
Claims, if authorized by the Banking Law; however, it is uncertain
191 Id. The term "investment judgment" means judgment on (a) what kinds, which issues, and
how many issues, of Securities and Exchange Law Securities to be invested in at what price, (b)
whether to sell or purchase, and (c) how and when to invest. Thus, providing general economic
information and advice, general economic statistical forecasting services, and industry studies, is
not subject to the law.
192 Id. art. 4. The registration is,-not required when a bank as placement agent of an issuer
provides prospective purchasers with.information on securities to be issued, and solicits them to
purchase such securities. This is because the bank does not provide advice to investors, but
solicits them on behalf of the issuer. A more technical reason is that the bank receives compen-
sation from the issuer, not from prospective purchasers.
193 In the MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41, the Ministry of Finance expressed
its position that the investment advisory activities constitute the so-called proximate nonbanking
business, in which a bank may not engage directly, but may indirectly, through its affiliate. See
infra text accompanying note 369. See also Kanzaki, supra note 111, at 401.
194 Investment Advisory Business Law arts. 3, 24(1).
195 Id. art. 2(4) (defining "discretionary investment management business").
196 See supra text accompanying note 94.
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whether or not they are within corporate power of a bank under the
Banking Law.197
b. Financial Transaction Advice
Possibly, a city bank is permitted under the Banking Law to pro-
vide advice on financial transactions, including loans, issues of securi-
ties, and private and public financing, to those who raise funds in such
transactions. 9s The services may include assistance in structuring and
evaluating the transactions, identifying, soliciting, and negotiating
with, prospective lenders or investors, and reviewing offering memo-
randa and closing documents. These activities would constitute the
so-called non-listed incidental banking business, because it can be con-
sidered that a bank merely utilizes essentially the same abilities and
resources as used in its money lending activities.
However, in the case of public financing involving Securities and
Exchange Law Securities other than government bonds, regional gov-
ernment bonds, foreign certificates of deposit, commercial paper, and
certain kinds of trust beneficial certificates backed by residential
mortgages or other loans, a bank can be prohibited from soliciting,
and negotiating with, perspective investors. This is because unless
such activities come within private placement activities, they consti-
tute underwriting or distribution of Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities, both of which are impermissible for a bank under both the
Banking Law' 99 and the Securities and Exchange Law.200
On the other hand, it is unclear whether or not a city bank is
permitted to provide advice on financing transactions, including loans,
197 Given that banks cannot participate in investment advisory activities of Securities and
Exchange Law Securities, it would seem also that they should not be allowed to engage in invest-
ment advisory and discretionary investment advisory activities relating to Monetary Claims. The
reason for such view would be that the bank would then be doing essentially the same things as
an investment advisor of Securities and Exchange Law Securities does. However, a bank is
permitted to engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities relating to Monetary
Claims under the Banking Law as Monetary Claim-related activities are considered more
closely related to the so-called core banking business, especially money lending activities. See
supra note 31. Thus, it might be acceptable for a bank to engage in investment advisory and
discretionary investment management activities relating to Monetary Claims, even though it is
not permitted to engage in the same activities relating to Securities and Exchange Law
Securities.
198 A city bank is also permitted to provide advice on corporate mergers and acquisitions.
Such services may include assistance in (a) structuring and evaluating the transactions, (b) iden-
tifying, soliciting and negotiating with prospective sellers or purchasers, and (c) reviewing re-
lated documents. These activities are generally considered to constitute the non-listed incidental
banking business. See supra note 41.
199 Banking Law art. 12.
200 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(1).
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issues of securities, and private and public financing, to those who pro-
vide funds in such transactions.20 The services could include assist-
ance in evaluating the transactions, negotiating with a person who
raises funds in such transactions, and reviewing closing documents.
In the case of private and public financing involving Securities
and Exchange Law Securities, a bank can be prohibited from provid-
ing such services to prospective purchasers of the securities. This is
because such activities can include investment advisory activities on
Securities and Exchange Law Securities, which are generally con-
strued to be outside corporate power of a bank under the Banking
Law and trigger at the registration requirement under the Investment
Advisory Business Law.202 Also, in the case of public and private fi-
nancing involving Monetary Claims, a bank may be prohibited from
engaging in the same advisory activities. The reason for this is that
such activities can involve investment advisory activities and so may
be unauthorized by the Banking Law. 0 3
7. Commercial Paper Activities
Commercial paper, whether domestic or foreign, is included in
Securities and Exchange Law Securities.2°  A city bank, nevertheless,
is permitted under the Banking Law205 and the Securities and Ex-
change Law206 to engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law
Activities of domestic and foreign commercial paper, or underwriting,
dealing, private placement activities, and brokerage activities;20 7 how-
ever, there are some statutory restrictions under the Securities and
Exchange Law,208 including the prior approval requirement.20 9 How-
201 Given that a bank is not permitted to engage in investment advisor activities of Securities
and Exchange Law Securities and is not supposed to do so in relation to Monetary Claims, it
would seem likely that a bank would therefore not be permitted to provide advice to those who
provide funds for such financial transactions. Nevertheless, it appears that advisory activities
relating to financial transactions are viewed as more closely related to the so-called core banking
business, especially money lending activities, than investment advisory activities of Monetary
Claims as well as Securities and Exchange Law Securities. See supra note 197. Thus, while
banks are not permitted to engage, in investment advisory activities related to Securities and
Exchange Law Securities and Monetary Claims, banks may be able to do so with respect to
financial transactions.
202 Investment Advisory Business Law art. 4. See supra text accompanying note 150.
203 See supra note 197.
204 See supra note 85.
205 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(u).
206 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(ii).
207 Banks are also permitted to trade in commercial paper, and extend credits to both cover
the unsold portion of commercial paper (backup-line credits) and to pay commercial paper
(guarantee and overdraft). MOF CP Rule, supra note 102.
208 See supra notes 90, 91, 119, 120, 174, 175.
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ever, city banks are instructed by the Ministry of Finance to comply
with additional non-statutory limitations.210
Under the non-statutory limitations, commercial paper is eligible
for the above activities of a bank, only if it has certain investment
quality, term, denomination, etc.211 Such commercial paper may be
sold only to sophisticated institutional investors, and the minimum
purchase amount of each purchaser must be one hundred million
yen.2 12 Certain disclosure documents must be made available to cus-
tomers at main offices of a bank conducting primary market activities
of commercial paper.213  Commercial paper eligible for secondary
market activities of a bank is limited to commercial paper which is
issued using any banking organization or securities firm as under-
writer or placement agent. As a result of these non-statutory restric-
tions, a bank may not conduct any public-oriented activities of
commercial paper, such as underwriting and distribution.
For advisory activities of commercial paper, see above text.214
& Certificate of Deposit Activities
A city bank, under the Banking Law, may engage in all kinds of
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of domestic certificates of de.-
posit, or underwriting, distribution, dealing, private placement activi-
209 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
210 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra
note 102.
211 With respect to domestic commercial paper, (a) the term must be no shorter than two
weeks but no longer than nine months, (b) the interest must be paid in the form of issue dis-
count, (c) the denomination must be one hundred million yen or more, (d) the investment qual-
ity must be within the top two short-term grades, and (e) the issuer (other than any foreign
government or a certain public institution) must be a company (i) whose stock is listed on any
stock exchange or (ii) which has satisfied the disclosure requirement under the Securities and
Exchange Law for at least three years (where the issuer is a foreign company, at least both of the
two conditions of (i) or (ii) above must be satisfied). MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New
Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
On the other hand, with respect to foreign commercial paper, (a) the term must be no
longer than nine months, (b) the investment quality must be within- the top two short-term
grades, and (c) commercial paper must be issued on any reliable market, such as the United
States or European market (no sale of commercial paper is, for the time being, permitted within
two weeks after the commercial paper was issued). MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New
Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
212 Cooperative purchase of two or more persons is prohibited, at least if the divided
purchase amount of each purchaser is less than the minimum purchase amount. MOF CP Rule,
supra note 102; MOF New Securities and Placement Rule, supra note 102.
213 The disclosure documents need not include information on which disclosure is required
under the Securities and Exchange Law. MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities &
Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
214 See supra text accompanying and following note 190.
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ties, and brokerage activities,2 15 subject to no Securities and Exchange
Law regulatory framework. This is because domestic certificates of
deposit constitute Monetary Claims.216 On the other hand, foreign
certificates of deposit are Securities and Exchange Securites.217 A
bank is, nevertheless, permitted under the Banking Law218 and the
Securities and Exchange Law219 to engage in the same activities of
foreign certificates of deposit; however, there are some statutory re-
strictions under the Securities and Exchange Law,220 including the
prior approval requirement.22 Notwithstanding these statutory
frameworks, banks are instructed by the Ministry of Finance to com-
ply with substantial non-statutory limitations.2 2
Under the non-statutory limitations, certificates of deposit,
whether domestic or foreign, are eligible for the above activities of a
bank, only if they have certain term and denomination, etc.2 3
With respect to domestic certificates of deposit, a bank may not
act as intermediary, agent or broker in connection with any issue of
certificates of deposit; thus, best efforts underwriting and private
placement activities are prohibited. In addition, a bank is prohibited
from repurchasing (redeeming) certificates of deposit issued by itself.
Other activities are permissible for a bank. A bank must file a notice
with the Ministry of Finance in advance of engaging in such permissi-
ble activities, and subsequently file periodical reports on such activi-
ties with the Ministry of Finance. As a result of these non-statutory
limitations, a bank may engage only in underwriting and secondary
215 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(i). See supra note 31. Of
course, a bank may trade in domestic certificates of deposit.
216 See supra note 84.
217 See supra text accompanying note 84.
218 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(i).
219 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(iii).
220 See supra notes 90, 91, 119, 120, 174, and 175.
221 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
222 MOF Deposit Rule, supra note 102; MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities
& Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
223 With respect to domestic certificates of deposit, (a) the term must be no shorter than two
weeks but no longer than two years, (b) the denomination must be fifty million yen or more, (c)
the maturity date must be specified when the certificate is issued, and (d) mid-term interest of
two-year certificates of deposit must be paid one year from the issue date. MOF Deposit Rule,
supra note 102.
On the other hand, with respect to foreign certificates of deposit, (a) they must be denomi-
nated in any foreign currency, (b) the term must be no longer than six months, must be (c) the
issuer such that which raises no apprehension on protection of investors (e.g., an issuer ranked
within the top one hundred and fifty in total assets in the world), and (d) they must be issued on
any reliable market, such as the United States or European market. MOF CP Rule, supra note
102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
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market activities, such as dealing and brokerage activities in connec-
tion with domestic certificates of deposit.
With respect to foreign certificates of deposit, they may be sold
only to sophisticated institutional investors, and the minimum
purchase amount of each purchaser must be fifty million yen.' 24 Cer-
tain disclosure documents must be made available to customers at
main offices of a bank engaging in the permissible activities.2z  As a
result of these non-statutory limitations, a bank may not conduct any
public-oriented activities of foreign certificates of deposit, such as un-
derwriting and distribution.
For advisory activities of certificates of deposit, see above text. 2 6
9. Securities Investment Trust (Mutual Fund) Activities
This section describes restrictions on city bank's activities related
to securities investment trusts (mutual funds).
a. Truster Activities
In Japan, mutual funds always take the form of trust, not the form
of corporation. The Securities Investment Trust Law requires prior
license from the Minister of Finance of a company which engages in
activities of creating securities investment trusts22 7 and giving the
trustees instructions on how to manage trust assets (hereinafter
"Truster Company").22 8 The licensing guideline22 9 set by the Ministry
224 Cooperative purchase by two or more persons is prohibited, if the divided purchase
amount of each purchaser is less than the minimum purchase amount. MOF CP Rule, supra
note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
225 The disclosure documents need not include information on which disclosure is required
under the Securities and Exchange Law. MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities &
Private Placement Rule, supra note 102.
226 See supra text accmpanying and following notes 190, 196.
227 The term "securities investment trust" means "a trust whose purpose is to manage trust
assets by investing in certain securities in accordance with instructions of the truster... and to
distribute divided interests in the trust to unspecific and many people." Securities Investment
Trust Law art. 2(1). The term "securities" as used therein means Securities and Exchange Law
Securities. Securities Investment Trust Law art. 2(2). Thus, the law does not apply to any invest-
ment trusts whose trust assets are managed by investment in Monetary Claims that are not Se-
curities and Exchange Law Securities.
228 Security Investment Trust Law arts. 6, 4(1).
229 The Ministry of Finance's licensing guideline has recently been amended. Sakakibara Ta-
kashi, Thshi Shintaku Kaikaku No Gutaiteki H6saku No Gaiy6 [Outline of Concrete Measures
for Investment Trust Reform], 1379 SHOJI HOMu [COMMERCIAL LAW AFFAIRS], Feb. 5, 1995, at
6-7.
The previous guideline permits a Truster Company to be established only by any securities
firm, and/or discretionary investment manager, that has certain business experience.
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of Finance does not permit a city bank to obtain the license itself 2 30 or
to participate in mutual fund activities as originator or fund
manager.23'
b. Trustee Activities
The Securities Investment Trust Law prohibits any companies,
other than licensed trust companies and licensed trust banks, from be-
ing trustees of securities investment trusts. 23 2 City banks do not have
trust power except the three regular banks,23 3 and must obtain prior
approval of the Minister of Finance under the Banks' Trust Business
Law in order to engage in activities of acting as trustees;2 however,
the Ministry of Finance has taken a position of not granting the ap-
proval to existing city banks.3 5 Thus, a city bank cannot directly ad-
minister securities investment trusts as trustees by selling and
purchasing securities in accordance with a Truster Company's
instructions.236
On the other hand, the new guideline also permits a discretionary investment manager to
concurrently engage in activities of acting as truster of securities investment trusts, if the aggre-
gated outstanding amount of funds with respect to which the manager has undertaken to provide
discretionary investment managment services is three hundred billion (300,000,000,000) yen or
more.
Anyway, the guideline does not allow a bank to obtain directly a license for acting as Truster
Company.
230 The Securities Investment Trust Law requires prior approval of the Minister of Finance of
a Truster Company which concurrently engages in other activities. Securities Investment Trust
Law art. 18. The guideline set by the Ministry of Finance, for the time being, limits permissible
concurrent activities to investment advisory activities. See Shdken Tdshi Shintaku Itakugaisya
No Gydmu Un'ei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Business Operation of Truster Companies of Securities
Investment Trusts] Okurashd Shdken Kyoku [MOF Security Bureau] No. 995 (Jul. 20, 1992).
Thus, for this reason as well, a city bank cannot obtain license for acting as Truster Company.
231 Also, in my view, under the Banking Law, there is considerable uncertainty whether the
activities are within the corporate power of a bank.
However, a city bank has its investment advisor affiliate engaging in activities of providing
discretionary management services on securities investment; thus, indirectly through such an
affiliate, a city bank may engage in activities of acting as a Trustor Company. See infra text
accompanying and following note 482.
232 Securities Investment Trust Law art. 4(1).
233 See supra note 3.
234 Banks' Trust Business Law art. 1.
235 See supra note 3 and accompanying text. But see supra note 9.
236 However, as mentioned below, a city bank can engage in such activities indirectly through
its trust bank subsidiary. See infra text accompanying note 442. But see infra text accompanying
note 454.
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c. Trust Beneficial Interest Activities
Beneficial interests in securities investment trusts are Securities
and Exchange Law Securities.23 7 Thus, a city bank cannot engage in
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of such beneficial interests,
unless permitted by the Banking Law and exempted by the Securities
and Exchange Law from the prohibition against securities activities
thereunder.3 8 Both laws prohibit a city bank from engaging in Secur-
ities and Exchange Law Activities other than private placement activi-
ties.23 9 However, the Ministry of Finance currently does not permit
securities investment trusts whose beneficial interests are privately
placed. Thus, in reality, a bank may engage in almost no activities of
such beneficial interests.
On the other hand, for advisory activities of beneficial interests in
securities investment trusts, see above text.24°
10. Securitized Asset Activities
This section describes restrictions on city bank's activities related
to securitized assets (asset-backed securities).
a. Certificates Backed by Nonbank Lease and Credit Receivables
L In General
In 1992, the Asset Securitization Law was enacted to regulate
securitization of certain kinds of lease and credit receivables of non-
banks (hereinafter "Nonbank Assets")2 41 including sales of divided in-
237 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(vii).
238 Banking Law arts. 10-12; Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(i).
239 A city bank, of course, may trade in beneficial interests in securities investment trusts, and
sell and purchase upon written order, and for the account, of customers. See supra text accom-
panying notes 32, 46, 177-81.
240 See supra accompanying and following note 190.
241 The Asset Securitization Law regulates securitization of (a) lease receivables under leases
of machineries or other goods whose terms are longer than one year, (b) credit card receivables
which arise from sales of goods and which involve (i) at least three installment payments over at
least two months or (ii) installment payments in agreed methods; (c) credit card receivables
which arise from sales of services and which involve installment payments in agreed methods; (d)
credit receivables which arise from sales of specified goods and which involve at least three
installment payments over at least two months; (e) credit card account receivables which arise
from sales of goods or services and which involve (i) at least three installment payments over at
least two (2) months or (ii) installment payments in agreed methods; and (f) account receivables
which arise from machineries and which involve at least three installment payments over at least
six months. Asset Securitization Law art. 2(1); Tokutei Saiken TO Ni Kakaru Jigy6 No Kisei Ni
Kansuru Hdritsu Shik6rei [Administrative Order of Law Regarding Restrictions on Business
Relating to Certain Monetary Claims] Seirei [Cabinet Order], art. 1, No. 178 (May 26, 1993)
(hereinafter "Asset Securitization Order").
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terests in Nonbank Assets (hereinafter "Unit Interests") to investors.
This is the first Japanese law to establish a regulatory framework for
asset securitization. The law contemplates the following three types of
schemes:242
Assignment Type
Investors purchase divided interests in the installment obligations
that a special purpose company, in exchange for its purchase of Non-
bank Assets, owes to the nonbank.2 43
Partnership Type
Investors purchase interests in a general partnership244 or limited
partnership24 5 which is administered and managed by a special
purchase company as general partner and purchases Nonbank Assets
from the nonbank.
Trust Type
Investors purchase divided beneficial interests in a trust created
by a nonbank's transferring Nonbank Assets to trust banks.24 6
Whichever scheme is used, a nonbank transferor of Nonbank As-
sets and a transferee thereof must first fie a plan of securitization with
the Minister of Commerce and Industry.247 Transfers of Nonbank As-
sets for securitization must be perfected without delay.248 A nonbank
242 Asset Securitization Law art. 2(4). It is uncertain whether the law intends to permit only
these three types of schemes or any other schemes as well, such as a corporate type.
243 Id. art. 2(4)(i)(b)(i).
244 The law contemplates as possible securitization vehicles civil code partnerships [Minpd~j
No Kumiai], which have a similar legal form to general partnerships under United States Uni-
form General Partnership Act. Asset Securitization Law art. 2(4)(ii)(B), (6)(ii).
245 The law contemplates as possible securitization vehicles anonymous partnerships
[Tokumei Kumiai] under the Commercial Code, which have a similar legal form to limited part-
nerships under the United States Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act. Asset Securitiza-
tion Law art. 2(4)(ii)(A), (6)(ii).
246 See Asset Securitization Law arts. 2(6)(iv), 11.
247 Asset Securitization Law arts. 3, 4, 6. But this requirement is exempted, if all offerees are
certain kinds of institutional investors, including banks, securities firms, insurance companies,
and resales to other investors are prohibited. Id. art. 68.
248 Asset Securitization Law art. 5. The law specially permits the transfer to be perfected by a
notice of the transfer in certain kinds of newspaper. Id. art. 7. This perfection requirement is
exempted if all offerees of Unit Interests are certain kinds of institutional investors, including
banks, securities firms, insurance companies, and resales to other investors are prohibited. Id.
art. 68.
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transferor must have irrevocable authority to collect Nonbank Assets
as agent of transferee thereof.2 49
ii. Special Purpose Company/Trustee Activities
Special Purchase Company Activities
In the above schemes other than the trust type, the Asset Securi-
tization Law requires a company which acts as special purchase com-
panies to obtain prior approvals of the Ministers of Finance and of
Commerce and Industry.250 An approved company acting as a special
purchase company may not concurrently engage in other activities
without another prior approval thereof.251 This intends to prevent
Nonbank Assets from being misappropriated for such other activities
in order to protect investors. The law also imposes some other restric-
tions on the special purchase company activities. However, banks and
other financial institutions, such as securities firms and insurance com-
panies, are exempted from all of these restrictions under the law.25 2
Nevertheless, it is generally considered that such special purchase
company activities are impermissible for banks and such other finan-
cial institutions, because they cannot specialize in such activities.
Trustee Activities
In general, city banks do not have trust power; thus, they must
first obtain prior approval of the Minister of Finance under Banks'
Trust Business Law in order to act as trustee.25 3 However, the Minis-
try of Finance has taken a position of denying such approval to any
existing city banks.254 Thus, a city bank cannot become a trustee in
the trust-type scheme.
249 Asset Securitization Law art. 9.
250 Id. art. 30. It appears that the law is not applied to the special purpose company activities
outside Japan. In other words, the law possibly does not regulate any person acting as a special
purpose company outside Japan in the assignment-type scheme, nor any person as a special
purpose company administering and managing any foreign partnership in the partnership-type
scheme. In addition, when the total amount of nonbank assets transferred to a special purpose
company during a period of one year is less than ten million yen, the approval is not required,
even if the special purpose company activities take place in Japan. Id.; Asset Securitization
Order art. 3.
251 Asset Securitization Law art. 41.
252 Asset Securitization Law art. 71. This is because banks, for example, have already been
subject to other regulatory framework (Banking Law) and duplication of regulations should be
avoided.
253 Banks' Trust Business Law art. 1.
254 See supra note 3 and accompanying text. But see supra note 9.
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ii Unit Interest Activities
The Asset Securitization Law requires prior approvals of the
Ministers of Finance and of Industry and Commerce for a company to
engage in activities of selling Unit Interests255 or acting as intermedi-
ary or agent in connection with such sales.25 6 The law also imposes
many other restrictions on such activities.25 7 However, banks and
other financial institutions, such as securities firms and insurance com-
panies, are exempted from these restrictions under the law.258
Unit Interests do not constitute Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities,259 but Monetary Claims;260 thus, a city bank should be able to
engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Unit
Interests, or underwriting, distribution, dealing, private placement ac-
tivities, and brokerage activities, under the Banking Law, not subject
to any restriction under the Securities and Exchange Law.261 There is
no express limitation on these activities under the Banking Law; how-
255 Unit Interests include claims against "a foreign judicial person" which are similar to do-
mestic Unit Interests. Asset Securitization Law art. 2(6)(v). It should be noted that the law
basically regulates such sales of foreign Unit Interests which occur in Japan or involve any resi-
dent of Japan, while it possibly does not regulate foreign special purpose company activities. See
supra note 247. Unit Interests apparently include divided interests in installment obligations of a
foreign special purpose company in the assignment-type scheme. In addition, although a literal
interpretation raises some doubt, claims against "foreign judicial persons" possibly include inter-
ests in a foreign partnerships created in the partnership-type scheme, and beneficial interests in
foreign trusts created in the trust-type scheme for the purpose of the Asset Securitization Law.
See infra note 325.
256 Asset Securitization Law art. 52.
257 For Unit Interests to be eligible for these activities, it is necessary to satisfy many condi-
tions, including limitations on the maturities of Unit Interests, the minimum sale amount, and
resales and redemptions of Unit Interests. In addition, written disclosure of certain kinds of
information on Unit Interests is required both before and upon sales of such interests. Also,
there are restrictions on advertisement, solicitation, and financing, of such sales. A purchaser
may cancel his or her purchase of Unit Interests within a certain period, with some exceptions by
the law without reimbursing the seller against damages arising from the cancellation. These
restrictions closely resemble those imposed by the Ministry of Finance on banks. See infra text
accompanying note 260.
258 Asset Securitization Law art. 71. See supra note 249. Banks, however, are instructed by
the Ministry of Finance to comply with restrictions which are the same as exempted by the law.
259 Unit Interests, of course, can be included in Securities and Exchange Law Securities under
Article 2(1)(xi) of Securities and Exchange Law, if they are added by a cabinet order to the
Securities and Exchange Law Security list. See supra text accompanying note 52. However, they
have not been added yet, because transferability thereof is strictly limited now. See infra note
260 and accompanying text.
260 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(viii).
261 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "[a]cquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims, but it is generally construed that this includes all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law
Activities. See supra note 31.
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ever, banks are instructed by the Ministry of Finance to comply with
many non-statutory restrictions.262
For Unit Interests to be eligible for activities of a bank, (a) the
term must be one month or longer, (b) any resale must be prohibited
with limited exceptions,263 one of which allows a bank to resell to in-
vestors Unit Interests purchased with a view of resale,264 (c) redemp-
tions of Unit Interests must be prohibited prior to the maturity date
with limited exceptions,265  (d) repurchase, and cancellation of
purchase, of Unit Interests must be prohibited with limited excep-
tions,26 6 and (e) the minimum purchase amount must be fifty million
yen and purchase amounts must be multiples of ten million yen. Due
to the limitations on resales, a city bank cannot engage in secondary
market activities of Unit Interests, such as dealing and brokerage ac-
tivities. In addition, only trust banks can sell Unit Interests created in
the trust-type scheme or act as intermediary or agent in connection
with sale thereof.267 Thus, a city bank may engage only in underwrit-
ing, distribution, and private placement activities, in connection with
issues of Unit Interests created in the assignment- and partnership-
type schemes. 268 A bank must file a prior notice, and subsequent peri-
odical reports, with the Ministry of Finance in engaging in these activi-
ties. In addition, written disclosure of certain kinds of information on
Unit Interests is required both prior to and upon sales of Unit Inter-
262 MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
263 One of the exceptions allows a transfer upon death (inheritance or testacy) or merger of a
purchaser, and in bankruptcy, reorganization, or liquidation, of a purchaser, or upon garnish-
ment of a purchaser's creditor. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
264 Also, the prohibition does not apply where a bank which sold Unit Interests repurchases
such interests. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102. See infra notes 262, 263.
265 This prohibition does not apply where Unit Interests are exceptionally repurchased by a
bank which sold them. Such redemption may be made with good cause without being subject to
the prohibition, unless such redemption interferes with protection of investors. MOF Asset
Securitization Rule, supra note 102. See infra note 263.
266 With some exceptions, any purchaser may cancel his or her purchase agreement of Unit
Interests within eight days after receiving a confirmation from the seller, without reimbursing
the seller against damages arising from such cancellation. In addition, where a purchaser has
held Unit Interests for one month or more, a bank which sold them to such purchaser may
exceptionally repurchase such interests, unless such repurchase interferes with protection of in-
vestors. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
267 This applies not only to a trust bank which creates a trust but also to other trust banks who
may sell beneficial interests therein. This restriction relies upon the separation system between
banking and trust business. See supra note 3 and accompanying text. Bee see supra note 9.
268 With respect to Unit Interests created in the assignment- and partnership-type schemes, a
city bank may (a) purchase them from the issuer with a view of resale, solicit any investors to
purchase them from the bank and resell them, or (b) as agent of the issuer solicit any investors to
purchase them and sell them. A city bank, of course, may trade in any kind of Unit Interests.
See supra note 312 and accompanying text.
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ests.269 Furthermore, there are restrictions on advertisement, solicita-
tion, and financing, of sales °
In sum, a bank may engage only in primary market activities of
Unit Interests created in the assignment- and partnership-type
schemes. On the other hand, for advisory activities on Unit Interests,
see above text.271
b. Certificates Backed by Loans of Financial Institutions
i. Trust Beneficial Certificates Backed by Residential Mortgages
Domestic and foreign certificates of beneficial interests in a trust
for residential mortgages of a bank or other financial institution (here-
inafter "Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates") constitute Mon-
etary Claims.272 But if the initial beneficiary is the truster, who
transfers such residential mortgages to the trust, the certificates,
whether domestic or foreign, constitute Securities and Exchange Law
Securities at the same time.2 73
With respect to Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates which
are not Securities and Exchange Law Securities, a city bank is permit-
ted under the Banking Law2 74 to engage in all kinds of Securities and
Exchange Law Activities, or underwriting, distribution, dealing, pri-
vate placement activities, and brokerage activities, 275 not subject to
the Securities and Exchange Law regulatory framework.
With respect to Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates which
are Securities and Exchange Law Securities at the same time, a city
bank is also permitted under the Banking Law276 and the Securities
269 This disclosure is required, regardless of whether a bank acts as principal, agent or broker.
In addition, a bank must make documents containing information on Unit Interest to be sold
available to purchasers in its offices. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
270 Limitations on advertisement include prohibitions against misrepresentations on (a) pro-
jected profits and losses derived from Unit Interest, (b) businesses of nonbank transferors, (c)
the bank's creditworthiness, and (d) its experience of sales of Unit Interests, (d) purchasers'
rights of cancellation, and (e) fees to be charged to purchasers. Limitations on solicitation in-
clude prohibitions against (a) employing misrepresentation of material facts, oppression and an-
noyance, and (b) offering special benefits. A bank may not finance purchase of Unit Interests
from the bank, or act as intermediary, agent or broker in connection with financing of such
purchase. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
271 See supra text accompanying note 196.
272 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(iv). See supra note 86.
273 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(2); SEL Administrative Order art. 1-3. See supra note
86.
274 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v).
275 Of course, a bank may invest in the Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates. See supra
note 31 and accompanying text.
276 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5).
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and Exchange Law277 to engage in all kinds of Securities and Ex-
change Law Activities, but such activities are subject to the prior ap-
proval requirement2 78 and some other restrictions under the Securities
and Exchange Law covering unfair transactions and personnel
qualification.279
There is no other express restriction on these activities under the
Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law; however, banks
are instructed by the Ministry of Finance to comply with some addi-
tional non-statutory restrictions. 280 Under the non-statutory restric-
tions, for such Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates to be
eligible for activities of a bank, (a) the minimum purchase amount of
each purchaser must be one hundred million yen,281 and (b) the
trustee of the trust must be a trust bank.28 2 Such certificates may be
sold only to sophisticated institutional investors. A bank transferring
residential mortgages to a trust may not solicit purchase of such certif-
icates.28 3 A bank must fie a prior notice, and subsequent periodical
reports, with the Ministry of Finance regarding these activities. As a
result of these non-statutory restrictions, a city bank may not conduct
at least any public-oriented activities of such certificates, such as un-
derwriting and distribution.
On the other hand, for advisory activities on Residential-Mort-
gage-Backed Certificates, see above text.284
ii. Foreign Trust Beneficial Certificates Backed by Loans
Securities or certificates issued by a foreign judicial person that
represents beneficial interests in a trust for loans of a bank or other
277 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(iii); SEL Administrative Order art. 17-2(2).
278 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
279 Id. arts. 65-2(3)-(4), 62. See supra notes 90, 91, 119, 120, 174, and 175.
280 MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement
Rule, supra note 102. However, it appears that the rules assume the restrictions thereunder
apply only to domestic Residential-Mortgage-Backed Certificates. It is unclear to what extent
these restrictions are applied to foreign certificates.
281 Cooperative purchase by two or more purchasers is prohibited.
282 Transfer of residential mortgages to a trust can be unconditional, if such mortgages are
guaranteed by a credit- guaranteeing company, or insured by an insurance company. On the
other hand, with respect to unguaranteed or uninsured residential mortgages, a financial institu-
tion transferring them to a trust must owe obligations to repurchase them, or exchange them for
other residential montages, at the expiration of the trust term or any other time such repurchase
or exchange is needed. The transferor as agent of the trustee may collect the underlying residen-
tial mortgages. MOF Asset Securitization Rule, supra note 102.
283 Other financial institutions, such as other banks and securities firms, must be employed.
'The transferor bank may refer investors to such other financial institutions soliciting investors.
MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
284 See supra text accompanying and following notes 190 and 196.
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financial institution (hereinafter "Foreign Loan-Backed Certificates")
constitute Securities and Exchange Law Securities.28 5 But the certifi-
cates constitute Monetary Claims at the same time.28 6 Thus, a city
bank is permitted under the Banking Law28 7 and the Securities and
Exchange Law28 8 to engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange
Law Activities of such certificates, or underwriting, distribution, deal-
ing, private placement activities, and brokerage activities,28 9 subject to
the prior approval requirement29 and some other restrictions under
the Securities and Exchange Law covering unfair transactions and
personnel qualification. 9' There is no other express restriction on
these activities under the Banking Law or the Securities and Ex-
change Law; however, banks are instructed by the Ministry of Finance
to comply with substantial additional non-statutory restrictions.292
Under the restrictions, for such Foreign Loan-Backed Certificates
to be eligible for activities of a bank, the investment quality must be
within the top three long term grades. Such certificates may be sold
only to sophisticated institutional investors. A bank must file a prior
notice, and subsequent periodical reports, with the Ministry of Fi-
nance in engaging in these activities. Certain disclosure documents
must be made available to investors at main offices of a bank selling
them or soliciting purchases thereof. As a result of these non-statu-
tory restrictions, a city bank may not conduct at least any public-ori-
ented activities of such certificates, such as underwriting and
distribution.
On the other hand, for advisory activities on Foreign Loan-
Backed Certificates, see above text.293
iii. Domestic Trust Beneficial Certificates Backed by
Regional Government & General Loans
Domestic certificates representing beneficial interests in a trust
for loans to regional goverment and general loans of a bank or other
285 Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(x); SEL Definition Ordinance art. 2. See supra
note 87.
286 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vii). See supra note 87.
287 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5).
288 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(iii).
289 Of course, a bank may invest in Foreign Loan-Backed Certificates. See supra note 31.
290 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
291 Securities and Exchange Law arts. 65-2(3), (4), 62. See supra notes 90, 91, 119, 120, 174
and 175.
292 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra
note 102.
293 See supra text accompanying note 190.
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financial institution (hereinafer "Domestic Loan-Backed Certifi-
cates") constitute Monetary Claim 294 but, Securities and Exchange
Law Securities. Thus, a city bank is permitted under the Banking
Law2 95 to engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activi-
ties of such certificates, or underwriting, distribution, dealing, private
placement activities, and brokerage activities,2 96 not subject to the Se-
curities and Exchange Law regulatory framework. There is no express
restriction on these activities under the Banking Law; however, banks
are instructed by the Ministry of Finance to comply with some non-
statutory restrictions.29
Under the restricti6ns, for such Domestic Loan-Backed certifi-
cates to be eligible for activities of a bank, (a) the underlying loans
must be loans to regional governments298 or general loans,299 (b) the
minimum purchase amount of each purchaser must be one hundred
million yen, and (c) the trustee of the trust must be a trust bank. Such
certificates may be sold only to sophisticated institutional investors.
Only a trust bank acting as trustee of the trust can makes initial offer-
ing of such certificates. 300 As a result of these non-statutory restric-
tions, a city bank may only engage in secondary market activities of
such certificates that target only sophisticated institutional investors.
On the other hand, for advisory activities on Domestic Loan-
Backed Certificates, see above text.30 1
294 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vi)(ix). See supra note
87.
295 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5).
296 Of course, a bank may invest in Domestic Loan-Backed Certificates. See supra note 31
and accompanying text.
297 MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
298 The term "regional governments" as used herein includes a company twenty-five percent
of whose outstanding stock is owned by a regional government. Regional government loans may
be transferred to a trust only with prior consent of the borrowers. The original lender as agent of
the trustee may collect the underlying regional government loans. See MOF Loan Liquidation
Rule, supra note 102.
299 Ther term "general loan" as used herein means loans made to general clients, other than
residential mortgages and loans to regional governments. Transfer of general loans to a trust can
be unconditional, if the original lender (financial institution) of such loans directly creates a
trust. On the other hand, if a financial institution which receives transfer of general loans from
the original lender creates a trust by re-transfer thereto, this obligates the original lender either
to repurchase the loans upon default thereof or to guarantee the payments of the loans. The
original lender as agent of the trustee may collect the underlying loans. MOF Loan Liquidation
Rule, supra note 102.
300 However, city banks may refer investors to the trustee trust bank. MOF Loan liquidation
Rule, supra note 102.
301 See supra text accompanying and following note 196.
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11. Loan Participation Activities
a. In General
In Japan, loan participation markets have not developed enough
to give lending institutions the flexibility to liquidate their loan posi-
tions and change their loan portfolios. This is because loan participa-
tion activities have been heavily regulated by the Ministry of Finance
on a non-statutory basis. The Ministry of Finance has not permitted a
form of loan participation, popular and traditional in the United
States, where a lender bank transfers to investors only a beneficial
interest in a loan, not any legal claim or right against the borrower. 0 2
A permissible form is a conditional or unconditional assignment of
loans which might or might not be perfected by consents of the bor-
rowers. However, even when using this form, no resale of such as-
signed loans is permitted.
On the other hand, due to the lack of transferability, loan partici-
pation interests are not included in Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities. Thus, a city bank can engage in loan participation activities
under the Banking Law, without worrying about the Securities and
Exchange Law regulations. Rather, a city bank should pay attention
to the above non-statutory restrictions of the Ministry of Finance.
What kinds of restrictions apply depends upon the kind of loan to be
participated in or out.
b. Residential Mortgages 30
3
A city bank may package its own residential mortgages with the
same conditions and terms and assign them304 with the borrowers'
consent. The assignees must be banks, insurance companies or other
financial institutions. The assigned mortgages may not be resold. The
assignor bank must guarantee the payments of the assigned mort-
gages, and repurchase them upon the expiration of a certain period
(which, for the time being, must be a five year period). An assignor
bank must fie a notice, and subsequent periodical reports, with the
Ministry of Finance.
302 One of the primary reasons why this form of loan participation has not been permitted is
that an accounting method for such a form has not been clearly established. Reportedly, city
banks have been urging permission to conduct this type of loan participation.
303 MOF Mortgage Certificate Rule, supra note 102.
304 The assignor bank must continue to collect the assigned mortgages as agent of the assign-
ees. The assignees may not directly exercise any right of the mortgages against the borrowers (or
the mortgagors). The assignor bank must also keep all related documents held on behalf of the
assignees. In addition, the assignor bank, upon the assignment, must issue to the assignees certif-
icates which describe the assigned mortgages. MOF Mortgage Certificate Rule, supra note 102.
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c. Regional Government Loans305
A city bank may assign30 6 (usually on an unconditional basis) its
own loans to regional governments 30 7 only with their advance con-
sents. The assignees must be sophisticated institutional investors. The
minimum purchase amount of each purchaser must be one hundred
million yen. The assigned loans may not be resold. An assignor bank
must submit periodical reports to the Ministry of Finance.
d. General Loans308
A city bank may assign3°9 (usually on an unconditional basis)
other kinds of loans, to general clients, of its own with or without con-
sent of the borrowers. The assignees are basically limited to financial
institutions. 310  The minimum purchase amount of each purchaser
must be one hundred million yen. The assigned loans may not be re-
sold. An assignor bank must submit periodical reports to the Ministry
of Finance.
12. Commodity Fund Activities
This section describes restrictions on city bank's activities related
to commodity funds.
a. In General
In 1991, the Commodity Fund Law was enacted to regulate activi-
ties related to commodity funds, including sales of divided interests in
305 MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
306 The assignor bank must continue to collect the assigned loans as agent of the assignees.
The assignees may not exercise any right of the loans against the borrowers. The assignor bank
must also keep all related documents held on behalf of the assignees. In addition, the assignor
bank, upon the assignment, must issue to the assignees certificates which describe the assigned
loans. MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
307 Loans eligible for the assignment also include those of a company, twenty-five percent of
whose outstanding stock is owned by a regional government. MOF Loan Liquidation Rule,
supra note 102.
308 MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
309 The assignor bank must continue to collect the assigned loans as agent of the assignees.
The assignees may not exercise any right of the loans against the borrowers. The assignor bank
must also keep all related documents held on behalf of the assignees. In addition, the assignor
bank, upon the assignment, must issue to the assignees certificates which describe the assigned
loans. MOF Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
310 If both the assignor bank and the borrower are companies whose stock is listed on any
stock exchange and have satisfied the disclosure requirements under the Securities and Ex-
change Law, other sophisticated institutional investors may also purchase such loans. MOF
Loan Liquidation Rule, supra note 102.
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commodity funds to investors. The law contemplates the following
two types of fund schemes:311
Partnership Type
Investors purchase interests in a general partnership 312 or limited
partnership 313 which administers and manages partnership assets prin-
cipally by investment in commodities.
Trust Type
Investors purchase divided beneficial interests in a trust which ad-




The Commodity Fund Law requires prior approval of the proper
minister(s) of a company which enters into partnership agreements
involved in the partnership-type fund scheme.315 This restriction ap-
plies where a company enters into a partnership agreement with a
view of (a) originating commodity-fund partnerships and (b) offering
and/or selling such partnership interests.316 The law also imposes
some other restrictions on the originator activities. However, banks
and other financial institutions, such as securities firms and insurance
companies, are exempted from all of these restrictions under the
law.317 Notwithstanding these statutory framework, the Ministry of
Finance, by its non-statutory administrative rule, imposes some re-
strictions on the above originator activities, for the time being prohibit-
ing banks from entering into domestic commodity-fund partnership
311 Commodity Fund Law art. 2(2). It is uncertain whether the law intends to permit only
these two types of schemes or any other schemes as well, such as a corporate type.
312 The law contemplates as possible fund vehicles domestic civil code partnerships and for-
eign general partnerships. Commodity Fund Law art. 2(2)(ii), (iii); (3)(i), (iii). For civil code
partnerships, see supra note 241.
313 The law contemplates as possible fund vehicles domestic anonymous partnerships and for-
eign limited partnerships. Commodity Fund Law art. 2(2)(i), (iii); (3)(i), (iii). For anonymous
partnerships, see supra note 242.
314 See Commodity Fund Law art. 3(ii). The law contemplates both domestic and foreign
trusts. Id. art. 3(iii).
315 Commodity Fund Law art. 3.
316 The Commodity Fund Law basically regulates the originator activities both inside and
outside Japan, so long as commodity-fund interests are sold in Japan or any Japanese resident is
involved in such sale. Commodity Fund Law art. 2(2)(iii).
317 Commodity Fund Law art. 48(1).
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agreements for any purpose.18 On the other hand, while the Ministry
of Finance's view is unclear, a bank might be able to originate foreign
commodity-fund partnerships;319 however, the bank cannot manage
investment of such partnership funds in commodities on behalf of in-
vestors in the partnership. That is, the Ministry of Finance rule pro-
hibits banks from entering into commodity-fund partnership
agreements (whether domestic or foreign), unless the banks employed
any discretionary commodity investment managers, who are either ap-
proved under the Commodity Fund Law320 or authorized under
equivalent foreign law, to manage the commodity funds.32'
Truster Activities
There is no restriction under the Commodity Fund Law on activi-
ties of originating commodity-fund trusts.322 The non-statutory ad-
ministrative rule of the Ministry of Finance32 expressly permits banks
to engage in such truster activities.324
318 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102. The term "domestic... partnership agree-
ments" as used herein means agreements to create civil code partnerships or anonymous part-
nerships. See supra notes 309, 310.
319 One commentator points out that these activities of foreign partnership interests created
in the partnership-type scheme may be conducted only indirectly through an affiliate of a bank.
Ogami, ShOhin Tdshi Ni Kakaru GyOmu No Toriatsukai Ni Tsuite [Regarding Handling of Busi-
ness Relating to Commodity Investments], CHIGINKYO GEPPO [Regional Bank Association
Monthly Report], Aug. 1992, at 48. No such limitation is found in the MOF Commodity Fund
Rule, supra note 102; thus, there might be an additional oral instruction of the Ministry of Fi-
nance to the above effect. For commodity-fund-related activities of banks' affiliates, see infra
text accompanying note 497.
320 The Commodity Fund Law requires prior approvals of proper ministers of any company
that engage in activities of managing investment in commodities as agent of customers on a
discretionary basis. Commodity Fund Law art. 30. Banks could not obtain the approval, due to
the limitation on corporate power under the Banking Law.
321 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
322 It appears that the Ministry of Finance, nevertheless, limits conductors of the truster activ-
ities to (a) companies which are authorized to sell commodity-fund interests by approval of
proper ministers under the Commodity Fund Law, and (b) banks or other financial institutions
that are otherwise authorized to do such activities. See Sh6hin Tdshi Ni Kakaru Jigy6 No Un'ei
Ni Tsuite [Regarding Operation of Business Related to Commodity Investment] 6kurash6
Ginkd Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No.985, (Jun. 1, 1992) (hereinafter "MOF Commodity-Fund
Trust Rule").
323 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
324 With respect to trust asset management, trustees basically have discretion within manage-
ment plans made by banks in creating commodity-fund trusts. MOF Commodity-Fund Trust
Rule, supra note 319.
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Trustee Activities
In general, city banks do not have trust power; thus, they must
first obtain prior approval of the Minister of Finance under Banks'
Trust Business Law in order to act as trustee.325 However, the Minis-
try of Finance has taken a position of not giving such approval to any
existing city banks.326 Thus, a city bank cannot become a trustee in
the trust-type fund scheme.
c. Commodity-Fund Interest Activities
The Commodity Fund Law requires prior approvals of proper
ministers327 for a company to engage in activities of selling interests in
commodity funds in the form of partnership or trust3 or acting as
agent or intermediary in connection with such sales.329 The law also
imposes many other restrictions on such activities.330 However, banks
and other financial institutions, such as securities firms and insurance
companies, are exempted from all of these restrictions under the
law.33
1
325 Banks' Trust Business Law art. 1.
326 See supra note 3 and accompanying text. But see supra note 9.
327 Commodity Fund Law art. 49(1). The law requires approvals of either two or all of the
three ministers: Minister of Finance, Minister of Commerce and Industry, and Minister of Agri-
cultures, Forestries and Fisheries. Which ministers' approval is needed depends upon what kinds
of commodities a commodity fund principally invests in. For example, if a fund is to be managed
principally in investing in agricultural products, approvals of the Ministers of Finance and of
Agricultures, Forestries and Fisheries are required.
328 Commodity-fund interests include claims against "a foreign judicial person" which are
similar to domestic commodity-fund interests. Commodity Fund Law art. 2(3)(iii). The law reg-
ulates sales of foreign commodity-fund interests as well as the foreign originator activities. See
supra note 313. Literal interpretation raises uncertainty about whether or not claims against "a
foreign judicial person" include foreign partnership interests created in the partnership-type
scheme and trust beneficial interests created in the trust-type scheme, for the purpose of the
Commodity Fund Law. Nevertheless, it is generally construed that the law regulates sales of
both types of foreign commodity-fund interests.
329 Commodity Fund Law aris. 3, 2(4).
330 For commodity-fund interests to be eligible for these activities, it is necessary to satisfy
many conditions, including limitations on the kinds of investments made by the underlying
funds, the maturities of commodity-fund interests, the minimum sale amount, and resales and
redemptions of commodity-fund interests. In addition, written disclosure of certain kinds of
information on commodity-fund interests is required both before and upon sales of such inter-
ests. Also, there are restrictions on advertisement, solicitation, and financing, of such sales. A
purchaser, with some exceptions by the law, cancel his or her purchase of commodity-fund inter-
ests within a certain period, without reimbursing the seller against damages arising from the
cancellations. These restrictions resemble restrictions imposed by the Ministry of Finance on
banks. See infra text accompanying note 333.
331 Commodity Fund Law art. 48(1). This is because banks, for example, have already been
subject to other regulatory framework (Banking Law) and the duplication of regulations should
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Commodity-fund interests do not constitute Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities,332 but Monetary Claims;333 thus, a city bank
should be able to engage in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law
Activities of commodity-fund interests, or underwriting, distribution,
dealing, private placement activities, and brokerage activities, under
the Banking Law, not subject to any restriction under the Securities
and Exchange Law.334 There is no express limitation on these activi-
ties under the Banking Law; however, banks are instructed by the
Ministry of Finance to comply with many non-statutory restrictions.335
For commodity-fund interests to be eligible for activities of a
bank, (a) the certain portion of the underlying fund must be invested
in commodities, 336 (b) the underlying fund may not be invested in fi-
nancial products with some exceptions, 337 (c) the term must be five
years or longer, (d) the underlying fund must be managed by any dis-
cretionary commodity investment managers who are either approved
under the Commodity Fund Law or authorized under equivalent for-
eign law,338 (e) any resale must be prohibited with limited excep-
tions,3 39  (f) redemptions of commodity-fund interests must be
be avoided. As mentioned in text below, banks are nevertheless instructed by the MOF to com-
ply with restrictions which are the same as so exempted by the law.
332 Commodity-fund interests, of course, can be included in Securities and Exchange Law
Securities under Article 2(1)(xi) of the Securities and Exchange Law, if they are added by a
cabinet order to the Securities and Exchange Law Security list. See supra text accompanying
note 52. However, they have not been added yet, because transferability thereof is strictly lim-
ited now. See infra text accompanying note 336.
333 BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(v).
334 Banking Law art. 10(2)(v). It merely permits "[a]cquiring and assigning" Monetary
Claims, but it is generally construced that this includes all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law
Activities. See supra note 31.
335 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
336 More than fifty percent of the underlying fund must be managed by investment in com-
modities (including indices, futures and options thereof); otherwise, more than thirty percent
thereof must be managed by investment in future and/or option transactions of commodities.
MOF Commodity Rule, supra note 102.
Commodity-fund trusts must be designed and managed to minimize a risk of beneficial in-
terests falling below the par value; otherwise, beneficial interests must be sold only to sophisti-
cated institutional investors. MOF Commodity Rule, supra note 102.
337 For instance, the underlying fund may not be invested in (a) any loans or (b) Securities
and Exchange Law Securities, with some exceptions. On the other hand, the fund may be in-
vested in (a) bank deposits (other than deposits whose interest rates have been liberalized), (b)
government bonds, regional government bonds and government-guaranteed bonds, and (c) ben-
eficial interests in commodity-fund trusts. MOF Commodity Rule, supra note 102.
338 See supra text accompanying note 317.
339 One of the exceptions allows a transfer upon death (inheritance or testacy) or merger of a
purchaser, and in bankruptcy, reorganization, or liquidation, of a purchaser, or upon garnish-
ment of a purchaser's creditor. The prohibition does not apply where a bank which sold corn-
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prohibited for the first three years with limited exceptions, 34 0 (g) re-
purchase and cancellation of purchase of commodity-fund interests
must be prohibited with limited exceptions,34 1 and (h) the minimum
purchase amount must be one hundred million yen and purchase
amounts must be multiples of ten million yen.342 Due to the limita-
tions on resales, a city bank cannot engage in secondary market activi-
ties of commodity-fund interests, such as dealing and brokerage
activities.
More important restrictions are imposed on bank's activities of
commodity-fund interests. First, a bank is, for the time being, prohib-
ited by the non-statutory rule from entering into domestic commodity-
fund partnership agreements;3 43 thus, a bank may not purchase do-
mestic partnership interests either as principal with a view of resale or
as agent of customers. Second, only a trust bank may sell beneficial
interests in commodity-fund trusts and act as agent or intermediary in
connection with sales thereof,3 " except that a city bank may acquire
as initial beneficiary, and sell, beneficial interests in commodity-fund
trusts created by the city bank as truster.
A bank must file a prior notice, and subsequent periodical re-
ports, with the Ministry of Finance in engaging in these activities. In
addition, written disclosure of certain kinds of information on com-
modity-fund interests is required both prior to and upon sales of com-
modity-fund interests repurchases such interests. MOF Commodity Rule, supra note 102. See
infra notes 337 and 338.
340 This prohibition does not apply to redemption of interests in commodity funds which are
not designed to minimize a risk of falling below the par value. Such risky interests may be sold
only to sophisticated institutional investors. See supra note 333. They may be redeemed even
within the first three years. In addition, where commodity-fund interests are exceptionally re-
purchased by a bank which sold them, such redemption may also be made for good cause with-
out being subject to the prohibition, unless such redemption interferes with protection of
investors. MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102. See infra note 338.
341 With some exceptions, any purchaser may cancel his or her purchase of commodity-fund
interests within ten days after receiving a confirmation from the seller, without reimbursing the
seller bank against damages arising from such cancellation. In addition, where a purchaser has
held commodity-fund interests for one year or more, a bank which sold them to such purchaser
may exceptionally repurchase such interests. MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
342 Where a bank has sold commodity-fund interests at least three times and the aggregated
sale price exceeds ten billion yen, the minimum sales price may be fifty million yen. MOF Com-
modity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
343 MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102. The term "domestic... partnership agree-
ments" as used herein means agreements to create civil code partnerships or anonymous part-
nerships. See supra notes 309, 310.
344 It is unclear whether only a trust bank which creates a commodity-fund trust may sell
beneficial interests therein or other trust banks may also sell such interests. Possibly, the latter is
true. See supra note 264.
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modity-fund interests.34 5 Furthermore, there are restrictions on
advertisement and solicitation of sales.3
As a result of the non-statutory limitations, a city bank may (a)
only as intermediary participate in issues of domestic partnership in-
terests created in the partnership-type scheme, (b) conduct primary
market activities, such as underwriting, distribution and private place-
ment activities, of foreign partnership interests involved in the part-
nership-type scheme,34 7 and (c) as truster create a commodity-fund
trust, and acquire as initial beneficiary, and sell, beneficial interests in
such trust. 48
On the other hand, for advisory activities on commodity-fund in-
terests. See above text.349
B. Domestic Securities Activities of Domestic Affiliates
As seen in the last subchapter, Japanese city banks can directly
engage in domestic securities activities, subject to various limitations
set by the Banking Law, the Securities and Exchange Law or other
laws, or the Ministry of Finance's non-statutory administrative rules.
All of these limitations are not applied directly to activities of banks'
domestic affiliates; rather, banks are engaged indirectly through their
domestic affiliates in securities activities, subject to other limitations.
This subchapter focuses on such restrictions on securities activities of
banks' domestic affiliates.
1. In General
Japan's Anti-Monopoly Law has affected banks' affiliations with
other domestic companies. The law prohibits any domestic and for-
eign company from functioning as a holding company of domestic
345 This disclosure is required, regardless of whether a bank acts as principal, agent or broker.
In addition, a bank must make documents concerning the underlying funds available to purchas-
ers in its offices. MOF Commodity Fund Rule, supra note 102.
346 Limitations on advertisement include prohibitions against misrepresentations on projected
profits and losses derived from commodity-fund interests, purchasers' rights of cancellation, and
other material facts and matters. Limitations on solicitation include prohibitions against em-
ploying misrepresentation of material facts, and offering special benefits. MOF Commodity
Fund Rule, supra note 102.
347 One commentator points out that these activities of foreign partnership interests created
in the partnership-type scheme may be conducted only indirectly through an affiliate of a bank.
See supra note 316.
348 A city bank, of course, may trade in any kind of commodity-fund interests. See supra note
31 and accompanying text.
349 See supra text accompanying note 196.
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companies.35 ° This prohibition covers a bank holding company; thus,
the affiliations are usually vertical (parent/child relationships), not
horizontal (sibling relationships). In addition, the law prohibits finan-
cial institutions, including banks and, securities firms from acquiring
or retaining more than five percent of the outstanding stock in a do-
mestic company without approval of the Fair Trade Commission.3 -'
This prohibition is not affected by whether financial institutions intend
to control the company through stock ownership or merely invest in it
on a passive basis. Thus, the affiliations are often recognized as finan-
cial, trade and/or personnel relationships rather than a capital
relationship.
Within such limitations, the Banking Law and the Securities and
Exchange Law control some of the affiliations between city banks and
other domestic companies. The Banking Law expressly permits a city
bank to acquire and retain more than fifty percent of the outstanding
voting stock in a domestic securities firm and/or a domestic trust
bank3 52 with approval of the Minister of Finance.353 The Securities
and Exchange Law also expressly acknowledges that the prohibition
against bank's securities activities does not bar bank's acquisition of a
securities firm.35 It should be noted that the approval of the Minister
of Finance under the Banking Law does not exempt the requirement
of Fair Trade Commission's approval under the Anti-Monopoly
Law;3 55 thus, a city bank acquiring each of these subsidiaries must sep-
arately obtain the two approvals. These approvals would not be
given, at least unless a bank acquires all of the outstanding voting
stock in them on a de novo basis or acquires more than fifty percent of
the outstanding voting stock in any of the existing ones which are fail-
ing or have failed. As a practical matter, bank's acquisition of a
healthy existing securities firm and/or trust bank is almost impossible.
As mentioned below, the Banking Law, the Securities and Exchange
Law and the Ministry of Finance's administrative rules have set arm's
length rules, firewall conditions, and personnel interlock limitations,
regulating parent/child and sibling relationships among a parent bank,
350 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 9. The term "a holding company" as used herein means a com-
pany whose primary business is to control business activities of any domestic company through
its retention of stock therein. Id. art. 9(3).
351 Id art. 11(1).
352 Other kinds of banking organizations which are failing or have failed can also be acquired.
Such other kinds of banking organizations, for example, include long-term credit banks, and a
foreign exchange bank. BL Administrative Ordinance art. 17-2(i)(ii).
353 Banking Law art. 16-2(1).
354 Securities and Exchange Law art. 65-3.
355 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
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the bank's securities firm subsidiary, and the bank's trust bank
subsidiary.
No provision of the Banking Law nor other laws than the Anti-
Monopoly Law356 regulates other affiliations between a bank and
other domestic companies, except that the Banking Law requires a
prior notice to the Minister of Finance when a bank acquires or re-
tains more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in any
domestic company.357 However, the Banking Law prohibits a bank
from engaging in activities other than banking business, which consists
of the so-called core banking business, incidental banking business (in-
cluding the so-called non-listed incidental banking business) and other
banking business;358 thus, it has been generally considered that banks,
even indirectly through their affiliates, cannot engage in activities
completely unrelated to banking, such as real estate retail business,
travel agency business, product sales, 35 9 hotel business, warehouse
business, marine courier business, and mining business.360  Based
upon this construction, the Ministry of Finance by its non-statutory
administrative rules regulates such other affiliations.36'
Definition of Affiliate
The administrative rules restrict activities and operations of
bank's "affiliate," which is defined in the rule to mean "a company to
which a bank has made and/or has maintained capital contributions
356 Banking Law art. 53(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 35(x).
357 As mentioned above, Article 11 of the Anti-Monopoly Law restricts banks' stock holding.
358 Banking Law art. 12. For banking business, see supra text accompanying and following
note 25.
359 Kin'ya Kikan To Sono Kanrengaisya Tono Kankei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Relationships Be-
tween Financial Institutions and Their Affiliates] Okurash6 Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau]
No. 1968 (Jul. 3,1975), as amended (hereinafter "MOF Domestic Affiliate Rule"); MOF Domes-
tic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41.
360 Kinya Kikan To Sono Shussisaki Kaigai Hdjin Tono Kankei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Rela-
tionships Between Financial Institutions and Their Invested Foreign Companies] Jimu Renraku
Administrative Notice (Apr. 23, 1976), as amended (hereinafter "MOF Foreign Affiliate
Notice").
361 MOF Domestic Affiliate Rule, supra note 354; MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra
note 41. As seen below, the coverage of the Ministry of Finance administrative rules is quite
narrow, because of the definition of "affiliate." As a result, city banks have been affiliated to
various extents with quite a few domestic companies which are engaged in activities impermissi-
ble for "affiliate" and constituted a group along with such companies. This affiliation is the so-
called Keiretsu. Due to the restrictions under the Anti-Monopoly Law, bank, of course, has not
owned more than five percent of the outstanding stock in each of such group member compa-
nies; thus, the affiliation has taken the form of personnel, financial and/or trade relationship
rather than a capital relationship. In general, such group member companies have maintained
independence of their group member bank to various extents, unlike "affiliates."
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and which has close relationships to such bank, by virtue of circum-
stances of its establishment, financial and personnel relationships,
etc." This definition appears to call more attention to non-capital re-
lationships than to capital relationship, because the Anti-Monopoly
Law, as mentioned above, limits a bank's stock investment in a do-
mestic company to five percent or less of the outstanding stock
therein.362 On this point, the term "affiliate" here differs from the
term "subsidiary" 363 or "affiliate ' 364 as used in the United States'
Bank Holding Company Act, where controlling five percent or less of
any class of voting securities of any company produces a presumption
that such company is not a subsidiary or affiliate,365 whereas control-
ling twenty-five percent or more is a conclusive evidence that such
company is a subsidiary or affiliate.3 6 6
The concept of "affiliate" under the Ministry of Finance rules is
possibly more narrow than the concepts of "subsidiary" and "affiliate"
under the Bank Holding Company Act. First, the fact that a bank
owns some stock would be an essential condition under the Ministry
of Finance rules, although there is some uncertainty whether or not
the Ministry of Finance has taken such a view. A company in which a
bank owns stock directly in its own name, or beneficially and indi-
rectly in the names of others, would be an affiliate, if other conditions
are met. On the other hand, literally construed, a company none of
whose stock is owned by a bank is not an affiliate of the bank under
the Ministry of Finance rules, even though the bank controls the man-
agement and policies of the company, including decision makings on
personnel, trade and financial affairs, unlike under the Bank Holding
Company Act.367 Second, a bank's function in establishing a company
might be another essential factor, although the Ministry of Finance's
view is unclear here as well. Possibly, just as under the Bank Holding
Company Act, controlling influences of a bank over the election of a
majority of directors, or over other management and policies, of a
company368 will be relevant in judging whether or not the company is
an affiliate of the bank. However, literally construed, it is doubtful if
362 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
363 12 U.S.C. § 1841(d) (1988) (defining "subsidiary"); 12 C.F.R. §§ 225.2(n) (defining "sub-
sidiary"), 225.2(e) (1994) (defining "control").
364 12 U.S.C. § 1841(k) (1988) (defining "affiliate"); 12 C.F.R. § 225.2(e) (1994) (defining
"control").
365 12 U.S.C. § 1841(a)(3) (1988); 12 C.F.R. § 225.22(c)(5) (1994).
366 12 U.S.C. § 1841(a)(2)(A) (1988); 12 C.F.R. § 225.2(e)(1)(i) (1994).
367 12 U.S.C. § 1841(a)(2)(B),(C) (1988); 12 C.F.R. § 225.2(e)(1)(ii),(iii) (1994).
368 Id.
366
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only these facts would make a company an affiliate without regard to
a bank's function in establishing such company.
Permissible Activities
The administrative rule permits an affiliate of a bank to engage in
(a) the so-called agency business [Dairi Gy6mu], or activities of pro-
viding the bank with agency services relating to the bank's business;3 69
(b) activities of providing the bank with administration services re-
garding the bank's business,3 70 (c) activities which come under the so-
called incidental banking business, including the so-called non-listed
incidental banking business, and (d) activities which constitute the so-
called proximate nonbanking business (Shi2hen Gydmu), or nonbank-
ing activities which have substantial proximity with such incidental
banking business.
An affiliate which conducts the agency business must be wholly
owned by the bank with the Fair Trade Commission's approval under
the Anti-Monopoly Law,371 and may not concurrently engage in other
activities or invest in stock in any other company. The same is true of
an affiliate which provides the bank with the administrative
services.372
The affiliated bank must limit its holding of stock in other affiliate
(which engages in the so-called incidental banking business and/or
proximate nonbanking business) to five percent or less of the out-
standing stock therein.373 The administrative rule illustratively lists
activities included in the non-listed incidental banking business and
proximate nonbanking business. According to the rule, the non-listed
incidental banking business includes (a) credit card financing, (b)
369 The agency services may cover only deposit taking, consumer credit, domestic exchange
transactions, and/or other activities as incidental to, and necessary to conduct these activities.
MOF Business Operation Rule, supra note 102.
370 The administration services may not include undertaking administrative functions which
the bank must conduct itself in nature. Examples of the permissible administrative services that
the rule lists include (a) cash or other calculation services; (b) collateral appraisal and inspection
services; (c) bank premise maintenance services; (d) fringe-benefit-related services for bank em-
ployees; (e) operation and maintenance services of automatic teller machines; (f) services of cash
collection or other routines; (g) consulting and brokerage services of consumer credit; (h) adver-
tisement services; (i) brokerage services of part-time workers; and (j) computer-related services,
such as developing computer systems, selling computer software and hardware as necessary to
use such software, safekeeping back-up data, and data processing. MOF Domestic Affiliate No-
tice, supra note 41.
371 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11.
372 At least ninety percent of such affiliate's revenue must be derived from its parent bank,
with some exceptions. MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice Rule, supra note 41.
373 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
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guaranteeing residential or other consumer financing, (c) factoring,
(d) selling asset-backed certificates covered by the Asset Securitiza-
tion Law, and (e) selling commodity-fund certificates covered by the
Commodity Fund Law. The proximate nonbanking business includes
(a) property leasing, (b) venture capital activities, (c) management
consulting, (d) investment advisory activities covered by the Invest-
ment Advisory Business Law, and (e) electronic communication serv-
ices.374 Affiliates which engage in any of these activities may invest in
stock in other domestic companies375 within the limitations set by the
Anti-Monopoly Law.376 A bank is required to file a notice with the
Ministry of Finance in advance of establishing an affiliate, and subse-
quently submit periodical reports to the Ministry of Finance.
Finally, the Anti-Monopoly Law prohibits any merchant from
employing unfair transaction methods,377 and the prohibition restricts
relationships among a bank and its affiliates (including its securities
firm and trust bank subsidiaries).378  For instance, a bank may not
force its customers to transact with its affilate379 and not to transact
374 The electronic communication services, for example, include (a) information network
services used for banking business and/or trade account settlements and (b) data processing
services related to accounting, tax and/or fund management. MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice
Rule, supra note 41.
375 If an affiliate of a bank, through retention of fifty percent or more of the outstanding stock
or otherwise, controls another domestic company which engages in activities impermissible for
affiliates of a bank, this control would violate the Ministry of Finance's administrative rule. See
infra note 517.
376 The Anti-Monopoly Law, with some exceptions, prohibits a non-financial institution
which has either the capital of at least ten billion yen or the net asset of at least thirty billion yen
from acquiring or retaining stock in domestic companies, if the purchase price of such stock in
the aggregate exceeds the greater of its capital or net asset. Anti-Monopoly Law art. 9-2. In
addition, the law prohibits any company from acquiring or retaining stock in a domestic com-
pany, if such acquisition or retention restricts competition in a certain market segment, and from
acquiring or retaining such stock in an unfair manner. Id. art..10(1). Furthermore, the law re-
quires a domestic company, other than a financial institution, which has the total asset of at least
two billion yen to periodically file with the Fair Trade Commission a report on its stock holding.
Id. art. 10(2).
377 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 19.
378 See GinkW, ShOken T6 No Sdgo San'nya Ni Tomonau FukOsei Na Torihiki HdhO TO Ni
Tsuite [Regarding Unfair Transaction Methods, etc. Relating to Mutual Entries by Banks and
Securities Firms], KOsei Torihiki Iinkai [Fair Trade Commission], Apr. 1993, reprinted in 1352
KIN'YO HOMU JIJO [Financial Law Affairs], Apr. 25, 1993, (hereinafter "FTC Fair Transac-
tion Notice") at 75-76.
379 A bank, for example, may not request its customer to purchase securities from, or sell
them to, its securities firm subsidiary, indicating that the bank would otherwise disfavor the
customer in connection with loans or other transactions in the future. Nor may a bank make a
loan to its customer on the condition that the customer will select the bank's securities firm
subsidiary as lead underwriter. The prohibition also applies where a bank forces customers to
make capital contributions to its affiliate. FTC Fair Transaction Notice, supra note 373.
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with competitors of its affiliate.380 In addition, an affiliate of a bank
may not solicit customers to transact with the affiliate in exchange for
benefits provided by the bank381 nor provide customers with services
at a extremely low price by receiving support from the bank.
2. Securities Firm Subsidiary
a. In General
As mentioned above, a city bank, with approvals of both the Min-
ister of Finance and the Fair Trade Commission, can acquire and re-
tain more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in a de
novo securities firm or an existing securities firm which is failing or
has failed.
Under the Glass-Steagall Act, an affiliate of a bank may engage
in underwriting and dealing in bank-ineligible securities, only if it de-
rives no more than ten percent of its total gross revenue from such
activities.382 There is no such revenue limitation on securities activi-
ties of the securities firm subsidiary of a city bank. The five percent
limitation on stock holding of financial institutions under the Anti-
Monopoly Law applies to any securities firm;383 however, a bank se-
curities firm subsidiary is subject to the five percent limitation as mod-
ified. That is, the Fair Trade Commission's guideline provides that a
securities firm subsidiary of a bank (whether a newly established or
existing one), together with its parent bank and possibly its sibling trust
bank,384 may not invest in more than five percent of the outstanding
stock in a domestic company.38
380 A bank, for example, may not request its customer to limit the portion of securities to be
underwritten by other securities firm than the bank's securities firm subsidiary, indicating that
the bank would otherwise disfavor the customer in connection with loan or other transactions in
the future. Nor may a bank make a loan to its customer on the condition that the customer will
not select such other securities firm as lead underwriter. FTC Fair Transaction Notice, supra
note 373.
381 A securities firm subsidiary of a bank may not solicit its customer to purchase securities
from the subsidiary by offering the customer a benefit of a favorable loan from the parent bank.
FTC Fair Transaction Notice, supra note 373.
382 12 U.S.C. § 377 (1988).
383 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1). Stock holding of a securities firm arising from its dealing
is exempted from the five percent limitation under the Anti-Monopoly Law. Id. art. 11(1)(ii).
Thus, in general, a securities firm may hold for its dealing account more than five percent of the
outstanding stock in any domestic company.
384 This modified five percent limitation clearly requires that stock holdings of a securities
firm, and its parent bank be aggregated, but it is unclear whether or not stock holdings of its
sibling trust bank should also be taken into account.
385 See Kin'yfgaisya No Kabushiki Hoya No Ninka Ni Kansuru Jinushori Kijun Ni Tsuite
[Regarding Standards for Administration Relating to Stock Holdings of Financial Institutions],
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b. Permissible Activities
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Exchange
Law Securities
If a city bank newly establishes a securities firm, such firm need
to obtain license from the Minister of Finance in order to engage in
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Exchange
Law Securities. 86 The Securities and Exchange Law requires that the
Minister of Finance, for the time being,387 grant the license to a bank
subsidiary securities firm on the condition that such firm may not en-
gage in brokerage activities of stock.38 There is no other limitation
under the Securities and Exchange Law; however, in reality, more lim-
itations are imposed on a bank securities firm subsidiary, so that pri-
mary market and dealing activities of stock,389 and dealing and
brokerage activities of equity securities other than stock,39° are also
temporarily391 excluded from permissible activities.39  Thus, a de
K6sei Torihiki linkai Jimu Kyoku [Fair Trade Commission Administrative Bureau], (June 20,
1994), (hereinafter "FTC 5% Stock Holding Guideline").
386 Securities Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Exchange Law Securities may be
engaged in only by a corporation which obtained license from the Minister of Finance. Securi-
ties and Exchange Law art. 28(1). There are four kinds of licenses: (a) license for dealing; (b)
license for brokerage activities; (c) license for firm commitment underwriting (including distribu-
tion); and (d) license for best efforts underwriting, secondary distribution agency activities, and
private placement agency activities. Id. art. 28(2). A securities firm can obtain any or all kinds
of licenses, if conditions are met.
387 The Ministry of Finance has stated that this limitation would be reviewed for modification
within a few years. See Kin'yfi Seido Kaikau Jisshi No GaiyO Ni Tsuite [Regarding Outline of
Financial System Reform], 1309 SHOJi HOMu [COMMERCIAL LAW AFFAIRs], Jan. 5,1993, at 82-84
(hereinafter "MOF Financial Reform Notice").
388 SEL Supplementary Rule art. 19(1). This prohibition applies not only to domestic stock
but also foreign stock. It is said that this temporary limitation'purports to protect existing small
securities firms, whose major revenue has derived from brokerage activities of stock. There are
some exceptions to the limitation: a bank subsidiary firm may, as intermediary, agent or broker
of the holder, sell (a) stock that was purchased by the holder from the firm in the initial offering
thereof and that has been deposited by the holder in the firm since the purchase; (b) stock to be
acquired by the holder upon exercise of warrants that were purchased by the holder from the
firm in the initial offering thereof and that have been deposited by the holder in the firm since
the purchase; and (c) stock to be acquired by the holder upon exercise of conversion rights, or
warrant, attached to the debentures that were purchased by the holder from the firm in the
initial offering thereof and that have been deposited by the holder in the firm since the purchase.
389 The term "primary market activities" as used herein includes underwriting, distribution
and private placement activities. Thus, a de novo securities firm subsidiary of a bank may not
participate in issues, and secondary distributions, of stock as underwriter, distributor or private
placement agent.
390 The phrase "equity securities other than stock" as used herein includes warrants, and de-
bentures with rights of conversion into stock and with warrants.
391 The Ministry of Finance has stated that this limitation would be reviewed for modification
within a few years. See MOF Financial Reform Notice, supra note 382, at 82-84.
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novo securities firm subsidiary of a bank may engage in all kinds of
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of debt (non-equity) Securi-
ties and Exchange Law Securities and primary market activities of eq-
uity securities other than stock.393
On the other hand, if a bank acquires an existing firm, such firm's
existing license is not affected by changes in stockholders; thus, a new
license is not needed. However, even in this case, the Securities and
Exchange Law allows, but does not require, the Minister of Finance to
attach to such existing license the condition prohibiting brokerage ac-
tivities of stock.3 94
Other Activities
In general, a securities firm must obtain approval of the Minister
of Finance in order to concurrently engage in other activities than Se-
curities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Exchange Law
Securities.3 95 The Ministry of Finance's approval guideline lists such
other activities to be permitted, if conditions are met.39 6 The listed
permissible activities include those related to (a) sale of domestic cer-
tificates of deposit,397 (b) sale of asset-backed certificates covered by
the Asset Securitization Law, (c) commodity funds covered by the
Commodity Fund Law, including fund originator and truster activities
392 There are some exceptions to the limitation on activities of non-stock equity securities: a
bank subsidiary firm may, as intermediary, agent or broker of the holder, sell non-stock equity
securities that were purchased by the holder from the firm in the initial offering thereof and that
have been deposited by the holder in the firm since the purchase. See MOF Financial Reform
Notice, supra note 382, at 82. For exceptions to the limitation on activities of stock, see supra
note 383.
393 For some permissible incidental secondary market activities of equity Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities, see supra notes 383, 387.
394 SEL Supplementary Rule art. 19(2). Daiwa Bank, Ltd., one of city banks, will acquire
more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in Cosmo Securities Ltd., which is an
existing falling securites firm engaging in full lines of Securities and Exchange Law Activities;
however, reportedly, brokerage activities of stock will not be prohibited but continued. Tani-
gawa Haruo, 780 Okuyen No Shussi Ni Yori $6g8 Shbken Wo Kogaishaka [Acqusition of a
General Securities Firm by Capital Contribution of Seventy-Eight Billion Yen] KN''O ZAISEi
JuC [FINANCIAL AND FISCAL AFFAiRs], Aug. 23, 1993, at 14-17.
395 Securities and Exchange Law art. 43.
396 Shdken Torihiki HO Dai 42 JO Qyobi Dai 42 JO No 2 Ni Motozuku Kenshoku Oyobi
Shdkengaisya TO No KengyO No ShOnin Ni Tsuite [Regarding Approvals for Concurrent Offices,
and Concurrent Business of Securities Firms, etc., under Articles 42 and 42-2 of the Securitites
Exchange Law], 6kurash Shdken Kyoku [MOF Security Bureau] No. 873 (June 25, 1992)
(hereinafter "MOF Concurrent Office and Business Rule").
397 A securities firm may engage in Securities and Exchange Law Activities of foreign certifi-
cates of deposit, if the firm's license for securities business covers such activities, because foreign
certificates of deposit are Securities and Exchange Securities. Securities and Exchange Law art.
2(1)(xi); SEL Administrative Order art. 1.
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and sale of commodity-fund interests, and (d) beneficial certificates of
a trust for residential mortgages that are not Securities and Exchange
Law Securities but Monetary Claims."'8 A securities firm, with the
approval, may engage in these activities, generally to the same extent
as a bank may do and subject to the same non-statutory restrictions as
a bank must comply with.
If a bank newly establishes a securities firm subsidiary, such firm
need to obtain the approval in order to engage in such other activities.
On the other hand, an existing firm acquired by a bank need not ob-
tain it, if it was obtained before the acquisition.
In sum, a city bank may indirectly through its securities firm sub-
sidiary, whether newly established or otherwise, engage in at least the
following activities in addition to securities activities in which the
bank can directly engage: (a) primary market activities of non-stock
equity securities; and (b) all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law
Activities of (i) any debt Securities and Exchange Law Securities and
(ii) beneficial interests in securities investment trusts and loan trusts.
c. Arm's Length Rules, Firewall Conditions and Personnel
Interlock Limitations
The Banking Law, the Securities and Exchange Law, and the
Ministry of Finance's related administrative rules impose arm's length
restrictions, firewall conditions, and personnel interlock limitations,
on both a bank and its affiliated securities firm39 to avoid various
hazards arising from affiliations between them, such as unsound busi-
ness practices, conflicts of interest, and unfair competitions.
i. Arm's Length Rules
Any kind of transaction between a bank and its affiliated securi-
ties firm, including sale and purchase of securities or other assets,
must be on an arm's length basis.'
398 See supra note 86; see also supra text accompanying note 269. The guideline does not
include activities of such trust beneficial certificates; however, another administrative rule ex-
pressly permits a securities firm to conduct the activities. See MOF Loan Liquidation Rule,
supra note 102.
399 Logically considered, the term "bank's affiliated securities firm" as used herein should
include both subsidiary and sibling securities firms of a bank. Where a city bank owns both a
securities firm subsidiary and a trust bank subsidiary, there is a sibling relationship between the
two subsidiaries. But it is unclear whether such sibling firm is included. See SEL Administra-
tiave Order art. 15-2.
400 Banking Law art. 16-3; Ginkd H6 Shik6rei [Banking Law Administrative Order] Seirei
[Cabinet Order] (hereinafter "BL Administrative Order"), art. 5-2(i), (iv), No. 40 (Mar. 27,
372




An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not underwrite, as lead
underwriter, securities4°2 issued by the bank.4 °3
Bank's Purchase of Underwritten Securities
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not sell, to the bank
securities4 4 underwritten by the firm during a period of six months
after the underwriting.40 5
This restriction is inapplicable where the affiliated firm privately
places securities with the bank. On this point, Japan's firewall condi-
tions differ from those of the United States', which limit the place-
ment with affiliates to less than fifty percent of the issue.4 0 6
1982), as amended. BL Administrative Ordinance art. 17-6; Securities and Exchange Law art.
50-2(i), (iii); ShOkengaisya No Kenzensei No Junsoku TO Ni Kansuru ShOrei [Ministry Ordinance
Regarding Standards, etc. for Soundness of Securities Firms], 6kura ShOrei [Ordinance of MOF]
art. 2-2(vi), No. 60, (Nov. 5, 1965) (hereinafter "SEL Soundness Ordinance").
401 It is said that unlike the United States firewall conditions, Japan's principally purport to
avoid banks' unfair participation in their securities firm subsidiaries business which interfere
with fair competition, rather than to limit transfer of risks involved in subsidiaries' securities
activities to banks. Iwashita Tadashi, Kin'ya Seido Kaikaku H6 Ni Kansuru SeishOrei No Kosshi
Ni Tsuite6 [Regarding Outline of Cabinet Orders and Ministry Ordinances under the Financial
System Reform Law (1)], 1344 Kai'YO HOMO Ju6 [FINANCIAL LAW AFFAIRS], Feb. 5,1993, at 10.
In addition, the Japan's firewall conditions regulate a relationship between a bank (possibly
including the bank's subsidiary) and its affiliated securities firm, but not other relationships. On
this point, the Japan's firewall conditions differ from those of the United States, which regulate
relationships between a bank and all of its affiliates.
Finally, it should be noted that the Ministry of Finance has stated that the firewall
conditions would be reviewed for modification within a few years. See MOF Financial Reform
Notice, supra note 382, at 82-84.
402 The prohibition does not apply to securities whose investment grade is rated by certain
rating organizations, such as Japan Investors Service Ltd., Standard & Poors, Inc., or Moody's
Investors Service Inc. SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(ii).
403 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii): SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(ii). The
bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See Shdken Torihiki H6 TO
No Heigai BOshi Sochi No Junshu Ni Tsuite [Regarding Compliance with the Firewall Conditions
under the Securities and Exchange Law, etc.], 6kurashO GinkO Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau], No.
610, (Apr. 1, 1993), as amended (hereinafter "MOF Firewall Condition Rule").
404 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2(vii). The
restriction does not apply to government bonds, regional government bonds or government-
guaranteed bonds.
405 The bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Fire-
wall Condition Rule, supra note 398. As described in the rule, the six-month period begins at
the time the affiliated securities firm becomes an underwriter.
406 J.P. Morgan & Co. Inc., 76 Fed. Res. Bull. 26 (1990).
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Sale of Securities to Pay Bank Debt
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not sell securities407
underwritten by the firm, if the issuer owes a debt to the bank and the
affiliated firm knowingly does not notify the purchaser that the pro-
ceeds of the issue will be used to pay the issuer's debt to the bank.40 8
This or other firewall conditions would not cover bank's credit
extensions to an issuer for purposes of repaying securities underwrit-
ten or privately placed by the affiliated firm, although such credit ex-
tensions could benefit the affiliated firm to the damage of the bank. 4 °
Also, this or other firewall conditions would not cover bank's
credit extensions to an issuer for purposes of enhancing the
creditworthiness and marketability of securities underwritten or pri-
vately placed by the affiliated firm, unless such credit extensions are
conditioned on the affiliated firm's underwriting or placement.410
On these points, Japan's firewall conditions are different from
those of the United States', which prohibit such lending practices in
order to avoid transfer of risk of underwriting from a securities firm to
its affiliated bank and/or unsound loan practice to improve the finan-
cial conditions of the securities firm.41
Tying Transactions
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not agree to conduct
any Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities for a customer, if the affiliated firm is aware
407 The restriction does not apply to (a) government bonds, regional government bonds, or
government-guaranteed bonds, (b) domestic and foreign commercial paper, (c) foreign certifi-
cates of deposit, or (e) certain kinds of domestic and foreign trust beneficial certificates backed
by residential mortgages which constitute Securities and Exchange Law Securities. SEL Sound-
ness Ordinance art. 2-2(i). For such trust beneficial certificates, see supra note 86.
408 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(i). The
bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Firewall Condi-
tion Rule, supra note 398.
409 Only if such credit extensions are conditioned on the affiliated firm's underwriting, the
credit extensions would be prohibited by the condition named "Tying Transactions" as men-
tioned next. Literally construed the arm's length rule, as mentioned above, does not apply to
this kind of credit extension because the transaction is not between a bank and its affiliated
securities firm.
410 Literally construed the arm's length rule does not apply to this kind of credit extension,
either, because the transaction is not between a bank and its affiliated securities firm.
411 However, the United States' firewall conditions permit a bank and its nonbank affiliates to
extend credit to an issuer for the purpose of repaying securities privately placed by their securi-
ties firm affiliate, if at least three years have elapsed between the placement and the credit
extension, and the credit extension meets prudent and objective lending standards. J.P. Morgan
& Co. Inc., 76 Fed. Res. Bull. 26 (1990).
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that the bank extends credit, or gives other benefit,412 to the customer
on the condition that the customer and the affiliated firm enter into
the said transactions.413
Purchase Money Financing
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not sell securities un-
derwritten by the firm during a period of six months after the under-
writing, if the affiliated firm is aware that the bank extends credit to
the purchaser for the purpose of purchasing such securities.414
This restriction is applicable only where the affiliated firm acts as
underwriter, not as private placement agent. On this point, Japan's
firewall conditions differ from those of the United States', which pro-
hibit any affiliate from extending credit to a customer for the purpose
of purchasing bank-ineligible securities privately placed until thirty
days after the placement.415
Disclosure of Customer Information
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not disclose to, or re-
ceive from, the bank non-public information on a customer (including
an issuer)416 without consent of the customer.417
Cross Marketing
No person of an affiliated securities firm of a bank may visit a
customer with any person of the bank without request of the customer
412 Such other benefit includes selling and/or purchasing assets, or entering into any other
transaction, on the terms which are more favorable to the customer than ordinarily. SEL Sound-
ness Ordinance art. 2-2(iii).
413 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(ii), (iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(iii).
The bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Firewall
Condition Rule, supra note 398.
414 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(v). The
bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Firewall Condi-
tion Rule, supra note 398.
415 J.P. Morgan & Co. Inc., 75 Fed. Res. Bull. 192 (1989).
416 Such non-public information includes (a) such significant information on an issuer's oper-
ation, business or assets as has not been made public yet and would affect investment judgment
(e.g., a plan of merger, fund raising, asset management or facility expansion, and bad financial
affairs) and (b) special information on securities transaction orders or assets of customers that
was gained in the course of business. MOF Firewall Condition Rule, supra noe 398.
417 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(viii). The
bank may not do this, either. See MOF Firewall Condition Rule, supra note 398. Such consent
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specifying the purpose of such co-visit.418  No person of the bank,
whether or not visiting with any person of the affiliated firm, may
mention, or express an evaluation of, or opinion on, the affiliated
firm's services,4 19 nor use marketing literatures of such services that
are made in the name of the affiliated firm or in the names of both the
firm and the bank.420 These limitations are inapplicable if marketing
activities are related only to Securities and Exchange Law Activities
of government bonds, regional government bonds, or government-
guaranteed bonds.421
Main Bank Firewall
An affiliated securities firm of a bank may not be a lead under-
writer of debentures,422 if the issuer has the net asset of less than five
hundred billion yen, and the bank acts as lead indenture trustee of the
debentures.423 Such affiliated firm may not be a lead underwriter of
debentures424 or stock, if the issuer has the net asset of less than five
hundred billion yen, and the bank previously acted as lead indenture
trustee in at least two of the last three issues of debentures which the
same issuer publicly offered during the preceding two-year period.425
418 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art 2-2(iv). The
bank may not arrange this for a person of its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF
Firewall Condition Rule supra note 398. The request of a customer must be voluntarily given by
the customer, and may not be demanded or recommended by the bank or its affiliated securities
firm. Shdken Torihiki HO Dai 65 J6 Oyobi Dai 50 JO No 2 Dai 3 GO Ni Motozuku Heigai BOshi
Sochi Tekiy6 Ni Kansuru Jimu TO Ni Tsuite [Regarding Administrative Matters, etc. Relating to
Application of Articles 65 and 50-2(iii) of the Securities and Exchange Law ], OkurashO ShOken
Kyoku [MOF Security Bureau] No. 491, (Apr. 1, 1993) (hereinafter "MOF Articles 65 & 50-2
Rule").
419 MOF Firewall Condition Rule, supra note 398; see also MOF Articles 65 & 50-2 Rule,
supra note 413. If a bank representative visits a customer without any person from the affiliated
firm, the bank representative could be allowed to express an opinion on the firm's services to the
extent necessary to perform that person's employment duties to the bank.
420 MOF Firewall Condition Rule, supra note 398.
421 SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(iv).
422 The restriction does not apply to debentures guaranteed by the government. Id. art. 2-
2(ix).
423 The bank may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Fire-
wall Rule, supra note 398.
424 The restriction does not apply to debentures guaranteed by the government. SEL Sound-
ness Ordinance art. 2-2(ix).
425 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(iii); SEL Sound Ordinance art. 2-2(x). The bank
may not arrange this for its affiliated securities firm subsidiary. See MOF Firewall Condition
Rule, supra note 398. If the same issuer issued debentures twice or less during the preceding
two-year period, the bank must be a lead indenture trustee in all of such previous issue(s), for
this restriction to be applicable. SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(x).
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These limitations are inapplicable, when the affiliated firm acts as pri-
vate placement agent.
This firewall condition is unique to Japan. In Japan, each of most
companies has a so-called main bank, which is a bank with which the
company has an especially deep relationship. Such bank has potential
power of control over the company through this transactional rela-
tionship, so that it could force the company to transact with the bank's
affiliated securities firm. This firewall condition purports to avoid this
kind of hazard, or unfair competition. The reason why this condition
does not apply to companies which have the net asset of five hundred
billion yen or more426 is that such big companies are assumed to be
free of the banks' power of control.
Bank Agency Activities427
As the agent of its affiliated securities firm, a bank is still subject
to the prohibitions under the Banking Law and Securities and Ex-
change law. For example, a bank violates these laws if it conducts
activities such as underwriting, dealing in, or brokerage activities of,
stock, debentures or debentures with rights of conversion into stock or
with warrants.
Maintenance of Separateness4 28
An affiliated securities firm of a bank basically may not locate its
offices in office buildings of the bank, or share computer or other sys-
tem with the bank.429
426 The number of Japanese companies which have the net asset of five hundred billion yen or
more was about thirty in 1993, including Toyota, Nissan, Toshiba, and Hitachi. Iwasita, supra
note 396, at 10-11.
427 MOF Articles 65 & 50-2 Rule, supra note 413.
428 Shokengaisya No Menkyo Oyobi Ninka Kijun, Tetsuzuki TO Ni Tsuite [Regarding
Standards Procedures, etc. for License and Approval to Securities Firms], Ckurash6 ShOken
Kyoku [MOF Security Bureau] No. 871, (June 25, 1992) (hereinafter "MOF License Standard
Rule").
429 No office of an affiliated securities firm of a bank may be located in the bank headquarters
or in branch buildings exclusively used by the bank. The firm's office may be in a building not
exclusively used by the bank, only if the firm's office is on other floor(s) than the bank's office
that can be accessed by the firm's customers through another entrance than that used by the
bank's customers and there is a good reason for such location. The affiliated firm may share the
bank's computer system, only if the firm and the bank cannot access each other's data base. The
bank's dealing system cannot be used by the firm. See MOF License Standard Rule, supra note
423.
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iii. Personnel Interlock Limitations
No director serving a bank on a full-time basis4 30 without permis-
sion of the Minister of Finance, may concurrently hold a full-time of-
fice of any other company.431 Also, full-time directors of a securities
firm are subject to the same restriction.432 In addition, no director or
auditor of a securities firm, whether full or part-time, may concur-
rently be a director, an auditor, or an employee, serving its affiliated
bank433 on a full or part-time basis, unless permitted by the Minister
of Finance. 43 Finally, banks established some other voluntary limits
on personnel interlocks.435
3. Trust Bank Subsidiary
a. In General
As mentioned above, a city bank, with approvals of both the Min-
ister of Finance and the Fair Trade Commission, can acquire and re-
tain more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in a de
novo trust bank or an existing trust bank which is failing or has failed.
Like a securities firm subsidiary of a bank, there is no revenue limita-
tion. The five percent limitation on stock holding of financial institu-
tions under the Anti-Monopoly Law436 applies to any trust bank;
430 A director is deemed to serve a bank on a full-time basis, if such director (a) actually
participates in daily activities of the bank, regardless of how often the director is required by the
bank to attend a board meetings or how long a day the director must serve the bank, (b) is a
representative director, who has general authority to represent the bank in ordinary transactions
or litigations, or (c) holds an office indicative of participation in daily activities of the bank (eg.,
president, deputy president, senior managing director, managing director).
431 Banking Law art. 7.
432 Securities and Exchange Law art. 42.
433 Logically construed, to phrase "affiliated bank of a securities firm subsidiary" as used
herein should include a parent and sibling bank of a securities firm. Where a city bank owns
both a securities firm subsidiary and a trust bank subsidiary, there is a sibling relationship be-
tween the two subsidiaries. However, it is unclear whether such sibling bank is included. See
SEL Administrative Order art. 15-2.
434 Securities and Exchange Law art. 42-2. If a director or an auditor violates this, the Minis-
ter of Finance may order the person to be removed from the office. Id. art. 42-2(3).
435 Non-representative directors of a securities firm, who do not have general authority to
represent the firm in ordinary transactions and litigations, may neither be directors of its affili-
ated bank, nor may have any office of the bank in which main responsibility is related to securi-
ties activities of the bank, within approximately two years after resigning as directors of the firm.
An affiliated securities firm of a bank must increase its proper employees so that the number of
them may reach fifty percent of the total number of its employees around five years after it is
established. In no way may any representative director of such firm be a director of the bank
even after resigning as director of the firm. See MOF Financial Reform Notice, supra note 382,
at 82.
436 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1). In general, a trust bank may hold for its trust account
more than five percent of the outstanding stock in a domestic company. Id. art. 11(1)(iii).
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however, a trust bank subsidiary of a bank is subject to the five per-
cent limitation as modified. That is, the Fair Trade Commission's
guideline provides that a trust bank subsidiary of a bank (whether a
newly established or existing one), together with its parent bank and
possibly its sibling securities firn,4 37 may not invest in more than five
percent of the outstanding stock in a domestic company in the
aggregate.438
b. Permissible Activities
A trust bank is a bank that is licensed by the Minister of Finance
for banking business under the Banking Law,439 just like a city bank,
and that is approved by the same minister for trust business under the
Banks' Trust Business Law.440 Thus, if a city bank newly establishes a
trust bank subsidiary, such subsidiary needs to obtain both the bank-
ing business license and the trust business approval. A de novo trust
bank subsidiary of a bank, with the banking license, may engage in full
lines of banking businesses, if it obtains any other required licenses,
permissions, and approvals, of regulatory authorities.441 On the other
hand, the guideline of the Ministry of Finance" 2 limits permissible
trust activities of a bank's subsidiary to exclude services concerning
many kinds of money trusts (Kinsen Shintaku), including loan trusts,
pension trusts and collective management money trusts" 3 (G6d6
Un'y6 Kinsen Shintaku).44 Thus, a trust bank subsidiary, with the
trust business approval, may engage in trust activities concerning (a)
other kinds of money trusts, including (i) securities investment trusts
(mutual funds), and (ii) the so-called fund trusts (Sitei Kingai
437 This modified five percent limitation clearly requires that stock holdings of a trust bank
and its parent bank be aggregated, but it is unclear whether or not stock holdings of its sibling
securities firm should be taken into account.
438 See FTC 5% Stock Holding Guideline, supra note 380.
439 Banking Law art. 4.
440 Banks' Trust Business Law art. 1(1).
441 For instance, many kinds of securities activities, as mentioned in the last subchapter, re-
quire approval of the Minister of Finance under the Securities and Exchange Law. Securities
and Exchange Law art. 65-2(1).
442 Shintaku Gink6 Kogaisya No Gy6mu Han'i Oyobi Chiiki Kin'yfl Kikan Ga Hontai De
Okonau Koto Ga Dekiru Shintaku Gydmu No Han'i Ni Tsuite [Regarding the Scope of Trust
Business Permissible for Trust Bank Subsidiaries and Regional Financial Institutions], OkurashO
GinkO Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 617, (Apr. 1, 1993) (hereinafter "MOF Trust Business
Rule").
443 A "collective management trust" as used herein is a trust wherein all funds entrusted by
customers are commingled and managed collectively without separating each customer's funds.
444 The Ministry of Finance has stated that this limitation would be reviewed for modification
within a few years. See MOF Financial Reform Notice, supra note 382, at 82-84.
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Shintaku)445 which invest principally in securities,446 and (b) many
kinds of non-money trusts, including (i) securities trusts (Yakash6ken
No Shintaku), (ii) monetary claim trusts (Kinsen Saiken No Shintaku),
(iii) personal property trusts (D6san No Shintaku), (iv) certain kinds
of real estate trusts [Fud6san No Shintaku], (v) certain kinds of lease-
hold trusts [Chij6ken, Chin'syakuken No Shintaku], and (vi) charita-
ble trusts.
On the other hand, if a bank acquires an existing trust bank, such
trust bank's existing approval is not affected by changes in stockhold-
ers; thus, new approval is not needed. There is no limitation under the
Banks' Trust Business Law on trust activities of such existing trust
bank acquired by a bank, unlike a de novo trust bank subsidiary.
Thus, a city bank may indirectly through its trust bank subsidiary
engage in the following activities in addition to securities activities in
which the bank can directly engage: (a) activities of administering as
trustee securities investment trusts covered by the Securities Invest-
ment Trust Law;447 (b) (i) activities of administering as trustee trusts
for asset securitization covered by the Asset Securitization Law,44 8
and (ii) primary market activities, such as underwriting, distribution
and private placement activities, of beneficial interests in such
trusts;449 (c) activities of administering as trustee trusts for residential
mortgages of a bank or other financial institution;45 and (d) (i) activi-
ties of administering as trustee trusts for domestic loans of a bank or
other financial institution451 and (ii) primary market activities of bene-
ficial interests in such trusts that target only sophisticated institutional
investors.45 2 The Ministry of Finance's administrative rule requires
445 A "fund trust" as used herein is a trust wherein funds entrusted by a customer are man-
aged separately from other customers' funds and in accordance with a management plan made
by such customer when the trust is created. The trust distributes its assets to such customer
without being cashed when the trust ends.
446 Other kinds of permissible money trust activities are activities of providing services con-
cerning gold investment trusts [Kin Shintaku], and employee stock-sharing trusts [J.2gydin
Mochikabu Shintaku], which distribute trust assets to the beneficiaries without being cashed
when the trusts end. MOF Trust Business Rule, supra note 437.
447 See supra text accompanying and following note 229.
448 As mentioned above in text, a trust bank subsidiary of a bank may engage in activities of
monetary claim trusts; thus, the activities are permissible. See supra text accompanying notes
250,441. Also see Tokutei Saiken TO Ni Kakaru Jigyd No Un'ei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Operations
of Business Related to Certain Monetary Claims, etc.] Okurash6 GinkO Kyoku [MOF Bank
Bureau] No. 1232 (June 24, 1993).
449 See supra text accompanying note 264.
450 See supra text accompanying note 279.
451 See supra text accompanying note 296.
452 See supra text accompanying note 297.
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commodity-fund trusts to be created in the form of collective manage-
ment money trust,453 undertaking of which is prohibited to a trust
bank subsidiary of a bank. as mentioned above; thus, a trust bank sub-
sidiary of a bank cannot administer as trustee commodity-fund trusts.
c. Arm's Length Rules, Firewall Conditions and Personnel
Interlock Limitations
The Banking Law imposes arm's length restrictions on both a
bank and its trust bank subsidiary. In addition, the related administra-
tive rules of the Ministry of Finance impose firewall conditions and
personnel interlock limitations to avoid various hazards arising from
unsound business practices and conflicts of interest.
i. Ann's Length Rules
Any kind of transaction between a bank and its trust bank subsid-
iary must be on an arm's length basis.4 4
i Firewall Conditions455
Trusts of Monetary Claims
A trust bank may undertake trusts of monetary claims from its
parent bank, except to the extent that the aggregated amount of the
monetary claims trusted by the parent during a fiscal year exceeds
fifty percent of the aggregated amount of all monetary claims trusted
during the last fiscal year.456
453 MOF Commodity-Fund Trust Rule, supra note 319.
454 Banking Law art. 16-3; BL Administrative Order art. 5-2(ii); BL Administrative Ordi-
nance art. 17-6. The same arm's length rules apply to transactions between a trust bank and its
sibling securities firm. Banking Law art. 16-3; BL Administrative Order art. 5-2(v); BL Admin-
istrative Ordinance art. 17-6; Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(i), (iii); SEL Administrative
Order art. 15-2(i)(D); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2(vi). See supra text accompanying note
395.
455 Shintaku Kankei No Heigai Bdshi Sochi No Junshu Ni Tsuite [Regarding Compliance with
Firewall Conditions Related to Trusts] 6kurashO Gink6 Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 620
(Apr. 1,1993) (hereinafter "MOF Trust Firewall Condition Rule"). Although this rule does not
include it, a trust bank subsidiary of a bank could be instructed by the Ministry of Finance
outside the rule basically not to locate its offices in office buildings of the parent bank, or to
share computer or other systems with the parent bank. See MOF Financial Reform Notice,
supra note 382, at 84. Finally, the Ministry of Finance has stated that the firewall conditions
would be reviewed for modification within a few years. Id. at 82.
456 However, this restriction is mitigated during a period of three fiscal years following the
establishment of a trust bank. See MOF Trust Firewall Condition Rule, supra note 450.
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Loans and Deposits
A trust bank may not, for its trust account, make any gifts to, or
borrow any money from, its parent bank. In addition, a trust bank
may not make loans to, or depositmoney with, its parent bank, unless
the trust bank keeps written evidence showing some good reason for
such transactions.
Purchases and Sales of Securities, etc.
Some limitations are imposed on a trust bank's management ac-
tivities of the so-called fund trusts and other trusts wherein trust assets
are to be managed in accordance with management plans made when
the trusts are created:457 roughly stated, a trust bank may not, for its
trust account (a) purchase stock or debentures issued by its parent
bank during the issue period, or (b) purchase from, or sell to, the par-
ent bank, securities, trust beneficial interests, or monetary claims, held
by the parent for its trading or dealing account. 4 58
Disclosure of Information
A trust bank may not disclose to, or receive from, its parent bank
non-public information about a customer, without consent of the
customer.459
Securities Investment Trusts6 °
A trust bank may undertake securities investment trusts from its
truster affiliate which has been licensed under the Securities Invest-
ment Trust Law,461 except to the extent that the aggregated amount of
money trusted to such trusts so undertaken during a fiscal year ex-
ceeds twenty-five percent of that of money trusted to all securities
457 For the meaning of the term "fund trusts" as used herein, see supra note 440.
458 This prohibition is not applicable where the trust bank purchases or sells such securities
(a)through any stock exchange market with prior consent of the truster, or by keeping written
evidences to show that the parent bank's quotation was the most favorable (or only the parent's
quotation was available) and obtaining prior consent of the truster. A trust bank may not order
its parent bank to sell or purchase securities through any market as intermediary, agent or bro-
ker of the trust bank, without consent of the truster. MOF Trust Firewall Condition Rule, supra
note 450.
459 See supra note 412.
460 For trustee activities of securities investment trusts, see supra text accompanying and
following note 229.
461 Securities Investment Trust Law arts. 6, 4(1). See supra text accompanying note 224.
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investment trusts created by the truster affiliate during the same fiscal
year.46 2
iii. Personnel Interlock Limitations
No director serving a bank or its trust bank subsidiary on a full-
time basis46 may concurrently hold a full-time office of any other
company without permission of the Minister of Finance. 464 No direc-
tor of a trust bank may concurrently be a director of the parent bank.
There are some other limitations on personnel interlocks.465
4. Other Affiliates
A city bank must limit its holding of stock in a domestic company,
other than a securities firm, a trust bank, and a company which pro-
vides the bank with agency or administrative services, to five percent
or less of the outstanding stock therein.4 However, within this limi-
tation, a bank can be affiliated with another domestic company, if
such other company engages only in the so-called incidental banking
business and/or proximate nonbanking business. A bank may indi-
rectly through such affiliate engage in some securities activities which
may or may not be permissible for the bank. This section describes
what kinds of securities activities a bank may engage in indirectly
through such affiliates.
a. Advisory Activities
i. Investment Advice and Discretionary Investment Management
Securities and Exchange Law Securities
The administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance expressly per-
mits an affiliate of a bank to engage in activities of providing invest-
ment advice on Securities and Exchange Law Securities,46 7 with prior
registration with the Minister of Finance under the Investment Advi-
462 See MOF Fimancial Reform Notice, supra note 382, at 84. See also Ujikane & Naka, supra
note 31, at 250.
463 For the meaning of the term "full-time basis" as used herein see supra note 425.
464 Banking Law art. 7.
465 No employee of a trust bank may concurrently hold any office of its parent bank. A trust
bank subsidiary of a bank must increase its proper employees so that the number of them may
reach fifty percent of the total number of its employees around five years after it is established.
See MOF Trust Firewall Condition Rule, supra note 450.
466 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
467 Investment advisory activities on Securities and Exchange Law Securities constitute the
so-called proximate nonbanking business. MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41.
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sory Business Law. 6 8 In addition, the Minister of Finance also has
allowed an investment advisor affiliate to engage in discretionary
management activities on investment in Securities and Exchange Law
Securities,46 9 with approval of the Minister of Finance under the
law.470 Such a discretionary investment manager affiliate, on the
other hand, may not concurrently engage in other activities than in-
vestment advisory activities and discretionary investment manage-
ment activities, regardless of whether or not such other activities
constitute the so-called incidental banking business or proximate non-
banking business.471
In sum, a city bank may engage in investment advisory and dis-
cretionary investment management activities on Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities indirectly through its affiliate, in addition to
activities in which the bank can directly engage.
However, the administrative rule and the law impose some fire-
wall conditions. Basically, no office of such bank's affiliate may be
located in any buildings of the bank's offices.472 There are some limi-
tations on personnel interlocks to ensure independent management
and operation of the affiliate, if that affiliate engages in discretionary
investment management activities. 473 Furthermore, they impose other
limitations on some kinds of transactions between the affiliate and the
bank.474
468 Investment Advisory Business Law art. 4. See supra text accompanying note 190.
469 Thus, discretionary investment management activities on Securities and Exchange Law
Securities possibly constitute the so-called proximate nonbanking business.
470 Investment Advisory Business Law art. 24(1). See supra text accompanying note 194.
471 MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41. See also Investment Advisory Business
Law art. 31, which prohibits a discretionary investment manager from concurrently engaging in
other activities, without approval of the Minister of Finance. But see infra note 483.
472 MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41.
473 No director serving a discretionary investment manager company on a full-time basis may
concurrently serve its affiliated bank or any other company on a full-time basis. Investment
Advisory Business Law art. 30. In addition, a majority of the board members of the affiliate may
not serve the bank or other affiliates on a full-time basis. Futhermore, all representative direc-
tors of the affiliate must serve the affiliate on a full-time basis and none of them may serve any
other company regardless of whether on a full- or part-time basis. Tdshi Komon Gydsha No
Gy6mu Un'ei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Business Operations of Investment Advisor Companies]
OkurashO Sh6ken Kyoku [MOF Security Bureau] No. 993 (July 20, 1992).
474 A company engaging in activities of providng investment advisory and/or discretionary
investment management services may not sell securities to, or purchase them from, its affiliate,
nor order its affiliate to sell or purchase them on a market as intermediary, agent or broker if: (a)
the affiliate, alone or together with (i) companies in which the affiliate retains more than fifty
percent of the outstanding stock, and (ii) companies a majority of whose representative directors
or directors are those who are or were directors or full-time employees of the affiliate, owns
more than fifty percent of the outstanding stock in such discretionary investment manager com-
pany; or, (b) a majority of representative directors or directors of the discretionary investment
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Other Monetary Claims
Investment advisory activities and discretionary investment man-
agement activities on Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities 475 would constitute at worst the so-called
proximate nonbanking business.476 In addition, the Investment Advi-
sory Business Law does not apply to these activities.477 Thus, in addi-
tion to activities which a bank can directly engage in, a bank may
engage in these activities indirectly through its affiliates, outside the
limitations on the same activities affecting Securities and Exchange
Law Securities, such as the firewall conditions. 478
iL Financial Transaction Advice
Activities of providing advice on financial transactions to those
who raise funds in such transactions would constitute the so-called
non-listed incidental banking business,47 9 unless such activities consti-
tute Securities and Exchange Law Activities of Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities, such as underwriting, distribution or private
placement activities thereof.48 0
On the other hand, activities of providing advice on financial
transactions to those who provide funds in such transactions would
constitute at worst the so-called proximate nonbanking business,48
unless such activities constitute investment advisory activities on Se-
curities and Exchange Law Securities.'
Thus, a city bank can indirectly through its affiliate engage in ac-
tivities of providing advice on financial transactions to both fund rais-
ers and fund providers, so long as such activities do not constitute
manager company are those who are or were directors or full-time employees of the affiliate or
the above companies. Investment Advisory Business Law arts. 23, 33(iii); Yakash6ken Ni
Kakaru Tdshi Komongy6 No Kisei T6 Ni Kansuru Hdritsu Shik6 Kisoku [Investment Advisory
Business Law Administrative Ordinance] 6kura Shdrei [Order of MOF] art. 26(2)(iii) No. 54
(Oct. 31, 1986).
475 See supra text accompanying note 94.
476 This is because the same activities on Securities and Exchange Law Securities constitute
the so-called proximate nonbanking business. See supra notes 460,462. See also supra note 197.
477 See supra text accompanying note 196.
478 See supra text accompanying notes 465-467.
479 See supra text accompanying and following note 198.
480 See supra text accompanying note 199.
481 This is because it is generally considered that investment advisory activities, which involve
essentially the same services as advisory activities on financial transaction for fund providers,
constitute the so-called proximate nonbanking business. See supra note 460. See also supra note
201 and accompanying text.
482 See supra text accompanying note 202.
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Securities and Exchange Law Activities of, or investment advisory ac-
tivities on, Securities and Exchange Law Securities.48 3
b. Commercial Paper and Certificates of Deposit Activities
The administrative rules of the Ministry of Finance48 4 permit an
affiliate of a bank to engage in secondary market activities, such as
dealing in, or brokerage activities of, domestic certificates of deposit
and domestic commercial paper, subject to the same limitations as a
bank must comply with.485 In addition, although it is ambiguous, one
of the rules48 6 indicates that an affiliate of a bank may also engage in
Securities and Exchange Law Activities of foreign certificates of de-
posit and foreign commercial paper, to the same extent and subject to
the same limitations as a bank.48 7
c. Securities Investment Trust (Mutual Fund) Activities
The administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance 488 permits an
affiliate of a bank to engage in activities of originating (creating) se-
curities investment trusts (mutual funds) and give trustees (trust
banks) instructions on how to manage trust assets, with license from
483 In addition, activities of providing advice on corporate mergers and acquisitions constitute
the so-called non-listed incidental banking business. See supra notes 41, 198. Furthermore, the
administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance admits that management consulting constitutes
proximate nonbanking business. MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41. Thus, an affili-
ate of a bank may engage in almost any advisory activities on not only financial affairs but also
other matters, including day-to-day business operations of other companies, unless such advisory
activities constitute Securities and Exchange Law Activities of, or investment advisory activities
on, Securities and Exchange Law Securities.
484 For domestic certificates of deposit, see MOF Deposit Rule, supra note 102. This rule
prohibits any participant from engaging in primary market agency activities of domestic certifi-
cates of deposit; thus, only underwriting and secondary market activities are permitted. Also,
the rule requires that such secondary market activities domestic certificates of deposit be con-
ducted by affiliates engaged in activities of property leasing, factoring, or consumer credit guar-
anteeing, and that the number of affiliates of a bank engaging in such activities be limited to be
minimum.
For domestic commercial paper, see MOF CP Rule, supra note 102. This rule permits a
commercial lending company affiliate of a bank to engage in secondary market activities, not
primary market activities, of domestic commercial paper.
485 For the limitations on domestic certificate of deposit activities of a bank, see supra note
220 and following text. For the limitations on domestic commercial paper activities of a bank,
see supra note 209 and following text.
486 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102.
487 For foreign certificate of deposit activities of a bank, see supra text accompanying and
following note 221. See also supra note 220. For foreign commercial paper activities of a bank,
see supra note 209 and accompanying and following text.
488 Kin'yfi Kanren Gy6mu Wo Itonamu Kaisya Ni Tsuite [Regarding Companies Engaging in
Finance-Related Activities], Jimu Renraku [Administrative Notice], (June 3, 1993) (hereinafter
"MOF Finance-Related Activities Notice").
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the Minister of Finance under the Securities Investment Trust Law.48 9
The Ministry of Finance's licensing guideline permits certain kinds of
affiliates of a bank to be, or to establish a company engaging in the
above activities (hereinafter "Truster Company").490 The guideline
permits a Truster Company to publicly offer beneficial interests in se-
curities investment trusts, if the company has abilities to do so, includ-
ing human resources. A Truster Company may not engage
concurrently in other activities without approval of the Minister of
Finance, regardless of whether or not such other activities constitute
the so-called incidental banking business or proximate nonbanking
business.n91 Thus, a city bank may indirectly through its affiliate en-
gage in Truster Company activities and distribution activities of bene-
ficial interests in securities investment trusts, in addition to securities
activities in which the bank can directly engage.
The law imposes firewall conditions on operations of such affili-
ate. There are some limitations on personnel interlocks and some
kinds of transactions between a Truster Company and its affiliates,
which could include its affiliated bank.4'
489 Securities Investment Trust Law art. 6.
490 For the MOF's licensing guidelines, see supra note 226.
As mentioned in the note, the guideline permits (a) a securities firm or discretionary invest-
ment manager to establish a Truster Company or (b) such manager to directly obtain license for
acting as Truster Company, if conditions are met. Also, as mentioned in text above, a bank may
have a securities firm subsidiary and an affiliate engaging in discretionary investment manag-
ment activities. For a securities firm subsidiary, see supra text following note 376. For discre-
tionary investment manager affiliate, see supra text accompanying note 462. Thus, a bank can
indirectly, through such subsidiary or affiliate, act as a Truster Company, if conditions are met.
491 Securities Investment Trust Law art. 18. For instance, the approval is required for a
Truster Company to engage in investment advisory activities on Securities and Exchange Law
Securities covered by the Investment Advisory Business Law. Because the industry ha a
strongly requested this concurrent engagement, the Ministry of Finance has allowed it. See supra
note 483.
492 No director serving a Truster Company on a full-time basis may concurrently serve its
affiliated bank or any other company on a full-time basis, without approval of the Minister of
Finance. Securities Investment Trust Law art. 20-3. A Truster Company may neither instruct
the trustee (trust bank) to purchase, for trust account, securities held by the Truster Company,
its directors, or those who own more than ten (10) percent of the outstanding stock in the Truster
Company, nor to sell or to tend trust asset securities to any of them. Securities Investment Trust
Law art. 17(2)(i).
A Truster Company may not instruct a trustee (trust bank) (a) to enter into any transaction
(i) with its affiliate on unusual and unfair terms, (ii) for the purpose of benefiting its affiliated
bank (trust bank) or securities firm and to the extent unjustifiably unnecessary in terms of fre-
quency or scale, (iii) for the prupose of interfering with fair price making of securities to be
underwritten by its affiliated securities firm as lead underwriter, of (b) to purchase, for trust
account, an unsold portion or of securities to be underwritten, distributed or privately placed by
its affiliated bank (trust bank) or securities firm. If a Truster Company concurrently engages in
discretionary investment managment activities, the company may not instruct a trustee to enter
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d. Securitized Asset Activities
i. Certificates Backed by Nonbank Lease and Credit Receivables
The administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance permits an af-
filiate of a bank to engage in activities related to sale of asset-backed
certificates covered by the Asset Securitization Law, to the same ex-
tent as the bank and subject to the same limitations as a bank.493
These activities are also subject to restrictions under the law,4 94 in-
cluding the prior approval requirement, 495 unless exempted by the
law, like banks.496
In addition, the rule also permits an affiliate of a bank to act as
special purpose companies in the assignment and partnership-type
into any transaction, for the purpose of benefiting its customers to which the company provides
discretionary investment management services and damaging beneficiaries of the securities in-
vestment trusts. Securities Investment Trust Law art. 17(2)(iv); Yfikash6ken Tshi Shintaku No
Itakugaisya No K6i Junsoku Ni Kansuru Sh~rei [Ministry Ordinance Regarding Operation Stan-
dards for Truster Companies of Securities Investment Trusts] Okura Sh6rei [Ordinance of MOF]
art. 4(1)(i), (iii), (iv), (v), (x), No. 60 (Sept. 30, 1967) as amended (hereinafter "MOF Truster
Operation Standard Ordinance").
A company is an "affiliate" of a Truster Company as used herein, if: (a) any person that is
or was a director or employee of such company is a director of, and owns stock in, a Truster
Company, (b)(i) such a company, alone or together with its directors, principal shareholders or
subsidiaries, owns more than fifty percent of the outstanding stock in a Truster Company, or (ii)
a majority of directors or representative directors of a Truster Company consists of those who
are or were directors, employees or principal shareholders of such company or its subsidiaries,
etc., or (c)(i) a Truster Company, alone or together with its directors, principal shareholders or
subsidiaries, owns more than fifty percent of the outstanding stock in such company, or (ii) a
majority of directors or representative directors of such company consists of those who are or
were directors, employees or principal shareholders of a Truster Company or its subsidiaries, etc.
MOF Truster Operation Standard Ordinance, art. 4(2).
In addition, as mentioned above, a trust bank may undertake securities investment trusts
from its affiliated Truster Company, except to the extent that the aggregated amount of money
trusted to such trusts so undertaken during a fiscal year exceeds twenty-five (25) percent of that
of money trusted to all securities investment trusts created by the Truster Company during the
same fiscal year. See supra text accompanying note 454.
493 MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41. For bank's activities related to sale of
asset-backed certificates, see supra text accompanying and following note 252.
494 Bank affiliate's activities related to sale of asset-backed certificates are subject to restric-
tions under the Asset Securitization Law, while such activities of a bank are exempted from the
restrictions. Asset Securitization Law art. 71. The Ministry of Finances administrative rule, nev-
ertheless, subjects a bank's activities related to sale of asset-backed certificates to almost the
same restrictions as so exempted by the law. See supra note 255. See also supra text accompany-
ing note 260. Thus, because an affiliate of a bank is subject to restrictions under the law, it does
not follow that such affiliate must comply with stricter restrictions than a bank, except that such
affiliate must obtain prior approval from the Ministers of Finance and of Commerce and Indus-
try under the law, unlike a bank.
495 Asset Securitization Law art. 52. See supra text accompanying note 252.
496 See supra note 255 and accompanying text.
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securitization schemes.4 7 Prior approval by the Ministers of Finance
and of Commerce and Industry is required,498 unless exempted by the
law, like banks.49  An affiliate engaged in the special purpose com-
pany activities may not engage concurrently in other activities, with-
out another approval from the same ministers.50
Thus, a bank may indirectly, through its affiliate, engage in spe-
cial purpose company activities, in addition to activities in which the
bank can directly engage.
ii. Foreign Trust Beneficial Certificates Backed by Loans
Although it is ambiguous, the Ministry of Finance administrative
rule501 indicates that an affiliate of a bank may also engage in Securi-
ties and Exchange Law Activities of securities or certificates issued by
a foreign judicial person and representing beneficial interests in a trust
for loans of a bank or other financial institution,5°2 to the same extent
and subject to the same limitations as a bank." 3
e. Commodity Fund Activities
The administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance permits an af-
filiate of a bank to engage in activities related to commodity funds,
such as fund originator and truster activities and sale of commodity-
fund certificates, to the same extent as the bank may do and subject to
the same limitations as the bank must comply with.504 These activities
497 MOF Finance-Related Activities Notice, supra note 481.
498 Asset Securitization Law art. 30. See supra text accompanying note 247.
499 Id. art. 71. See supra note 249 and accompanying text.
500 Id. art. 41. See supra text accompanying note 248.
501 MOF CP Rule, supra note 102; MOF New Securities & Private Placement Rule, supra
note 102.
502 Such foreign trust beneficial certificates constitute both Securities and Exchange Law Se-
curities and Monetary Claims. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(1)(x); SEL Definition Ordi-
nance art. 2; BL Administrative Ordinance art. 12(vii). See supra note 87.
503 For such activities of a bank, see supra text accompanying and following note 283.
504 MOF Domestic Affiliate Notce, supra note 41. For bank's fund originator activities, see
supra text accompanying and following note 312. For bank's activities related to sale of com-
modity-fund certificates, see supra text accompanying and following note 324.
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are also subject to restrictions under the law,505 including the prior
approval requirement,506 unless exempted by the law, like banks.50 7
IV. FOREIGN SEcuRrrIEs Acrlvrrms
As seen in the last chapter, Japanese city banks engage in domes-
tic securities activities directly through their domestic offices or indi-
rectly through their domestic affiliates, subject to various restrictions
under Japanese laws and the Ministry of Finance's administrative
rules. On the other hand, they are also conducting securities activities
outside Japan directly through their foreign offices or indirectly
through their foreign affiliates. These foreign activities, of course, are
subject to local laws. Thus, activities of a Japanese bank's state-
chartered branch in the United States are governed by not only state
laws, including the chartering state's banking law, but also federal
laws, such as Glass-Steagall Act. On the other hand, as to Japanese
laws and Ministry of Finance's administrative rules, it is generally
quite unclear whether or not they are extraterritorially extended to
these foreign activities to the same extent as applied to the domestic
activities. This chapter copes with this issue, or what kinds of restric-
tions under Japanese laws are applied to foreign securities activities of
Japanese city bank's foreign operations.
A. Foreign Securities Activities of Banks (Foreign Offices)
This section focuses on what kinds of restrictions Japanese laws
apply to the foreign securities activities of Japanese city bank's foreign
offices. There is no provision under the Banking Law, the Securities
and Exchange Law, or such other laws as cited in this article, that
expressly targets foreign activities of foreign offices of a bank; thus,
there arises an issue of whether or not the restrictions under these
laws on domestic activities of domestic offices are extended to such
foreign activities.
505 A bank affiliate's activities related to commodity funds are subject to restrictions under
the Commodity Fund Law, while such activities of a bank are exempted from the restrictions.
Commodity Fund Law art. 48(1). The Ministry of Finance's administrative rule, nevertheless,
subjects activities bank's activities related to commodity funds to almost the same restrictions as
so exempted by the law. See supra note 328. See also supra note 333 and accompanying text.
Thus, because an affiliate of a bank is subject to restrictions under the law, it does not follow that
such affiliate must comply with stricter restrictions than a bank, except that such affiliate must
obtain prior approval from proper ministers under the law, unlike a bank.
506 Commodity Fund Law arts. 3, 49(1). See supra text accompanying notes 312, 324.
507 lId art. 48(1). See supra notes 314, 328 text accompanying.
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1. Banking Law
As seen in the last chapter, the Banking Law limits domestic se-
curities activities of domestic offices of a city bank as a matter of its
corporate power.50 8 Because foreign offices of a bank are a part of
the bank, not separate legal entities from the bank, it is logical to con-
sider that such limitations on corporate power are fully applied to for-
eign offices. Thus, foreign offices of a bank cannot conduct more
securities activities outside Japan than its domestic offices can in
Japan.5 9
2. Securities and Exchange Law
As seen in the last chapter, the Securities and Exchange Law gen-
erally prohibits domestic securities activities of city bank's domestic
offices. While the law exempts some of them from this prohibition, it
instead subjects many of such exempted activities to the prior ap-
proval requirement and some other restrictions. There is great uncer-
tainty on whether or not these restrictions are fully applied to foreign
activities of bank's foreign offices.51
508 See supra note 25.
509 However, literal applications of the limitations under the Banking Law raise a difficult
interpretative problem. The Banking Law permits a bank to directly participate in a private
placement of all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities as agent of the issuer, while it
prohibits a bank from participating directly as best efforts underwriter in a public offering of
certain kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Securities, such as stock and debentures; thus, the
distinction between a private placement and a public offering is important in considering
whether or not placement agency activities are permissible for a bank. Where securities are
issued in Japan, the Securities and Exchange Law clearly provides the standard for such distinc-
tion for the Banking Law purposes. See supra text accompanying and following note 139. For an
offering to be a private placement, the requirements under the Securities and Exchange Law
must be met. Securities and Exchange Law art. 2(3), (8)(vi); Banking Law art. 10(6). See supra
text following notes 140, 145. Literal application of the Banking Law requires that the same
Securities and Exchange Law standard be used even in overseas offerings, or issues of securities
by a foreign issuer exclusively outside Japan. Under this interpretation, a bank is permitted
under the Banking Law to as placement agent participate in an overseas offering of stock or
debentures, only if the Securities and Exchange Law, rather than the local law, recognizes such
offering as a private placement. This, however, is unreasonable, because it is impractical to re-
quire a foreign issuer to comply with the Securities and Exchange Law. Thus, a reasonable
interpretation should be that as to overseas offerings, so long as local law recognizes a distinction
between a private placement and a public offering, such local law standard, not the Securities
and Exchange Law standard, is used for the Banking Law purposes. In other words, if an over-
seas offering constitutes a private placement under local law, placement agency activities in such
offering should be private placement activities permissible for a bank under the Banking Law,
even though such offering does not qualify for a private placement under the Securities and
Exchange Law. It is, nevertheless, unclear whether or not the Ministry of Finance has the same
view.
510 The question of whether or not the Securities and Exchange Law is applied to foreign
securities activities of a bank's foreign offices is important only in that if the answer is affirma-
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3. Trust Business Law and Banks' Trust Business Law
The Trust Business Law and the Banks' Trust Business Law per-
mit only licensed trust companies and approved trust banks to engage
in trust business. A city bank can engage in trust business, only with
prior approval of the Minister of Finance under the Banks' Trust Busi-
ness Law.51 ' There is considerable uncertainty on whether or not
these laws are fully applied to foreign trust activities of bank's foreign
offices.5 12
4. Other Laws
The five percent limitation of stock holding of a bank under Anti-
Monopoly Law513 applies to foreign offices so far as the stock is in any
domestic company; on the other hand, the law does not apply to stock
in any foreign company, regardless of which office, domestic or for-
eign, retains and books it.
In general, the Investment Advisory Business Law, the Securities
Investment Trust Law, the Asset Securitization Law, and the Com-
modity Fund Law, basically regulate only activities conducted in
whole or part in Japan and/or involving any resident of Japan. Thus,
tive; many of the foreign securities activities permitted by the Banking Law are subject to the
prior approval requirement under the Securities and Exchange Law, and other restrictions there-
under covering unfair transactions and personnel qualification. See supra text accompanying
and following note 60. See also supra notes 90, 91, 119, 120, 174 and 175. The answer to the
question does not affect the scope of permissible foreign securities activities. The Banking Law
and the Securities and Exchange Law draw the same line between permissible and impermissible
securities activities of a city bank; thus, even though the Securities and Exchange Law is not
applied to foreign securities activities of a bank's foreign offices, the scope of permissible foreign
securities activities does not expand due to the limitations on corporate power of a bank under
the Banking Law. See supra text accompanying and following note 501.
The issue is illustrated as follows: The Banking Law permits a bank to engage directly
through foreign offices in private placement agency activities of all kinds of Securities and Ex-
change Law Securities outside Japan. If the Securities and Exchange Law applies to foreign
securities activities of foreign offices, the private placement agency activities outside Japan are
subject to the above restrictions under the Securities and Exchange Law, even though the bank
engages in no such activities in Japan. With respect to this issue, it is completely unclear whether
or not the Ministry of Fimance is of the opinion that the restrictions under the Securities and
Exchange Law are extended to foreign securities activities.
511 Banks' Trust Business Law art. 1(1).
512 The Banks' Trust Business Law possibly limits the corporate power of a city bank; in other
words, a city bank does not acquire trust power without prior approval under the law. If this is
true, the law is applied to foreign trust activities of a bank's foreign offices, because foreign
offices are not separate legal entities from a bank but a part of it. Under this interpretation,
foreign offices may not, without the approval under the law, engage in trust activities, even
though such foreign offices do them exclusively outside Japan and no Japanese offices do them in
Japan.
513 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
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so far as foreign offices conduct exclusively outside Japan and no resi-
dent of Japan is involved, these laws are generally not applicable.514
5. Ministry of Finance Administrative Rules
Many administrative rules of the Ministry of Finance regulate do-
mestic securities activities of domestic offices of a city bank. Whether
or not such restrictions are applied to foreign activities of foreign of-
fices of a bank depends upon their underlying objectives. In general,
if such restrictions dictate only domestic considerations, such as pro-
tection of domestic investors and/or security of fair domestic market,
they are not applied, although it is usually not easy to judge this.515
B. Foreign Securities Activities of Foreign Affiliates
This section focuses on what kinds of restrictions under Japanese
laws are applied to foreign securities activities of Japanese city bank's
foreign affiliates.
1. In General
The Banking Law controls some of affiliations between a bank
and foreign companies. The Banking Law expressly permits a bank to
acquire and retain more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting
stock in a foreign bank or a foreign securities firm with approval of
the Minister of Finance.516 The five percent limitation of stock hold-
ing of a bank under the Anti-Monopoly Law517 is not applied to hold-
ing stock in any foreign company; thus, in order to acquire and retain
such stock, the Fair Trade Commission's approval is not needed.
There is no provision under the Banking Law that limits activities of
these foreign subsidiaries or relationship between a bank and these
foreign subsidiaries; instead, administrative rules of the Ministry of
Finance set limitations, including firewall conditions, on foreign un-
derwriting activities of these foreign subsidiaries, as mentioned below.
No provision of the Banking Law regulates affiliations between a
bank and foreign companies, except that the law requires prior notice
to the Minister of Finance when a bank acquires or retains more than
514 Even though none of these laws regulate foreign activities of bank's foreign offices, for
such foreign offices to be permitted to engage in certain foreign activities, such activities must be
permissible both under applicable Japanese law, such as the Banking Law, and under local laws.
515 Although it is impossible to generalize, it appears that many of the restrictions imposed by
administrative rules of the Ministry of Finance intend to implement domestic considerations.
516 Banking Law art. 16-4(1).
517 Anti-Monopoly Law art. 11(1).
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fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in any foreign company
other than foreign bank and securities firm subsidiaries.518 As men-
tioned above, the administrative rules of the Ministry of Finance regu-
late affiliations between a bank and domestic companies, other than
its securities firm and trust bank subsidiaries.519 The rules permit do-
mestic affiliates of a bank to engage only in activities of providing the
bank with certain kinds of agency and administrative services, the so-
called incidental banking business (including the so-called non-listed
incidental banking business), and the so-called proximate nonbanking
business.52 ° Such domestic affiliates are, for instance, prohibited from
engaging in activities completely unrelated to banking, such as real
estate retail business, travel agency business, product sales,521 hotel
business, warehouse business, marine courier business, and mining
business.522 Based upon similar considerations to those underlying
the restrictions on bank's domestic affiliations, the Ministry of Fi-
nance, by its non-statutory administrative rules523 regulates affiliations
between a bank and foreign companies other than its foreign bank
and securities firm subsidiaries.
Under the administrative rules, a city bank is prohibited from
beneficially acquiring or retaining more than fifty percent of the out-
standing voting stock in any foreign company that is engaged in the
kinds of activities impermissible for any domestic affiliates of a
bank.524 This prohibition is not affected by whether such stock is
owned in the name of the bank or in another person's name. In addi-
tion, even where a bank owns stock but less than fifty percent, it may
not have power of significant control over financial affairs or business
policies of any foreign company that is engaged in the kinds of activi-
ties impermissible for any domestic affiliates of a bank, by virtue of
518 Banking Law art. 53(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 35(x).
519 See supra text accompanying and following note 354.
520 MOF Domestic Affiliate Rule, supra note 354; MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra
note 41.
521 MOF Domestic Affiliate Notice, supra note 41.
522 MOF Foreign Affiliate Notice, supra note 355.
523 Kin'yZ Kikan To Sono Shussisaki Gaikoku Hdjin Tono Kankei Ni Tsuite [Regarding Rela-
tionships between Financial Institutions and Their Invested Foreign Companies] (kurashd
GinkO Kyoku [MOF Bank Bureau] No. 1117 (Apr. 23, 1976); MOF Foreign Affiliate Notice,
supra note 355.
524 This also prohibits a foreign company in which a bank owns more than fifty percent of the
outstanding voting stock from, alone or together with the bank, beneficially acquiring or retain-
ing more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in another foreign company that is
engaged in activities impermissible for any domestic affiliates of a bank. MOF Foreign Affiliate
Notice, supra note 355.
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personnel, financial, trade or other relationships. 5 5 Literally con-
strued, a bank may control to any extent and in any manner a foreign
company that is engaged in such impermissible activities, if the bank
owns no stock in such company, although the Minister of Finance's
view is unclear. On the other hand, where a bank does not have any
power of control over, but only passively invests in, a foreign company
that is engaged in such impermissible activities, the bank is instructed
by the Ministry of Finance to limit its stock holding in such foreign
company to ten percent or less of the outstanding stock therein. A
bank must file a notice with the Minister of Finance in advance of
acquiring more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in
any foreign company that is not covered by the above prohibition,526
and subsequently submit periodical reports to the Ministry of Finance.
2. Foreign Bank & Securities Firm Subsidiaries
a. In General
The Banking Law expressly permits a city bank to acquire and
retain more than fifty percent of the outstanding voting stock in a for-
eign bank or a foreign securities firm with permission of the Minister
of Finance. 2 7 No director serving a bank on a full-time basis may,
without approval of the Minister of Finance, concurrently serve any
other company on a full-time basis;528 thus, no full-time director of a
bank (or its domestic trust bank subsidiary) may serve any of these
foreign subsidiaries on a full-time basis. 29 There is no other provision
under the Banking Law that regulates relationships between a bank
and these foreign subsidiaries, or activities or operations of these sub-
sidiaries. Indeed, the arm's length rules under the Banking Law that
regulate relationships among a bank and its affiliated domestic trust
bank and securities firm 3' are not applied to these foreign subsidiar-
ies. 31 These foreign subsidiaries are separate legal entities from the
parent bank; thus, it is generally construed that no restriction under
525 If any company that is not affiliated with a bank owns more than fifty percent of the
outstanding voting stock in a foreign company, the bank is usually viewed as not having such
power of control over such foreign company. MOF Foreign Affiliate Notice, supra note 355.
526 Banking Law art.53(v); BL Administrative Ordinance art. 35(ix).
527 Banking Law art. 16-4(1).
528 Banking Law art. 7. For the meaning of the term "full-time basis" as used herein, see
supra note 425.
529 There is no other limitation under Japanese law on personnel interlocks between a bank
(or its domestic trust bank subsidiary) and these foreign subsidiaries.
530 Banking Law art. 16-3; BL Administrative Ordinance 17-6. See supra text accompanying
notes 395, 449.
531 See BL Administrative Order art. 5-2; BL Administrative Ordinance art. 17-4.
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the Banking Law is extended to these foreign subsidiaries, unless they
conduct activities in any part inside Japan or any resident of Japan is
involved in such activities.
The same things can be said in connection with the Securities and
Exchange Law. No director serving a domestic securities firm on a
full-time basis may, without permission of the Minister of Finance,
concurrently serve any other company on a full-time basis under the
Securities and Exchange Law;53 thus, no full-time director of a do-
mestic securities firm subsidiary of a bank may serve any of these for-
eign subsidiaries on a full-time basis.533 The Securities and Exchange
Law has no other provision related to these foreign subsidiaries. The
Securities and Exchange Law expressly admits that the arm's length
rules, and the firewall conditions, which regulate relationships be-
tween a securities firm and its affiliated bank (which means its parent
bank and possibly sibling trust bank),53 are not applied to these for-
eign subsidiaries, if these subsidiaries have no office or facility inside
Japan.535 No prohibition of the Securities and Exchange Law, includ-
ing the prohibition against financial institutions' securities activities, is
extended to these subsidiaries, unless they conduct activities in any
part inside Japan or any resident of Japan is involved in such activities.
Likewise, the Trust Business Law, the Banks' Trust Business Law,
the Anti-Monopoly Law, the Investment Advisory Business Law, the
Securities Investment Trust Law, the Asset Securitization Law, and
the Commodity Fund Law, are not applicable to these subsidiaries,
unless they conduct activities in any part inside Japan or any resident
of Japan is involved in such activities.
The administrative rule of the Ministry of Finance,536 neverthe-
less, limits lead underwriter functions of these foreign subsidiaries
outside Japan and imposes firewall conditions on such foreign under-
writing activities.
532 Securities and Exchange Law art. 42. See supra text accompanying note 425.
533 There is no other limitation under Japanese law on personnel interlocks between a domes-
tic securities firm subsidiary of a bank and these foreign subsidiaries. See Sh6kengaisya Ni Kan-
suru Sh6rei [Ministry Ordinance Regarding Securities Firms] kura Shdrei [Ordinance of MOF]
arts. 2-6, 2-9(ii) No. 52 (Sept. 30, 1965) (hereinafter "SEL Securities Firm Ordinance").
534 Securities and Exchange Law art. 50-2(i), (ii); SEL Soundness Ordinance art. 2-2. See
supra text accompanying and following note 395.
535 SEL Securities Firm Ordinance arts. 2-6, 2-9(ii).
536 Kin'yakikan No Kaigai Genchi H6jin No Sh6ken Hiki'uke Gy6mu Ni Tsuite [Regarding
Securities Underwriting Business of Foreign Subsidiaries of Financial Institutions], Jimu
Renraku [Administrative Notice], (Mar. 3, 1993) (hereinafter "MOF Foreign Underwriting
Notice").
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b. Limitations on Lead Underwriter Functions537
A foreign bank or securities firm subsidiary of a bank are, for the
time being, prohibited from being lead underwriters in foreign issues
of bonds (debentures) of Japanese companies5 38 with the following
exceptions: Such a foreign subsidiary may be a lead underwriter in a
foreign issue of bonds (debentures) of a Japanese company, if (a) the
issue is treated as a private placement under the local law, (b) such
bonds (debentures) are guaranteed by the government, (c) the issuer
is the parent bank or a subsidiary of the parent bank, (d) the total
issue price is ten billion yen (or one hundred million dollars) or less 53 9
or (e) the issuer has net assets of at least five hundred billion yen.540
c. Firewall Conditions541
The following firewall conditions are imposed on foreign under-
writing activities of a foreign subsidiary of a bank: No person of a
bank may visit a customer with any person of the foreign subsidiary
without request of the customer specifying the purpose of such co-
537 This limitation was set in 1993 by the Ministry of Finance by mitigating the pre-existing
restrictions, under which the Ministry of Finance instructed any foreign subsidiary of any
Japanese bank not to be a lead underwriter of foreign bond issues of any Japanese company.
This restriction is known as "three-bureau agreement" [Sankyoku G6i]. Prior to 1993, no bank
owned its domestic securities subsidiary, and could not directly or indirectly underwrite bonds as
in present Thus, this previous restriction purported to prevent banks from mutilating these
prohibitions under the Securities and Exchange Law by directing Japanese companies to issue
bonds in foreign markets and thereby, indirecty through their foreign subsidiaries, underwriting
bonds. In 1993, the Ministry of Finance mitigated this previous restriction, and stated that it
would be completely abolished in five years, at the same time the Banking Law and the
Securities and Exchange Law were amended to permit a bank to own a domestic securities firm
subsidiary.
538 The prohibition is applied to an issue not only of a Japanese company but also of a foreign
company ift (a) Japanese companies or individuals own twenty-five or more of the outstanding
stock in such foreign company; (b) another foreign company that meets the condition of (a)
above, alone or together with any Japanese company or individual, owns all of the outstanding
stock in such foreign company; or (c) such foreign company issues bonds on behalf of any Japa-
nese company or individual or another foreign company that meets the condition of (a) or (b)
above. MOF Foreign Underwriting Notice, supra note 529.
539 However, this exception is not available, if the total issue price, together with the aggre-
gated issue price of other foreign public issues of bonds of the same issuer within the preceding
three-month period in which foreign public issues any of foreign subsidiaries of the bank was
retained as lead underwriter, exceeds ten billion yen (or one hundred million dollars). MOF
Foreign Underwriting Notice, supra note 529.
540 However, this exception is not available, in the case of the issues of bonds (debentures)
with rights of conversion into stock or with warrants. In addition, this exception can be relied on
only once during any one (1)-year period beginning on April 1, throughout all foreign subsidiar-
ies of a bank. MOF Foreign Underwriting Notice, supra note 529.
541 Compare with Firewall conditions as applied to domestic relationships, supra text
accompanying notes 413-16 and 422.
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visit.542 No person of the bank, whether or not visiting with any per-
son of the foreign subsidiary, may mention, or express an valuation of,
or opinion on, the foreign subsidiary's services,5' or use marketing
literature of such services that are made in the name of the foreign
subsidiary or in the names of both the foreign subsidiary and the bank.
A bank may not negotiate with the customers on behalf of the foreign
subsidiary to set the terms of underwriting agreements, or conduct any
part of underwriting activities of the foreign subsidiary. These limita-
tions are inapplicable, if underwriting activities are related only to
government bonds, regional government bonds, or government-guar-
anteed bonds.
3. Other Foreign Affiliates
As mentioned above, a city bank can be affiliated with other for-
eign companies, unless such other companies are engaged in the kinds
of activities impermissible for any domestic affiliates of a bank. No
director serving a bank on a full-time basis may, without approval of
the Minister of Finance, concurrently serve any other company on a
full-time basis;5" thus, no full-time director of a bank (or its domestic
trust bank subsidiary) may serve any of these foreign affiliates on a
full-time basis.545 No director serving a domestic securities firm on a
full-time basis may, without approval of the Minister of Finance, con-
currently serve any other company on a full-time basis under the Se-
curities and Exchange Law;5 6 thus, no full-time director of a domestic
securities firm subsidiary of a bank may serve any of these foreign
affiliates on a full-time basis.547 Neither any other provision of the
Banking Law or the Securities and Exchange Law, nor any part of the
542 The request of a customer must be voluntarily given by the customer, and may not be
requested or solicited by a bank or its foreign subsidiary. MOF Foreign Underwriting Notice,
supra note 529.
543 If a person of the bank visits a customer without any person of its foreign subsidiary, the
bank personnel could be allowed to express a personal opinion on the subsidiary's services, to
the extent requested by the customer or necessary to perform the personnel's employment du-
ties to the bank. MOF Foreign Underwriting Notice, supra note 529.
544 Banking Law art. 7. For the meaning of the term "full-time basis" as used herein, see
supra note 425.
545 There is no other limitation under Japanese law on interlocking personnel between a bank
(or its domestic trust bank subsidiary) and these foreign affiliates. See supra text following note
522.
546 Securities and Exchange Law art 42. For the meaning of the term "full-time basis" as
used herein, see supra note 425.
547 There is no other limitation under Japanese law on interlocking personnel between a do-
mestic securities firm subsidiary of a bank and these foreign affiliates. See supra text following
note 528.
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Trust Business Law, the Banks' Trust Business Law, the Anti-Monop-
oly Law, the Investment Advisory Business Law, the Securities Invest-
ment Trust Law, the Asset Securitization Law, and the Commodity
Fund Law, regulates activities of these foreign affiliates or relationship
between a bank's domestic operations and these foreign affiliates, un-
less these foreign affiliates conduct activities in any part inside Japan
or any resident of Japan is involved in such activities.
V. CONCLUSION
Notwithstanding the above 1993 reform to the Japanese financial
system, city banks are still prohibited from engaging directly in certain
kinds of securities activities, such as underwriting, distribution, dealing
and brokerage activities of stock, other equity securities and deben-
tures. It is true that there remains the specialization system of the
banking industry that separates it from the securities industry in this
sense. However, banks are now allowed to engage directly in various
kinds of securities activities, such as all kinds of Securities and Ex-
change Law Activities of government bonds and Monetary Claims,
although the Ministry of Finance has imposed substantial non-statu-
tory restrictions on some of the activities. 54s More importantly, banks
can conduct considerable kinds of securities activities impermissible
for the banks themselves indirectly, through their securities from sub-
sidiaries, trust bank subsidiaries and other affiliates. These securities
activities, such as primary market activities of non-stock equity securi-
ties and all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities of deben-
tures, are.subject to limitations on relationships between banks and
their affiliates, or arm's length rules, firewall conditions and personnel
interlock limitations. Thus, it can be said that the specialization sys-
tem has significantly changed in substance. The prohibition against
548 Recall that the Ministry of Finance for example, has subjected private placement activities
of Securities and Exchange Law Securities and other activities of Monetary Claims to substantial
non-statutory restrictions. However, it appears that many of the restrictions are transitory in
scope and degree; thus, they would be gradually mitigated, depending upon the scale of markets,
experience of banks and investors in these activities, etc. Also, it should be noted that these
restrictions can be amended without any parliament or cabinet action.
In a case where these non-statutory restrictions are substantially mitigated, some of the
Monetary Claims that are not Securities and Exchange Law Securities at present might be added
to the Securities and Exchange Law Security list, thereby subjecting banks' Securities and Ex-
change Law Activitie§ of such Monetary Claims to the Securities and Exchange Law regulatory
framework. See supra text accompanying note 52. However, this would not narrow banks' activ-
ities of such Monetary Claims, since such Monetary Claims are still Monetary Claims, with re-
spect to which all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities are permissible for banks
under the Banking Law and the Securities and Exchange Law. Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5);
Securities and Exchange Law art. 65(2)(ii), (iii). See supra note 39.
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banks' securities activities, especially indirect activities, under the sys-
tem has been substantially mitigated, while the system has required
compliance with limitations on relationships between banks and their
affiliates.
However, this change is not final. The specialization system
would be further reduced in its regulatory significance from now on,
and the final picture might be that the system functions only as limita-
tions on relationships between banks and their affiliates. It is true that
the specialization system will continue restrict the scope of banks' per-
missible direct securities activities. This is because future substantial
expansion of banks' direct securities activities cannot be expected any
longer.549 However, now that banks are allowed to enter the securi-
ties industry through their affiliates, banks' principal concern should
not be there; rather, their concern should be to what extent (a) their
affiliates will be permitted to engage in securities activities impermis-
sible for banks themselves and (b) restrictions on relationships be-
tween banks and their affiliates will be mitigated. With respect to the
first issue, banks' affiliates will ultimately be allowed to engage fully in
securities activities impermissible for banks themselves, because this is
what the 1993 financial system reform purports. For instance, banks'
securities firm subsidiaries are now temporarily prohibited from en-
gaging in any kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities of stock
and secondary market activities of non-stock equity securities; how-
ever, the Ministry of Finance has stated that such restrictions would be
reviewed for modification within a few years.550 Although it is not
certain to what degree such restrictions will be mitigated at such first
review, there is no doubt that banks' securities firm subsidiaries will
549 The 1993 financial system reform adopted the so-called subsidiary system, which allows
banks to enter the securities industry only through their subsidiaries, and rejected the so-called
universal banking system, which allows banks to engage directly in full lines of securities activi-
ties. Thus, banks would not be authorized from now on to engage substantially in securities
activities now impermissible for banks themselves, ag., underwriting, distribution, dealing and
brokerage activities of stock, other equity securities and debentures.
In contrast to such traditional securities, new kinds of debt securities, such as new asset-
backed securities, if arise, would be included in Monetary Claims, thereby permitting banks to
engage directly in all kinds of Securities and Exchange Law Activities. Banking Law art.
10(2)(v), (5). It should be noted that the Banking Law has a list of Monetary Claims but the list
is illustrative, not exclusive. New debt securities may or may not be added to the list. Even if
not added, such new securities still can be included in Monetary Claims by interpretation. Also
note that such new securities might also be added to the Securities and Exchange Law Security
list. See supra text accompanying note 52. However, banks can still conduct all kinds of Securi-
ties and Exchange Law Activities thereof. Banking Law art. 10(2)(v), (5); see also supra note 39.
550 See supra notes 382, 386 and accompanying text. This review is true of the temporary
restrictions on the scope of permissible trust activities of trust bank subsidiaries. See supra note
439.
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ultimately be permitted to engage in all kinds of Securities and Ex-
change Activities of any Securities and Exchange Law Securities
sometime in the future. Thus, taking into account such indirect securi-
ties activities of banks, it can be said that the specialization system will
stop playing the important role of limiting the scope of banks' permis-
sible securities activities. On the other hand, with respect to the sec-
ond issue, limitations on relationships between banks and their
affiliates will continue to exist. The Ministry of Finance has stated
that such limitations would also be reviewed for modification within a
few years551 and they might be mitigated in the future; however, com-
plete abolition of them cannot be expected, given the banks' potential
power of control over economics. Thus, even reaching the point
where all restrictions on the scope of banks' permissible indirect se-
curities activities terminate, the specialization system would still limit
relationships between banks and their affiliates, and the mitigation of
such restrictions might be the last struggling point between the bank-
ing and securities industries.
551 See supra notes 396, 450.
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APPENDIX 1. Gink6 H6 [Banking Law] Law No. 59 of 1981
[Excerpt]
Article 10. (Scope of Business)
(1) A bank may engage in the following businesses:
(i) Accepting deposits or installment savings, etc.;
(ii) Lending money or discounting bills and notes and;
(iii) Conducting exchange transactions.
(2) In addition to such businesses as provided in the preceding para-
graph, a bank may engage in the following businesses and other such busi-
nesses as incidental to banking business.
(i) Guaranteeing debts or accepting bills;
(ii) Purchasing and selling securities (excluding monetary claims
represented by such certificates as prescribed in Item (v); the same in
Item (vi)) or entering into securities index future transactions, securities
option transactions or foreign market securities future transactions (lim-
ited to those activities entered into for the purpose of investment or
upon written order, and for the account, of customers);
(iii) Lending securities;
(iv) Underwriting (excluding underwriting for the purpose of
distribution) government bonds, regional government bonds and gov-
ernment-guaranteed bonds (hereinafter called "government bonds,
etc." in this article) and/or handling public offerings of government
bonds, etc. so underwritten;
(v) Acquiring and assigning monetary claims (including negoti-
able certificates of deposit and other monetary claims represented by
such certificates as prescribed in an ordinance of the Ministry of
Finance);
(vi) Handling private placements of securities;
(vii) Undertaking as indenture trustee to handle public offerings
and administration of regional government bonds, debentures and other
bonds;
(viii) Acting as agent for banks or other persons engaging in fi-
nancial business (limited to such persons as prescribed in an ordinance
of the Ministry of Finance);
(ix) Handling receipt, payment and other administration of
money on behalf of the Government, regional governments or compa-
nies, etc.;
(x) Safekeeping securities, precious metals and other items;
(xi) Exchanging money; and
(xii) Acting as intermediary, broker or agent with resect to finan-
cial future transactions, etc.
(5) If such business as prescribed in Item (v) of Paragraph (2) involves
monetary claims that are represented by such certificates as prescribed in the
same item and that constitute securities, such business shall include such ac-
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tivities as prescribed in each item of Paragraph (8) of Article 2 of Sh6ken
Torihiki H6 [Securities and Exchange Law] Law No. 25 of 1948.
(6) The term "Handling private placements of securities" as used in
Item (vi) of Paragraph (2) shall mean handling private placements of securi-
ties (which mean such private placements of securities as prescribed in Item
(vi) of Paragraph (viii) of Article 2 of Sh~ken Torihiki H6 [Securities and
Exchange Law] Law No. 25 of 1948.).
Article 11. (Ditto)
In addition to such businesses as prescribed in the preceding article, a
bank may, except to the extent interfering with the performance of such busi-
nesses as prescribed in each item of Paragraph (1) of the same article, engage
in such businesses as prescribed in each item of Paragraph (2) of Article 65 of
Sh6ken Torihiki H6 [Securities and Exchange Law] Law No. 25 of 1948 with
respect to such securities and transactions as prescribed in the said each item
(excluding such business engaged in under Paragraph (2) of the preceding
article).
Article 12. (Ditto)
A bank may not engage in other businesses than those engaged in under
the preceding two (2) articles, Tanpotsuki Shasai Shintaku H6 [The Law of
Trust for Secured Bonds] Law No. 52 of 1905 or any other laws.
APPENDIX 2. ShOken Torihiki H6 [Securities and Exchange
Law] Law No. 25 of 1948
[Excerpt]
Article 2. (Definitions)
(1) The term "securities" as used in this law shall mean those pre-
scribed in the following:
(i) Government bonds,
(ii) Regional Government bonds,
(iii) Bonds issued by a judicial person in accordance with special
law;
(iv) Debentures;
(v) Investment securities issued by a judicial person established
under special law;
(v-2) Senior investment securities, or certificates representing
subscription rights thereto, as prescribed in Ky6d6 Soshiki Kin'ya
Kikan No Yasen Shussi Ni Kansuru H6ritsu [Law Relating to Senior
Investments in Cooperative Association Financial Institutions] Law No.
44 of 1993 ... ;
(vi) Share certificates (including odd lot; hereinafter the same)
or securities or certificates representing subscription rights to new
shares;
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(vii) Beneficial certificates of securities investment trusts or loan
trusts;
(viii) Promissory notes as designated in an ordinance of the Min-
istry of Finance among those issued by a judicial person to raise funds
necessary for their businesses;
(ix) Securities or certificates issued by a foreign country or a for-
eign judicial person and having the same nature as the securities or cer-
tificates prescribed in each preceding item;
(x) Securities and certificates as designated in an ordinance of
the Ministry of Finance among those issued by a foreign judicial person
and representing beneficial interests, or similar rights thereto, in a trust
for loans of a person engaged in banking business or other persons en-
gaged in money lending as a business; and
(xi) In addition to those prescribed in each preceding item, se-
curities or certificates as prescribed in a cabinet order on the ground
that it is recognized as being necessary to ensure public interest or pro-
tection of investors, by virtue of their negotiability or other
circumstances.
(2) The rights to be represented by such securities as enumerated in
each item of the preceding paragraph shall be deemed to be securities, even
though such securities are not issued. The enumerated rights in the following
shall be deemed to be securities, and this law applies to them, even though
such rights are not to be represented by securities.
(i) Beneficial interests as prescribed in a cabinet order among
those in a trust for loans of a bank, a trust company, or such other finan-
cial institution as prescribed in a cabinet order, or a person engaging
principally in business of lending long-term funds necessary for acquisi-
tions of residences (including land to be used for such residences and
interests in such land);
(ii) Claims against a foreign judicial person that have the same
nature as those prescribed in the preceding item; and
(iii) In addition to those enumerated in the preceding two (2)
items, monetary claims as designated in a cabinet order on the ground
that circumstances of their negotiation are recognized as being identical
to those of negotiation of such securities as prescribed in the preceding
paragraph and that, taking into account their having the same economic
nature as the securities prescribed in the preceding paragraph and other
circumstances, such designation is recognized as being necessary and
appropriate for public interest or protection of investors.
(3) The term "public offering" as used in this law shall mean such solic-
itation of offers for acquisitions of securities in an issue of securities (includ-
ing such similar activities thereto as designated in an ordinance of the
Ministry of Finance; hereinafter the same) as comes within the following:
(i) Solicitation prescribed in a cabinet order among that di-
rected at many people (excluding solicitation directed only at persons
prescribed in an ordinance of the Ministry of Finance as those who have
special knowledge and experience on investment in securities (hereinaf-
ter called "qualifying institutional investors"));
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(ii) In addition to such solicitation as prescribed in the preced-
ing item, solicitation that does not come within either of the following:
(a) Solicitation directed only at qualifying institutional in-
vestors and prescribed in a cabinet order among that involving
little possibility of transfer of the securities to persons other than
qualifying institutional investors;
(b) Solicitation, other than prescribed in the preceding
item and (a) above (excluding such solicitation as meeting the
conditions prescribed in a cabinet order), that is prescribed in a
cabinet order as involving little possibility of transfer of the se-
curities to many people.
(8) The term "securities business" as used in this law shall mean any of
the following businesses engaged in by a person other than a bank, a trust
company or such other financial institution as prescribed in a cabinet order.
(i) Purchasing and selling securities, or entering into securities
index future transactions, securities option transactions or foreign mar-
ket securities future transactions;
(ii) Acting as intermediary, broker or agent with respect to
purchases and sales of securities, securities index future transactions,
securities option transactions or foreign market securities future
transactions;
(iii) Acting as intermediary, broker or agent with respect to un-
dertaking the following transactions:
(a) Purchases and sales of securities, securities index fu-
ture transactions and securities option transactions in any securi-
ties market; and
(b) Purchases and sales of securities, or foreign market se-
curities future transactions, in any foreign securities market
(which means a market similar to a securities market and located
in a foreign country; hereinafter the same);
(iv) Underwriting securities;
(v) Conducting secondary distribution of securities; and
(vi) Handling public offerings, or secondary distributions of se-
curities, or solicitation of offers for acquisitions of securities that does
not come within public offerings (hereinafter called "private
placements").
Article 65 (Prohibition against Financial Institutions's Securities
Business)
(1) No bank, trust company or such other financial institution as pre-
scribed in a cabinet order may engage in as a business any of the activities
enumerated in each item of Paragraph (8) of Article 2; Provided, however,
that this shall not apply in the cases wherein a bank, upon written order, and
for the account, of customers, purchases or sells securities, or enters into se-
curities index future transactions, securities option transactions or foreign
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market securities future transactions, or wherein a bank, a trust company or
such other financial institution as prescribed in a cabinet order, for the pur-
pose of investment, or for the account of a truster pursuant to a trust agree-
ment, purchases or sells securities or enters into securities index future
transactions, securities option transactions or foreign market securities future
transactions in accordance with any other law.
(2) The provision of the preceding paragraph, other than the proviso,
shall not apply in the case wherein a bank, a trust company or such other
financial institution as prescribed in a cabinet order conducts such activities
as enumerated in each following item in connection with such securities or
transactions as enumerated in the same item.
(i) Government bonds, regional government bonds and other
bonds the payments of whose principals and interests are guaranteed by
the Government (these bonds are called "government bonds, etc." in
this paragraph ... ):
Such activities as enumerated in each item of Paragraph (8) of Article 2
(with respect to such activities as enumerated in Items (i) through (iii)
thereof, limited to purchases and sales of such securities and activities con-
ducted in connection with such purchases and sales);
(ii) Securities, other than enumerated in the preceding item,
that are enumerated in Item (viii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 2 or other-
wise designated in a cabinet order and that have shorter than a one (1)-
year period from the issue date to the maturity date:
Such activities as enumerated in each item of Paragraph (8) of Article 2
(with respect to such activities as enumerated in Items (i) through (iii)
thereof, limited to purchases and sales of such securities and activities con-
ducted in connection with such purchases and sales);
(iii) Securities, other than those enumerated in Items (i) through
(vii) of Paragraph (1) of Article 2 (including securities enumerated in
Item (ix) thereof and having the same nature as those enumerated in
Items (i) through (vii) thereof), that are enumerated in Item (x) thereof
or otherwise designated in a cabinet order (excluding those enumerated
in the preceding item):
Such activities as enumerated in each item of Paragraph (8) of Article 2
(with respect to such activities as enumerated in Items (i) through (iii)
thereof, limited to purchases and sales of such securities and activities con-
ducted in connection with such purchases and sales);
(iv) Securities other than enumerated in the preceding three (3)
items:
Handling private placements;
(v) Transactions enumerated in the following:
Such activities as enumerated in Items (i) through (iii) of Paragraph (8)
of Article 2.
(a) Securities index future transactions and securities op-
tion transactions relating to government bonds, etc. (including
these transactions relating to securities indices of only govern-
ment bonds, etc.);
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(b) Foreign market securities future transactions (limited
to those relating to government bonds, etc. or to securities indi-
ces of only government bonds, etc.);
(c) Securities future transactions relating to securities enu-
merated in Item (ix) of Paragraph (1) of Article 2 and having
the same nature as government bonds (hereinafter "foreign gov-
ernment bonds");
(d) Securities index future transactions and securities op-
tion transactions relating to foreign government bonds (includ-
ing these transactions relating to securities indices of only
foreign government bonds);
(e) Transactions, similar to securities future transactions,
in a foreign securities market (limited to those relating to foreign
government bonds); and
(f) Foreign market securities future transactions (limited
to those relating to foreign government bonds or to securities
indices of only foreign government bonds).
Article 65-2. (Approval of Securities Business Relating to Financial
Institutions)
(1) If a bank, a trust company or such other financial institution as pre-
scribed in a cabinet order intends to engage in as a business such activities as
enumerated in each item of Paragraph (2) of the preceding article with re-
spect to such securities or transactions as enumerated in each item, it shall
obtain approval of the Minister of Finance in accordance with a cabinet order
by specifying business to be intended and the operation method thereof, ex-
cept in the cases wherein such activities as prescribed in the proviso of Para-
graph (1) of the same article are to be conducted and wherein those
activities, enumerated in Item (i) of Paragraph (2) of the same article, that
are prescribed in Item (iv) of Paragraph (8) of Article 2 are to be conducted
otherwise than for the purpose of secondary distribution.
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